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Chapter One 

Introduction 

It was 3 orcIock on a T h d a y  afternoon when the phone rang. "Hello?" I 

answered. "I'm calling about the ad in the paper for that history project," a tentative voice 

responded. I was surprised. Although I had just completed another round of poaering 

and advertising in local media, it was extremely rare for these efforts to result in new 

contacts. The caller, Tina', and I spoke for a while on the phone: about my intentions for 

this work what I was trying to fund out, issues ofcontidentiality, aod whether she fit into 

the basic geographical and historical boundaries of my research. A few weeks later we 

met for an in te~ew-  

Her story was filled with violence. Tean coursed down her cheeks as she spoke of 

being badly beaten in high school when classmates discovered she was gay, of being 

institutionalized in an effort to 'shake it out of hef, of coming home to physical and 

emotional abuse by her father and later discovering the hard edges of her husband's fists- 

Exhausted by the terror of her story 1 almost left without asking one of the few questions I 

had brought. "Why did you call me?" I finally asked. "I just wanted people to know," 

Tina responded with conviction. "I want people to  know. These young kids, they don't 

know what it was like. My life was hard because I was gay, and because my We was hard, 

it is easier for them now."' One year later, I was in someone else's living room. Tears 

were shed here as well, although the story is a very different one. "You know," says Am, 

"I think this hardship thing is overrated. Sure there have been hard things, I had to leave 

my husbanQ tell my kids ... but realizing that I was a lesbian was the best thing that ever 

happened to me. It was a wondefi, wonderful thing and I just want people to know 

about that."2 

* Not her real name, AU names that have been withheld by request of the narrator are initially indicated 
by an asterisk, 
I ~ n t e ~ e w  with Tina*. Kingston, June 7th 19%. 
%terview with Ann MaClellan, Kingston, April 1997. 



Stories such as these are completely absent &om the many books that document 

Kingston's past? More insidious than any explicitly anti-gay narrative, the absence of gay 

and lesbian lives fiom the city's history serves to erase us fiom memocy, to deny our 

existence. In this context, the act of recording these narratives and setting them down is 

laden with a power and significance. "Write yourself into history!" proclaimed the posters 

for my research, speaking to my belief that our past is worth preserving- Joan Nestle, a 

community historian who came out in the 1950s writes, 

To Live without history is to live Iike an infant, constantly amazed and challenged 
by a strange and unnamed world- There is a deep wonder in this kind of existence, 
a vitality of curiosity and a sense of adventure that we do well to keep alive all of 
our lives. But a people who are struggling against a world that has decreed them 
obscene need a stronger bedrock beneath their feet. We need to know that we are 
not accidental, that our culture has grown and changed with the currents of time, 
that we, like others, have a social history comprised of individual lives, community 
struggles, and customs of language, dress and behavior - in short, that we have the 
story of a people to tell. To live with history is to have a memory not just of our 
own lives but of the lives of others, people we have never met but whose voices 
and actions connect us to our collective selves.4 

The breadth of social inequality can fkequently feel overwhelming, but there is solace to be 

found in knowledge of the past. The knowledge that people have struggled before me, that 

their acts had implications which may not have been obvious at the time, knowledge of 

what has been won and of the risks that have accompanied these victories, all of this belies 

the oftoheard argument that social injustice is somehow inevitable. Thus the slogans of the 

social justice movement: "Speak your story. Tell your history Mythologize yourself 

Without the anecdotes and legends, we will fade. Wfi them, we can continue 

indefinitely? We should not underestimate the importance of assedng our place in 

3See Nick and Heha Mika Kineston. Historic Citv (BelIeville: Mika Publishing Co., 1987); Kingston 
300 - A Social Snaoshot (Kingston: Hanson and Edgar La, 1973); Alvin Armstrang, Buckskin to 
Broadloom Kiniston Grows UP (Kingstoa Kingston Whig-Standad, 1973); Jane Erringtoa, Greater 
Kingston: Historic Past. Pmprressive Future (Burlington: Windsor Pub., 1M8); Brian Osborne and 
Donald Swainson. Kingston Building on the Past (Westport Butternut Press Irrc., 1988). 
4Joan Nestle- "Voices From M i a n  Herstory" in A Restricted Couutrv (Ithacar Ficand Books, 1987); 
p. 110. 
*Jim Muar~e. "Playing Revolutioqw in THIS Magazine, (Nav./Dec. 1998), p. 30. 



history, especially when the invisibiity of our past is often used as a political tool against 

us. As Nestle argues, documenting our history is a pol i t id  act, one that teaches us about 

ourselves and also proclaims our right to our past- 

To date the majority of queer history has focused on tales fkom the big cities, 

Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, the Castro district in San Francisco, the flamboyant drag 

balls of New York City.6 The images of the big city are enticing: gay bars and bookstores, 

community centers and social services, entire gay neighborhoods, and for the small town 

!voyeur'. a degree of urban anonymity. To some extent, it is possible to visit this past: the 

memoirs of 'out' celebrities such as George Hislop and Ti Egaq journals Like Z?ze 

Politic and Long Time Conring, and a record of large scale public demonstrations offer 

some insight7 For this reason alone - the existence of gay spaces - large cities are obvious 

points of departure for the writing of gay history. Only recently have queer activists and 

academics begun to recognize the existence and importance of gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

lives in small cities and rural areas.* In a new anthology which attempts to address the 

queer histories that until now have been neglected, Brett Beemyn argues that 

... vibrant gay communities have existed for decades in places far from the 
traditional [in the United States] gay coastal meccas. However, the histories of 
these communities - particularly those in the South and Midwest - have often been 
ignored, in part because the popular fhmework for understanding communities is 
based on the experiences of lesbians and gay men in large cities with gay-fiiendly 
neighborhoods. Since the gay communities that arose in places like Iowa City do 

%ee for esample George Chauncey, Gav New York: Gender. Urban CuIture. and the Makine of the Gav 
Male World 1790-1940 (New York: Basic Books, 1994,); Steven bynard, "Through a Hole in the 
Lavatory Wall" Journal of the History of S e d t v  5 (Om 1994); 207 - 242,; Be& Ross, The House That 
Jill Built - A Lesbian Nation in Formation floronto: University of Toronto Press 1995); Susan Stryker 
and Jim Van Buskirk, Gav Bv the Bav - A Historv of Oueer Culture in the San Francisco Bav Area (Sari 
Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1996). 
'AS the director of CHAT, the Community Homopbik Association of Toronto, George Hislop was a very 
public gay figure in Toronto- Jim Egan, "Canada's Pioneer Gay Activist" countered anti-gay stereotypes 
by waging a political letter-writing campaign in mahtmam Canadian press. The Body Politic, published 
in Toronto, ntas the first gay journal in Canada- Long Time Coming, published by Montreal Gay Women, 
was the first lesbian journal in Canada, Donald McLead, Lesbian and Gav L~hration in Canada: A 
Selected Annotated Chronologv, 1W-1975 (Toronto: Homewood Books, 19%)- 
*See Michael Riorden Out Our Wav: Gav and Lesbian Life in the Countm (Toronto: Between the Lines, 
1996). 



not look like the communities 
structure, they are overlooked 

in San Francisco or New York, either in size or 
or seen as less significant- A subtle elitism that 

views all but a few major metropolises as backward and entirely inhospitable to 
gays also contributes to this oversight."g 

The assumption that most lesbians and gays in smaller urban centers migrated to larger 

cities, in combination with the difficulties in finding archival material and narrators, has 

resulted in a paucity of historical work on gays and lesbians in small cities or rural areas- 

Canadian historian Gary Kinsman confesses, in his second edition of The Regulation of 

Desire "Given my years of activism in St. John's, the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia, -3 

and now in Sudbury, I am much more conscious than when I wrote the first edition of this 

book about the importance of queer organizing in smaller centers and ma1 areas."lo 

Unfortunately, a flowering of scholarship addressing these omissions has not followed this 

admission- 

Kingston has relatively few of the gay 'institutions' that mark the big city 

landscape: one bar, a few 'gay ftiendly' bookstores; the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 

Association Iocated at Queen's University, and a women's dance every three months. Of 

these only the LGBTA (then known as the Queen's Homophile Association, QHA) existed 

during the period I have studied. Nonetheless, gay men and lesbians have been "queer" 

and "here" for a long time, validating their lives through the construction of informal 

communities and nehuorks of support. This work serves as a challenge to the notion that 

small town lesbians and gays flocked to the cities because We in their hometown was too 

hard. Some narrators did depart for the promise of bright lights, or for the myriad of other 

reasons that cause people to move. Many others continued to call Kingston home. 

Through my interviews with a number of Kingston men and women I have discovered 

how narrators created and maintained a gay life for themselves, finding ways of honoring 

both their sexual identity and their comection to this place. 

%rat Beemy- "Introduction" in Creating a Place for Ourselves - Lesbian. Gav. and Bisexual 
Communitv Histories (Nm- York: Routledge, 1997); p. 1. 
IO~ary Kinsman, The Regulation of Desire - Homo and Hetem Sexualities. 2nd Edition (Montreal: Black 
Rose Books, 1996): p. 3. 



Kingston is situated on the shores of Lake Ontario, and the water defines much of 

the city's centre Streets veer south to greet the lakeshore and many of the defining 

institutions are located within sight of the lake. Historic limestone buildings woke earlier 

eras, when the now-sprawling suburbs were not even a distant dream. An active historical 

society celebrates Kingston's rich history as a military outpost, a potential capital of the 

nation, and a resting place for Sir John A Madonaid. I .  the summer the city is packed 

with tourists7 who are then replaced by throngs of tam-wearing, %ha Gael' shouting, 

Queen's University students who return each fd. This annual exchange creates a rhythm 

to the city, points which mark the passing oftime, a warning for the sudden freezing of the 

lake or the sight of dozens of white-sailed boats pushing through its waters. 

For the past six years I have been one of the 'queerst who has made this place my 

home. When I first moved here in 1992 I was enthralled by the old buildings and the 

vastness created by the uninterrupted expanse of water. Kingston can simultaneously 

appear limited and small, and also 1 1 1  ofpossibility. Because of its small town intimacy I 

found it very easy to meet people, yet, because the city is conveniently nestled between 

Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal, a taste o f  large-scale urban opportunity is never too far 

away. After only a few months it was rare that I would walk down Princess St., 

Kingston's main street, without meeting people I knew. Errands soon became punctuated 

by conversation with the person trying to start a shelter for youth, the woman known ody 

by my dog's association with her dog, or unwrnfiortable and unavoidable encounters with 

a new lover's ex-partner. I learned not to try and get anywhere in a hurry. ALthough 

Kingston has a population of just over 60,000, of which approximately 10,000 are 

university students, the city still has the familiarity of a small town-l And like rnany small 

towns, the longer I live here the more clearly I recognize that it is a different place for 

different people, divided by the lines of who does what, and lives where. 

l ~ h e  Financial Post Datagroup, Canadian Markets 1995 (Toronto: MaClean Hunter, 1995). 



For the past fifty years Kingston has been dominated by the presence ofa number 

of institutions: five prisons, one college, Queen's University and the Royal Military 

College, three hospitals, one mental institution, a military base, and a multitude of agencies 

that serve to "manage" the city's poor. There has been little development of large 

industry; only Alcan's aluminum plant, Dupont plastics, and C.1.L. remain as traces of 

World War II industrialism. Ow effect this array of institutions has had upon Kingston 

Life is "to divide its society into segments or cells," explained Sydney Wise in his 1973 

article "A Personal View ofKingston" "Some might belong to several, but on the whole 

it was possible to live a good part of one's life in one segment or another of the community 

without having very much to do with what was going on in another part of the 

community." 

An awareness of who belonged where was, and still is, heightened by an imaginary 

line running through the centre of the city. Writes Kate Stems, in her fictional and 

somewhat fantastical novel set in "Limestotie," 

the north end of the city adopted the grim, concentrated visage of its few 
remaining tenants. More and more street comers played host to women and 
children whose husbands and fathers had found temporary accommodation in one 
of the local prisons. Visitors to Limestone never ventured north of Divide Street 
except by mistake. Maps of the city grew fUny around the edges as if a problem 
undefined was a problem solved. l3 

"Kingston was an interesting place to grow up," says former Queen's Homophile 

Association member Julia Creet, "because the right and the wrong side of the tracks were 

so clearly demarcated, you know, Princess Street ran down the middle and the university 

and the hospital on the one side and north of Princess was on the other side."14 Richard 

Harris writes of the extent to which class shapes the city's geography, claiming that by the 

early 1960s, "the language of class had to a considerable extent been reduced to the 

12Sydney Wise "The Many Kingstons" in Written in Stone: A Kinaston Reader- eds. Mary Alice Downie 
and MA.  Thompson (Kingston: Quarry Press, 1993); p. 187- 
I3Kate Sterns, Thinking About Maprritte (Landon: ETarviI, 1992). 
I4htentiew with J& Creet,  oro onto, ~ ~ l y  2nd 1997. 



language of place ... To most people the 'North End' was virtually synonymous with the 

working class and the poor."15 Divisions between the 'towsf and the 'gown', the working 

class and the university-educated elite, were notoriously bad in the 1960s and though 

much improved, relations remain tenuous to this day. L6 

References to a stark class divide and the city's lack of racial diversity are not 

emphasized in Kingston's 'official' narrative- When community historians Nick and Helrna 

Mika laud Kingston as having "a touch of class and romance", they are not descrhng the 

cfass tensions and romantic desires that defiae this thesis." Having witnessed this aspect 

of the city's geography long before I began my research, I expected that the interviews 

would reveal the impact of class on narrators' experiences of their sexuality. It was my 

intention that this project would extend beyond mere documentation to include analysis of 

the significance of narrators' words. Joan Nestle writes, "When, in my own archival work, 

I took Albert Memmi's words, 'the colonized are condemned to lose their memory,' as my 

challenge, I was thinking of the physical details of a We, of the faces I knew in the smoke- 

filled, police-haunted bars of the fifties, of how time and shame had made them ghosts. In 

the ensuing years, I have come to understand that the right to think about meaning is as 

crucial as remembering a name."18 

Although class is one of the key lenses through which I have attempted to envision 

meaning, it has also been the most difficult aspect of identity to discuss. Many narrators 

suffer from the quintessential Canadian assumption that class does not really exist, that we 

are all members of a vaguely defined middle-class. Narrators often simultaneously 

-- - - -- - 

15Harris. Democracy in Kineston: A Social Movement in Urban Politics 1%5-1970 (Kingston: McGilI- 
Queen's Press. 1988): p. 62. 
16~arold Averill, who attended Queeris in the late 'as, remembers when the Principal of Queen's was 
beaten up by some Kingston residents- He descrii a time when there were lots of fights between 
Queen's students and Kingston residents- Going out for a drink at predominantly 'town' establishments 
was a risk: "the Tap Room, [ i f ]  you went there you sat with-your back to the wall," InterYiew with 
Harold AveriU Toronto, July 2nd 1997, 
17Mika, Kinenon. Historic Citv, p. 7. 
1 8 h  Nestle, "Afterword" in Creating a Place for OurseIves, p. 290. 



possessed a firm awareness of what constitutes the 'wrong side of the tracks' and an 

inability to describe their communities in terms of class. Perhaps this is due, in part, to the 

complexities of class. Unlike what is commonly understood to be the k e d  nature of sex, 

which locates all narrators as either male or female, even in Kingston the lines of class are 

much more hazily drawn. "I, like many if not most others," writes Susan W o  in her 

introduction to the collection Queerlv Classed - Gay Men and Lesbians Write about Class, 

"don't f d  neatly into a class category."lg For example, the acquisition of cultural capital 

may allow an individual to be perceived as ~rn-ddie-chss even when their materid reality 

situates them as members of the working poor. In contrast, Julia Creet discusses how, for 

her, a visible expression of sexuality involved a process of de-classing, of binding sexuality 

with a working class 'fashion', which was a form of class cross-dressing that was rarely 

accompanied by a material loss of economic privilege.20 Although often complicated and 

unclear, I maintain that class is one of the key elements that has shaped narrators' 

experiences of being gay in Kingston. When writing about the class position of various 

narrators I generally use the terms that they choose to describe themselves. 

This is the challenge posed by oral history: to move beyond individual perceptions 

and make sense of the contradictions therein, to take the richness, emotion, intricacies of 

life and construct something that can be called history. Once I had located narrators, 

conducted the interviews, and transcribed the tapes, I was then fkced with the task of 

finding the places where these forty very different lives overlapped. The process of 

interviewing people about their lives forces the historian to come into close contact with 

the spaces in between, the silences, the gaps that do not fit conventional historical wisdom. 

Contradictions are an inherent part of all of our lives and have been too easily erased by 

flag bearers of historical truth searching for a singular, linear version of reality- This thesis 

tg~usan Raffo. "Introduction" in -riv Classed - Gav Men and Lesbians Write About Class (Boston: 
South End Press, 1997); p g  3. 
20~nte~-ew with Julia Creet, Toronto, M y  2n4 1997. 



is my attempt to do this work: to document the multiple meanings of 

Kingston fiom World War II to 1980. 

being gay in 

The interviews reveal that it is imposnile to b d d  a seamless, well-defined 

argument that will encapsulate all of what it meant to be a gay man or lesbian in Kingston. 

Initially, I was overwhelmed by the differences and the cornpiexities. Reading other gay 

community histories, I was struck by how neatly each historian appeared able to collect 

their research into pat explanations and I worried about my inability to do the same. 

Analyzing the transcripts, however, I came to realize that the differences in the narratives 

are as informative as their similarities. Paul Thompson's description of the oral historian's 

predicament certainly describes my experience: 

They [oral history students] formulate an interpretation or theory and then find 
exceptional facts which are cIif£icult to explain away. They need facts, or people, 
or records which prove tantalizingly elusive. They encounter the problems of bias, 
contradiction, and interpretation in evidence. Above all, they are brought back 
from the grand patterns of wfinen history to the awkwardly individual human lives 
which are its basis? 

In their introduction to the oral history collection The Myths We Live By, Thompson and 

his co-editor Raphael Samuel write on the same theme: 

At the same time the individuality of each story ceases to be an awkward 
impediment to generalktion and becomes instead a vital document to the 
construction of consciousness, emphasizing both the variety of experience in any 
social group and also how each individual story draws on a common culture: a 
defiance of the rigid categorization of private and public, just as of memory and 
reality3 

On one level my goal has bem to record how lesbians and gays created a place for 

themselves in Kingston: Where did they go to meet other people like themselves? How 

did they identify themselves to each other? How did they negotiate the boundaries of 

visibi!ity end secrecy in tight of the proximity of co-workers, fiiends, and family? What 

- -- 

*lPaul Thompson, Voice from the Past 2nd ed (Orbord: Word University Press, 1989); p. 10. 
22Rapbael Samuel and Paul Thompson, "Introductionff in The Mvths W e  Live By (Lotad011: Routledge, 
1990); pg. 2, 



was their relationship to nearby urban centers? In additioq it has also been my intention 

to explore larger questions, especlCaUy ways in which 'the gay We' was shaped by dynamics 

of gender, class, and place. 

From the beginning I knew I wanted my research to encompass the lives of both 

gay men and lesbians. All the queer histories I had read focused on one or the other, but 

not both. Early gay histories focused on gay men unselfconsciously, offering only a 

passing reference to the differing details of lesbian lives. In contrast, lesbian herstories 

that arose out of 1970s lesbian feminism wcie explily and adamantly womyn-focused 

attempts to address thk gender imbalance. Details about gay men were often relegated to 

explanations of how and why gay men and lesbians had little to do with each other. 

Historians also focused on either lesbians or gay men out of recognition that the lives of 

gay men and lesbians were £iequentIy very different; the volume of research required to do 

justice to either subject necessitated focusing on one or the other? 

However, I have always been curious as to how s h e d  sites of oppression can 

serve as a basis for solidarity, even in the face of other differences, and I wanted to 

investigate the relations between gay men and lesbians in a smalkr city The writings of 

queer geographers have played an important role in my development of this analysis, 

situating place alongside class, gender, and sexuality in the framework through which I 

read the narratives. I sought to examine what impact Kingston's small size had on gender 

and cross-class relationships. "Where we live and our-passages across space are central to 

our identities, outlooks, priorities, strategies for survival," asserts geographer Gordon 

Brent Ingra1n.2~ I must admit, here, that I hoped to discover a community of alliances, to 

find that the "strategies for survival" in a smaller city consisted of working- and middle- 

=See for e.sample George Cbauncey, Gav New York or Madeline Davis and Elizabeth Ke~edy ,  h t s  of 
Leather. Sli~wrs of Gold - The Histow of a Lesbian Community (London: Penguin Books, 1994)- 
24Gordon Brent Ingnun "-ty and the Landscapes ofErotic AL*n(n)ationsw in Queers in Smce - 
Communities / Public Places / Sites of Reskume ed- Gordon Brent Ingram, Anne-Marie EhtWette, and 
Yolanda Retter, (Seattle: Bay Press. 1997); pg- 32. 



class lesbians and gay men valiantly seeking each other out, negotiating class and gender 

differences out of a need for some common ground. Ofcourse the story is not quite that 

simple: Kingston gays awed spaces for themselves both by forging a mixture of cross- 

class, cross-gender alliances and by sustaining small communities based on class and 

gender similarities, 

Other than the community formed through the Queen's Homophile Association, 

narrators relate that intimate fiiendships between men and women were not common. 

Similar to gay and lesbian communities in big cities, Kiagston narrators sustained small 

circles of fiendship and support that consisted of people much like themselves. John 

Phair, former assistant organkt at St. George's Cathedral, Queen's music student, and 

member of the Queen's Homophile Association, gained access to an elite community of 

gay men strictly through his allegiance with the church. Consisting of mainly clergy and 

upper class professionals, these men had little to do with other gay communities in 

Kingston? Former Queen's student Maureen Fraser recalls a working class butch-femme 

community that Lived at a nearby trailer park but had almost no contact with Maureen's 

circle of fkiends.26 Narrators who played sofiball describe how, although straight women, 

lesbians and bisexuals, Queen's students, working-class, professional, and middle-class 

women may all have had their place on the field, smaller fiendship networks that sprang 

from this interaction were based on shared dass and sexuality- Gay men did not try to join 

lesbian feminists at the Kingston Women's Centre and lesbians did not socialize with gay 

men at the picnic tables in the cruising park 

In some cases, however, I found those alliances I had been hoping for. The history 

of the Queen's Homophile Association, for example, traces a path forged by lesbians and 

gay men together. Though the organization consisted primarily of university students, 

these individuals came from a variety of class backgrounds and people firom 'the town' 

251nte~ew with John Phair, Toronto, March 25th 1998. 
26~nterview with Maureen Fraser, Kingston, March 2 3 a  1938. 



were also part of the group. The need for greater numbers is often what encouraged 

working- and middle-class gays and lesbians to overcome their differences, and in doing so 

many QHA members enjoyed sincere fiendships with people they might otherwise not 

have met. The Homophile Association, for example, required a certain membership in 

order to have a viable organization and, in its later years, a political impact. Gay men who 

cruised the city's parks often had to look beyond their class for sex. Lesbian sofiball 

players needed a particular number of women to constitute a team and, of course, lesbians 

were also seeking sex and intimacy beyond their close network of fiends. Because the 

number of gay spaces was so limited, men and women often frequented the same dances, 

bars, and even some houseparties. Ingram uses the word communality to describe these 

ways in which queers "form co~ections across the landscape".27 The timitations caused 

by Kingston's size resulted in strong connections based on communality: gays and lesbians 

forging relationships based on their common experience as a sexual minority when other 

aspects of their identities were frequently dissimilar- 

Even though each narrative is shaped by particular dynamics of class, gender, race, 

and individual life circumstances, there are certain themes that link the stories together. 

Issues of community and comrnunality, silence, visibility, violence, and compulsory 

heterosexuality weave through the interviews. Writes Ingram, "surviving queer, no matter 

how invisible, often requires knowing how to travel across hostile territory - whether it be 

physical, emotion& cultural or theoretical."i8 Each naiiator travels similar ground - 
although the themes of silence, violence, community and fiiendship may take different 

forms, these issues arise for each. Throughout this thesis I seek to explore the various 

ways in which narrators negotiate hostile territory. Silence, in particular, is a relevant 

theme. As many of us know, the closet is often a revolving door: even after that oft-told 

moment of 'coming out' rarely are we 'out' in the same ways, regardless of the context. 

2 7 ~ n ~  " 'Open' Space as Strategic Queer Sites" in Ooeers in S~ace, p. 100. 
281ngram. "Marginality and the landscapes &Emtic Alicn(n)ationsR in Queers in SpaceC p. 27. 

12 



Few queers can claim that they do not occasionally find themselves playing the pronoun 

game, weighing whether they have the energy to take on potential hostility or even well- 

meaning ignorance. Under what circumstances do we casually discuss the intimate and 

mundane aspects of our lives? The tension between this code of silence and the need to 

identifj. each other, to be visible, is evident in each interview- Silence, or 'the closet', is 

frequently constructed as a damaging evil or a result of internalized homophobia A 

popular bumper sticker featuring a pink triangle is accompanied by the words "Silence 

Equals Death" and it is often assumed that the closet is a sham& place. Historian Katie 

Gilmartin writes, 

Contemporary understandings of 'the closet' often assume an unrelieved sedusion, 
grimness, and self-loathing that does not accurately represent the life P.J. [the 
narrator] has lived. . . . 'The closet' is a set of strategies used to negotiate the 
power relations that surround homosexuality; these power relations and strategies 
vary from individual to individuai, ftom moment to moment, fiom era to era.= 

For some narrators, use of 'the closet' actually enabled them to construct vibrant gay lives 

shielded by unspoken assumptions and implicit tolerance. Others could only h d  a place 

for themselves by creating a community that incorporated a vocal, public assertion of their 

sexuality. In some cases silence was accompanied by a loss of visibility that made certain 

communities invisible even to other gay men and lesbians who were seeking them out. 

Contrast this with the understanding that silence sometimes bought the freedom to live a 

fLlfilling gay life, and we begin to move beyond the simplicity of 'silence equals shame'. 

The other theme present in every narration is the individuals' search for others like 

themselves. Many experienced feelings of intense alienation and isolation, believing they 

were 'the only ones'. Because geographies of class, gender, and place had a significant 

impact on how gays and lesbians did or did not comect with each other, I have linked the 

narratives through the themes of community and place instead of adopting a 

2%tie Gihart in  " 'We Weren't Bar People': Middle4as L,esbian Identities and Cultural Spaces" a 
3 (1996): p, 16. 



chronologicalfy based framework I have organized the materid in a manner that mirrors 

the way in which narrators organized their stories. Where men and women's Lives 

overlapped, their stories overlap, and where they functioned as completely separate social 

groups, I focus on the narratives ofthose particular communities. 

The first chapter establishes a context for the narratives by outlining my 

methodology and offering a brief overview of developments in the field of queer history. 

Clearly, the material is just as much a product of how and why I interviewed people, my 

own understanding of queer theory, as the actual Life experiences of narmtors. Although 1 

believe that the voices of narrators should be at the forefront of this text, so should my 

own. In the section on methodology I discuss how I found narrators7 the process of 

interviewing, the issues raised by relying on oral testimony, and how some of my belief 

systems and values shaped the construction of the actual thesis. The section on queer 

historiography is intended to provide a brief outline of some of the developments in this 

field. 

Chapter Two focuses primarily on the connections between gay men, discussing 

the locations and functions of cruising and the dynamics of public and private socializing. 

I explore how the search for sex caused gay men to look beyond the social boundaries of 

class that were enforced by their intimate friendship networks. This discussion of cruising 

focuses primarily on City Park Kingston's most infamous site for gay sex, but also 

includes discussion about a bathhouse that existed during the 1960s and '70s and other 

peripheral cruising areas. An interview with 80-yearsld Henry* provides information 

about how Kingston's history as a military city has had an impact on the gay male Lifefo 

His narrative illuminates how changing socio-economic conditions had an impact on the 

city's gay landscape, and also reveals the differences among gay d e  narrators' 

understandings of what constituted a homosexual identity- I close this chapter with an 

- - 

3olnte~ew with Henry*. Kingston, April, 1998. 



exploration of Klngstonrs gay-tolerant bars and gay houseparties My decision to locate 

this discussion in the chapter that focuses on gay men is reflective of the fact that the 

material is dominated by male narratives. However, bars and houseparties are two sites 

where lesbians and gay men established separate spaces and where their lives also 

overlapped- I examine how both gay men and lesbians used houseparties and bars for 

community building and romantic pursuits, yet also pay particular attention to the 

relationships between lesbians and gay men in these contexts. 

The Queen's Homophile Associatiog Kingston's only publicly gay institution, is the 

focus of Chapter Three- In this section I trace the developments within the organization 

from its inception in 1973 to 1980, paying particular attention to evolutions dong class 

and gender lines. I explore the ways in which the homophile association was both similar 

to and different than organizations in larger urban centers such as Toronto. 

Documentation of the QHA's more vocal and public activities in the later seventies 

counters the assumption that 'nothing happened' in smaller cities and provides the 

opportunity to explore the form that Gay Liberation assumed in this smaller urban centre. 

The find chapter concentrates on women's connections to each other through 

softball, Queen's University's physical education department, and the Kingston Women's 

Centre. Grouping these three communities together helps to reveal the variety of ways in 

which each dealt with issues of class, gender, and sexuality. In particular, the theme of 

silence comes to the forefkont. The verbal processing characteristic of the Women's 

Centre appears in stark contrast to the silence found on the ball field, however each is 

revealed as an important site for the formation and sustenance of lesbian identity and 

community. 

Each section draws on interviews, archival sources, queer theory, and other 

documented lesbian and gay histories. Interviews vary widely. For example, the stories 

from the World War 11 era come fiom the experiences of one narrator, while the chapter 

on the Queen's Homopbile Association involves the stories of thirteen people- Overall, the 
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narratives of gay men dominate this work Although I have put considerable energy 

spedical1y into finding female narrators, this has been fix more diflicuit. h certain 

instances the barrier has been the placement of my research within the academy. Narrators 

refer to the existence of a working class community of women, but concerted research 

efforts have failed to determine how many of them still live in Kingston and how to reach 

them. Many of the older lesbians I know either did not live in Kingston before the early 

eighties or were living heterosexual lives during my period of study. Unlike previously- 

married gay mde narrators who were stiII cruising the park and actively living out their 

attraction for men, many of the formerly-married lesbians I know describe living those 

years confined to a heterosexual We. Thus, while gay married men who were cruising 

during this period are included in my research, the voices of lesbians who have only come 

into their desire for women in the last twenty years are not present. In addition, I do 

wonder if my proximity to the research topic, the fact that female narrators in particular 

are likely to see me as part of their larger community, has inhibited women fiom sharing 

the personal details of their lives. F d y ,  some of the lesbians I interviewed who lived in 

Kingston for the longest amount of time have also experienced significant memory loss 

due to alcoholism. The unfortunate consequence is that the stories of gay men are more 

thoroughly represented than the lives of lesbians. 

Archival sources are also uneven, mainly because only certain events warranted the 

attention of media coverage and much of Kingston's gay activity took place under a veil of 

silence that served the interests of heterosexuals and gays alike- There is extensive printed 

documentation within the Homophile Association, but the stories of house parties, 

lovemaking on the lakeshore, or sexually-laden glances passed between first base and left 

field remain locked away in personal diaries and letters that have not yet been discovered. 

The appeal of oral history is its potential to capture these hidden moments and 

gestures, and with them, the picture they provide of constructions of gender and sexuality. 

Integral to that process is a sharing of someone's life memory The resulting history that is 
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created conveys a complexity and dynamism that keeps our pasts intimate and meanh@I. 

Before encountering social history my feelings echoed these words of Eduardo Gdeano: 

I was a wretched history student. History classes were like visits to the waxworks 
or the Region of the Dead. The past was Lifeless, hollow, dumb. They taught 
us about the past so that we should resign ourselves with drained consciences 
to the present: not to make history, which was already made, but to accept it. 
Poor History had stopped breathing: betrayed in academic texts, lied about in 
classrooms, drowned in dates, they had imprisoned her in museums and buried 
her, with floral wreaths, beneath statuary bronze and monumental marble." 

Reading Joan NestIe's A Restricted Country, I am struck by her ability to blend the 

theoretical with the personal and iditse an element of eroticism so important to the lives 

she describes. I write trying to negotiate the tension between 'accessiblet and 'academic1 

because I believe this text should serve two audiences: both the university and the people 

my research is about. And, perhaps more importantly, I want to be deserving of the 

narrators' gifts. I do not want my work to "imptison and bury her", to die in a Master's 

thesis that few people ever read? These stories deserve more than that. Historians 

Martin Dubeman, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey claim that "gay history helps 

constitute the gay community by giving it a tradition, helps women and men validate and 

understand who they are by showing them who they have been."33 By exploring lesbian 

and gay life in a small town through the intersections of gender, class, and sexuality, I 

hope to contribute to a growing understanding ofwhere we have been and where we are 

now- 

3'~duardo Galeano. Memom of Fire - Genesis (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985); p. xv, 
32Galeano, p. .n-. 
"MArtin D u b e m  Maaha Vicinus, and George Chauncey Ir., 'Introduction" in Hidden From Histom - 
Reclaiming the Gav and Lesbian Past eds. Martin Duberman, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey JK 
(London: Penguin Books. 199 1); p, 12, 



A String Full of Knots - The Search For Histow and Oral Methodolog 

The credibility of oral sources is a dlflwent credibility . . . Tibe importance 
of oral testimony may sometimes lie not in its adherence to facts btrr 
rather in its divergence #om them, where imugihahbn, symbolism, &sire, 
break in. 

-Sm&o PorteIZi, oral historim1 

By introdicing new evi&nce from the dersiak, by shifting the fans and 
opening new meas of inquiry, by challenging some of the arsilmptions and 
accepted judgments of hisfon'm, by bringr'ng recognition to ~~~bstantial 
groups of people who had been ignore4 a cumuIative prmess of 
~an.s$onnatio~t is set in motiom scope of historiwl writing itseIfis 
enlarged and enriched: and at h e  same time i& social mesage crr#mges. 
History becomes, to put it siinprjr, more akrnocrotic ....-The process of 
wn-tir~g history changes along wilh the content. me use of oral evidence 
breaks thrtnigh the bmriers between the chroniclers and their audience; 
between the etikcational institution and the outsi'ale world 

-Paul Thompson, oral historid 

Shaped by a focus on the public sphere of business and state, the traditional "great 

white men" genre of history has relied on written documents for primary source material, 

and thereby developed a fairly rigid definition of wb t  constitutes a credible historical 

source. As the women's Liberation movement encouraged the exploration of women's 

pasts, feminist historians soon encountered the limited use of these "credible sources-" 

Curtailed by the lack of written documents detailing the lives of women, gender historians 

soon turned to alternate sources - letters, artwork, personal diaries, clothing, quilts - to 

seek out the stories of everyday Me? Oral interviews offered another gateway into a past 

that was not necessarily recorded in a written fonn People on the margins of traditional 

discourse - women, queers, people ofcolour - are rarely completely absent &om the public 

record of local literature, newspapers, court documents, and medical data. But these 

'Quoted in Hugo Slim and Paul Thompson,  listen.^ For A Change - Oral Testimonv and Community 
Develo~ment (Gabriola Island: New Society Publishers, 1995); p. 155. 
2~aul Thompson, Voice fiom the Past, ( M o d :  Oxford Univemty Press, 1989); p. 8. 
3Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita CIair Fellman, "Lntrortuctiona in RethWm~ Ca 

. . nada - The Promise of 
Women's his to^ (Toronto: Copp Lark Pitman Ltd, 1991); p- 7-8. 



representations are almost never constructed by the subjects themselves- Realidng the 

limitations of public records and lacking a cache of personal letters or journals, I decided 

to ground my research in oral testimonies, 

Oral history is often criticized by t r a a - o d  historians as being 'too subjective'. 

However, as Stephen Caunce succinctly states, ''No source offers us the unalloyed truthtt4 

Jeannette Winterson, in her novel Oranges Are Not The Onlv Fruit* writes: 

Some people say there are true things to be found, some people say all kinds of 
things can be proved. I don't believe them The only thing for certain is how 
complicated it all is, like a nring fbll of knots. It's all there but hard to find the 
beginning and impossible to fithorn the end. History should be a hammock for 
swinging and a game for playing, the way cats play. Claw it, chew it, rearrange it 
and at bedtime it's still a ball of string fidi of knots? 

And historian and social justice activist Howard Zinn argues that, 

Objectivitiy is not possible if it means not taking a stand, not having a point of 
view. Because writing or teaching history inevitably involves choosing fiom a 
great mass of historical data what you will present, and your choice depends on 
your view of what is important to present, and that is affeaed by your social 
stance, how you think about race or class or war, etc. Therefore, to claim 
objectivity is not quite honest, because you can't help being subjective, so you may 
as well declare yourself openly, which allows your readerfistener to judge what 
you say, to measure that against other viewpoints and decide for himselDherseK 
Not only is objectivity not possible, but it's not desirable, because if you think 
history should serve a social goal, should help us deal with problems of peace and 
justice, then we should make our selections with that in mind. When we do that, 
we are not "indoctrinating,' because ours is not the only point of view available. 
Indeed, ours, if it is a radical point of view, is a rare one, occupying a very obscure 
place in the large marketplace of ideas? 

Opponents of oral history are quick to challenge the objectivity and reliability of memoly, 

and yet the credence of their own 'credible' sources is hardly infallible. Newspaper 

accounts must be filtered through the intent with which they were written, battle records 

vary depending on whether they were written by the victor or the defeated, even the 

4Stephen Caunce, Oral Histow and the bd Estorian (New Yo* Longman, 1994); p. 194. 
5~eanette Winterson, Oranges Are Not The Onlv Fruit (Landon: Vmtage, 199 1); p- 9 1- 
6~oward Zinn, response to question re: Historians and Bias (ZNET f o m ,  1998)- 



details of Columbus's ship records are in dispute due to the discovery that he frequently 

revisited entries and altered them as his ego dictated. An individual's need to relay a story 

in a particular light may not give us the 'true' details of the event but can reveal what 

factors make this interpretation so important. Which detaiIs m a t o r s  remember and what 

they forget, the language they use to tell a tale, the rhythm and ordering of the telling, all 

provide useful clues to the past, clues often neglected in a search for cold, hard facts. 

Thompson notes, 

The very subjectivity which some see as a weakness of oral sources can also make 
them uniquely valuable. For subjectivity is as much the business of history as the 
more visible "facts". What the informant believes is indeed a fact (that is, the fact 
as he or she believes it) just as much as what "really" happenecL7 

Declaring history as subjective and focusing on the constructed nature of all sources, 

written and oral, £iees historians fiom the contines of the written document to consider a 

variety of sources. 

This challenge to the rigidity of historical "truth", however, leaves us with Little 

ground for our hierarchical ordering of historical evidence, an ordering by which the 

voices of the oppressed are assumed by most social historians to be more accurate than 

those of the oppressors. Elizabeth Kennedy and Madeline Davis, authors of Boots of 

Leather. Slippers of Gold, a study of a working-class lesbian community in Buffalo which 

was thirteen years in the making, negotiate this tension by stating: 

Although not believing that we can present the "objective truth" about 
society in history, we do assume that some interpretations reveal more 
about the past and about different cultures than others, and that research 
should try to achieve the best approximations of "reality". 

Oral testimonies are also criticized because they are born of both the past and the 

present. The dialogue between interviewee and historian takes place in the present and the 

7 ~ h o m p n  Voice from the Past. 2nd ed p. 138. 
* Davis and Kemedy, Boots of Leather. Slimen of Gold: The FEstow afa Lesbian Community (London: 
Penguin Books. 1994); pp. IS -16. 



words of the narrators are spoken through the lens of memory. Oral historians do not 

deny that this is an aspect of the methodology, instead they integrate this dynamic into 

their analyis ofthe narratives. Individuals are in a constaut process of re-ordering their life 

histories as the ever-changing values of the individual and society inform our 

interperations of our pasts and the systems by which we identify the key stories that tell 

our lives. For example, a woman who has just named her attraction for other women may 

re-visit her life story, placing adolescent feelings and experiences into the context of her 

emerging homo/bisexuality. In this process dBerent H e  events assume importance an4 

therefore, her narrative as a lesbian/bisexual woman is constructed differently than her pre- 

existing heterosexual liie story. Often this contemporary view of past events is clearly 

evident to the interviewer, with narrators contrasting how they interpreted events at the 

time with the way in which subsequent life experience altered their analysis of the past. A 

willingness to engage with how both the present and the past shape a narrative creates the 

opportunity to hrther explore this relationship, and opens up the space for discussion with 

the narrator as to how they think this dynamic functions. Working with this awareness, I 

strove to be precise during the interview. For example, when narrators spoke of 'being 

out' I would investigate that further, ask what 'being out' looked like in the '60s and '70s 

instead of superimposing a contemporary meaning. 

But in writing this thesis I filtered the narratives through an analysis and 

understanding of sexual identity which is of the present. The word 'queer', therefore, is not 

absent fiom this text even though it is a term that was only re-claimed as a positive 

identity in the mid-80s. Throughout this project I have struggled with the language of 

identity. Immersed as I am in a nineties concern for inclusiveness I am most comfortable 

with the word queer, its proud assertion of deviance under which lesbians, transsexuals, 

gays, bisexuals, trans-gendered, sado-masochists, dykes, butches tops, bottoms, 

dominants, submissives, and femmes can gather if they so choose. Ye$ I also realize that 

my definition of the word queer involves a politics that challenges wnventioaal notions of 



gender, sexual practice, and the nuclear famify- By these terms, I actually have some 

straight fiiends who are more acurately desc~ied as queer than some members of the 

gayAesbian community. Although these politics are a vital aspect of my understanding of 

queer, the term more commonly constitutes a loosely used catch-all of inclusion and it is in 

this spirit that I use queer in this thesis: when writing about queer theory, queer history, 

or seeking to expand the discussion of sexuality beyond the boundaries of 'gay and 

lesbian'. 

Recognizing that the language we use to name ourselves arises in a particular 

historical context, for the purposes ofwriting this paper I attempt to utilize the words with 

which the narrators themselves descnie their lives. Like many interviewees, I sometimes 

codate 'gays and lesbians' under the term 'gaysf, writing about 'gay menf when discussing 

experiences particular to male narrators. It is also only recently that the term queer has 

been reclaimed fiom its derogatory history. This became glaringly obvious to me when, a 

few years into this project, I made the error of using 'queer' in an ad that appeared in the 

Queen's Alumni Review only to receive this scathing response? Wrote Rev. Ross 

I was . . . very disturbed by your use of the term 'contemporary queers.' This to 
me exposes your own homophobic bias and will negate any research which you 
will be doing and will definitely carry over into any papers which you produce on 
this subject. I wish you will [sic], but am sorry that I would not feel comfortable 
relating to you my own observations of the gaynesbian community during the time 
I was at Queen's - 1959 to 1962.1° 

The Reverend's words were a sharp reminder of the importance of paying careful attention 

to language. 

9 ~ y  initial poster seeking narrators did not include the word queer, as I was aware that for many older 
gays the word st i l l  resonates with h d t y  and hatred- I was, however, tom by the desire not to limit the 
xope of the research and my need to craft the poster to attract a specilic audience of older narrators. 
Perhaps naively i hoped that 'queer' individuals who did not see themselves in the words 'gay' or lesbian' 
would still investigate their potential place in my work 
'Qtter from Rev. Ross McCann, written August 9th, 19%, to which both myself and my advisor Karen 
Dubinsky responded but did not get a reply- 



I have struggled with the inclusion/exclusion of bisexuality- Acutely aware ofthe 

historical and even contemporary intolerance of bisexuality, I worried that including the 

term bisexual might dissuade some narrators from calling me. Having come out as 

bisexual a few years before I started this research, my own feeiings of being alienated from 

both gays and straights alike were still raw. The implicit exclusion, the invisibility, created 

by the absence of the word bisexual coupled with challenges fkom my peers and 

community regarding fence-sitting and heterosexual privilege contributed to making the 

expression of my £bll sexuality a difficult course. Perhaps too familiar with the lesbian 

communityfs intolerance of bisexuality, I oscillated between wanting to include the lives of 

bisexuals and an examination of the historical construction of bisexuality in my research, 

and fearing that inclusion of the word bisexual would alienate the other narrators I was so 

intent on finding. The majority of narrators currently identify as either gay or lesbian, and 

very few have a personal history that includes self-definition as bisexual even though many 

have either been married or bad serious heterosexual relationships. However, I 

consistently asked narrators questions regarding bisexuality and whenever appropriate 

included analysis of this material in the text. Although not really a bisexual narrative, the 

consideration of this aspect of sexuality is present. The result, however, is that my 

research on bisexuality is sporadic, to the extent that even to claim that this is a history of 

lesbians, gays and bisexuals is misleading. 

I began my search by creating a poster publicizing the project. "Write yourself into 

history," I boldly encouraged: 

Reading mmintrem accouttts of Kingston's history w d  make you believe that 
our gay and lesbian community doesn't even exis. To &te there is no written 
record of what it was Iike to be gay in Kingston- As members of our c o m m i t y  
leave us. our part slowly diqpeurs. . . . I am a f i h  year. female, Queen's 
student, doing my thesis on Gay and Lesbim Hisury of Post-Ww Kingston, 
looking for gay men and les6iim.s to interview. If you are over 40 and intemsted 
in skaring your apm'ences please c d  Mmnry at 547 4820. AII calk 
confidentiaI- 



I struggled with the wording, attempting to convey my motivations for the research, a 

respect for confidentiality, and a sense of the project's importance; and also to identi@ 

myself as part of thk community. The next four years consisted of an ongoing and 

extensive effort to publicize my work As the focus of my research shifted to involve 

narrations up to 1980, including those of younger gays and lesbians who experienced the 

seventies as queer adolescents, the text of my ads also shifted. 1 no longer stipulated that 

narrators had to be over 40, instead emphasizing that I was interested in speaking with 

anyone who had spent any amount of time living in Kingston during the 1950s, 1960s, 

and/or 1970s. I publicized the work through fiequent postering, information tables at 

women's dances and other queer events, pamphlets at Kingston's gay bar Club 477, letters 

to the editor, public service announcements in local newspapers, radio, and TV. I spoke 

on community radio shows, appeared on a live call-in Cablenet program, published small 

articles in local and regional papers, 'zines, newsletters, and conducted a limited amount of 

postering and advertising in Ottawa, Toronto, and Vancouver- Although these efforts 

rarely directly resulted in contacts, the ads legitimized my work by making it very public 

and helped to get people thinking about the possibility of their involvement. Often at a 

social event I would be introduced to someone and hear, "Oh, you're the one doing that 

history project. You how I've been thinking about that ..." 

The majority of narrators, however, came to me through word of rno~th. Oflen I 

would connect with a potential interviewee through a mutual acquaintance who could 

validate the authenticity of the project and my intentions to the narrator. In the majority 

of cases, my phone number was passed on while I waited weeks, often months, for the 

individual to decide to contact me. The Queen's archives opened up another avenue that 

proved to be quite successll. By searching through ten years of the student newspaper, 

the Queen's Joun~aI~ I discovered a raft of signed letters on the topic of homosexuality. I 

took this list of names to the office of Alumni Affairs, who then sent a letter to individuals 

they were able to locate mentiooing in vague terms that I was doing a history project and 



providing my name and address. Again, this was a time-intensive process: once 

individuals made the initial contact with me, I had to write them back explaining in more 

specific terms what the project was about and then wait for their response. Fortunately 

one of these people, Harvey Brownstone, had been an active member of the Homophile 

Association and went to great lengths to put me in touch with six other prominent QHA 

members, 

My search for narrators has been heavily informed by an awareness ofthe power 

dynamics that are an inherent aspect of oral methodology. Although I am obviously 

invested in finding people to interview, I have attempted to create an atmosphere in which 

potential narrators feel codortable demanding the level of confidentiality they require, 

asking questions, and feeling as if they have a degree of ownership of the process. Even 

when I had names and phone numbers of potential interviewees, I contacted the individual 

through a mutual acquaintance instead of running the risk of alarming someone with a cold 

call. Perhaps I would have discovered more people had I been more aggressive; however, 

I believe that this approach helped build a reputation of respect for the project in the 

community and made individuals feel safe participatingJ This approach has also been 

developed in response to the fact that over the duration of this project I have made 

Kingston my home. While attending Queen's I have always made a concerted effort to 

know this town, make it my home and not remain relegated, as do many students, to the 

campus and four main blocks of Princess St. The fact that I have increasingly considered 

myseif a part of various Kingston queer communities has acted as both an asset and an 

impediment to this work Positioning myselfas both participant and observer, I have tried 

to use my place in the community to legitimize my work without it *ging on personal 

 hat said there were also times when more assertiveness wodd have been appropriate. One narrator 
avoided meeting with me for over a year, Every time I called was a "bad time", with dinner on the stove 
or a series of appointments to attend to. Unsure if he was really interested or just shy about refUsing my 
request, I continued to make polite calls at the specified times. After one particular@ frustrating month of 
arranging successive phone calk at potentially "good times", I called only to hear the suggestion that 1 
ring back the ne.a day to see if that was any better- "Why don't I just come over?" I asked. He agreed. 



friendships. While my being a part of the community might have made some narrators 

more comfortable speaking with me* others may have been more comfortable speaking 

with an outsider, preferring not to share intimate details oftheir lives with someone they 

will see at the next party or women's dance. 

Being part of the community of study also places me closer to their expectations 

and I have tried to be aware of how this proximity might shape my research I do not 

expect that everyone will agree with my analysis. I actualIy anticipate controversy 

concerning decisions I have made about my synthesis and presentation of the material. 

Because my intention has always been to make this research widely available, early on I 

had to either abandon the notion that I could 'keep everybody happy' or be plagued by 

contradictory opinions about what is considered to be the 'right' approach to the project. 

As the research progressed I came to realize the complexity of our politics of 

representation and identity and the degree to which language and intent were continuously 

being contested by members of Kingston queer communities. Some lesbian feminists were 

displeased by the inclusion of gay men and challenged my focus on gender, contesting the 

validity of exploring constructions of both masculinity and femininity. At one women's 

dance a lesbian questioned my preference of the term "history" over "herstory", indicating 

that the status of my project within the lesbian feminist community was diminished by this 

choice. Accompanying my need to document a history for myself and other queers has 

been a desire to assert our presence to heterosexuals who either ignore or purposely deny 

our place in Kingston's history. It has, therefore, been impossible to undertake this 

history without an awareness of the politics of representation. Believing that it is 

dangerous to shield either ourselves or others f?om the more unsavory aspects of our past, 

I have made a concerted effort not to construct heroes and heroines, or to shelter us from 

unpleasant stories of same-sex domestic violence, alcohol abuse, and class and gender 

tensions. 



Finding individuals to interview has been a dEcult, time-consuming task- 

Seduced by the possibilities presented in historical documentaries such as Forbiden Love, 

I was initially starry-eyed with dreams of white-haired 85-year-oIds who would open 

doors to whole communities of aging lesbians and gayd2 It was not long before I 

realized that finding even a handfbl of queers who lived in Kingston before 1980 was 

going to be a challenge. Various obstacles have placed potential narrators far beyond my 

reach. Some people had moved away, foollowing paths altered by new lovers or the search 

for work, or enticed by the possibilities offered by the big city- For many, Kingston is a 

transient place, shaped by short-term connections to the military or the educational 

institutions which dominate the city's landscape. Some narmtors I know of only by rumor 

or myth: the group of upper-class gay men loosely c o ~ e c t e d  to the church, the working 

class butch-femme community that Lived in a trailer park on the outskirts of town, the 

legions of military men who were picked up along the causeway and offered more than 

just a ride home. And then there are people that are no longer alive. Henry, the oldest 

narrator at age 83, feels as though these last years have been spent watching his friends 

pass away. Trevor, a man I interviewed in the spring of 1995, died in the spring of 1998. 

One lesbian narrator can recite a long list of women she knew growing up in Kingston 

who have since committed suicide. And we cannot underestimate the history that has been 

lost through the devastation of gay male c o m m ~ t i e s  by AIDS. Countless times I would 

ask narrators about people they mentioned in the course of an interview only to be told 

that they had died. 

A societal perception of history as the stories of great white men, battles won and 

lost, also served as a barrier to procuring interviewas. hitid contact with potential 

narrators tiequently involved reassurance that the s tu f f  of their lives did in fact constitute 

'history'. "You know 1 was never involved in politics," they would confess, ''and 1 

12~ynn Fernie and Aerlyn Weisman, 
(Toronto: National Film Board, 1992). 
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certainly never did anything fiunous!" Some of them humored me, agreeing to meet even 

though they were sure they "had nothing really to tell me," dtimately surprised at my 

delight with their richly told stories of love and loss. Confidentiality was also a huge 

concern. Although I placed posters in key locations around Kingstoa, I did not expect 

anyone to call me merely on the basis ofthose s i p .  For most people the risks involved 

would be too great. They had no way of lolowing who L was, what my intentions were, or  

if my definition of "confidentid" was as rigorous as theirs. Some narrators were not out 

to family members or co-workers, others were simply apprehensive about having the 

details of their private lives available for public consumption I know of at least a few 

potential namtors who have not acquiesced to the gentle encouragement of a mutual 

friend; I'll never know how many more are too f i d  to contact me. 

My afliliation with the university has fimctioned both as an impediment and an 

asset. For some narrators, my pursuit of a Master's degree added legitimacy to the 

project, while for others my atfiliation with academia firmly placed me in an elite world far 

removed from their own My status as a white, young middle-class, university-educated 

bisexual woman has had a significant impact on whom I have been able to interview and, 

teUingly, the majority of narrators are individuals who are in many ways like me: white, 

middlehpper-middle class, familiar with the academy, and politically committed to being 

out. Historian Katie Gihartin points out, 

Moa accounts of 'lesbian and gay history' to date have, in fact, been accounts of 
the history of white working-class or middle-class lesbians and gay men. There 
has been relatively little work devoted to exemining the history of same-sex-loving 
people of color -- substantial numbers of whom, some accounts suggest, may not 
identify with the terms 'lesbian' and 'gay''. Moreover, because the 'whiteness' of 
most lesbian and gay histories has been an implicit and unexamined category, it is 
difficult to know to what extent what we consider 'lesbian and gay history' is, in 
fact, the racially specific history of white lesbians and gay men- Indeed, only 



recently has there been much scholarly attention devoted to twhitenes~' as a 
racialized category." l3 

My research does very little to address this gap. AII of my narrators are white- In part 

this is a reflection ofKingston's lack of racial diversity. But I do not believe that this is a 

satisfactory explaination. Although the majority of Kingston residents are white, Native 

people and people of colour are a part of the city's history. In many ways my research has 

not been framed in a manner that would necessarily include their experiences A A in 

point: advertisements for my work stipulated 'lesbian' and 'gay' but made no mention of 

"two-spirited peoples". In my community outreach, I made efforts to reach a range of 

groups: I contacted community newspapers, and places Eequented by older people, in 

addition to specifically queer positive spaces. But amid this attempt to reach a diverse 

sample, I did not specifically target centres of community-building for people of colour 

and native peoples in =ngston - not because I chose not to, but because it never occurred 

to me. I believe this is partidy because as a society we operate with a hierarchy of labels. 

As often happens, I subsumed race under sexuality, not questioning which queers might be 

comfortable in Kingston's queer positive spaces and viewing community spaces for people 

of colour as 'straight1- 

In part these revelations show me the extent that my whiteness, and the whiteness 

of narrators, has fbnctioned to limit my considerations of race to interview questions 

regarding whether narrators knew of people of colour or Native people who were gay. 

Writes Gilmartin, 

A particular difficulty involved in marking "whiteness" as a specific racialized 
category is that white women and men in the United States rarely think of 
ourselves as belonging to a "racial" category at all - despite, or perhaps because o t  
the fact that whiteness is a massively consequential category in the lives of white 
Americans. The apparent "emptiness" of white culture makes it a particularly 
challenging issue to examine ...I4 

l3 Gilmaxtia " 'We Weren't Bar People': Middle-class Lesbian Identities and Cultural Spaces" GLQ, 3 
(19%); pp. 54.  
L4~ilmanin " 'We Weren't Bar People' ". p. 44. 



Since November of 1994 I have h t e ~ k w e d  39 people, 30 ofwhose stories appear 

in this body of work15 Ofthose 30, 11 are women, 19 are men, lo identi@ as coming 

from a working-class background, 2 were upper-ciass, and none use the terms transsexua 

transvestite, or transgeodered to describe themselves. Only one narrator described herself 

as bisexual although the majority have been married or had varying degrees of sexual and 

romantic relationships with members ofthe opposite sex. Ten were born and raised in 

Kingston and 16 make their homes there now. Three ofthe narrators are Jewish and the 

others fall on a continuum of practising and non-practising Christians. Their ages span 

between 35 and 83 although the majority are between 40 and 55.16 

Without oral testimonies the history of gays and lesbians in Kingston would be 

10s. Other than a p a l q  collection of newspaper clippings and a few scraps still remaining 

fkom old Homophile Association meetings, the history of Kingston gays does not Eve 

except in the words of the people who lived it. The value of this research, however, 

would be significantly diminished if I relied entirely on interviews. Examination of queer 

theory, the documented histories of gays, lesbians and bisexuals fiom other parts of North 

America, and books on oral methodology, helped to provide a theoretical context for my 

work. Hugo Slim and Paul Thompson, in their book Listening For A Change - Oral 

Testimonv and Community Develo~ment, descriie two different types of interviews: the 

individual life-story, and the single-issue interview? The single-issue interview is an 

attempt to gain information about a particular aspect or period of a person's We, wide the 

individual Life-story adopts a less directed approach and asks the individual to tell their 

story in all of its dimensions. One of my challenges as an interviewer was to amalgamate 

these two approaches; I wanted people to speak specifically on their experiences of being 

The remaining 9 did not fit the historical boundaries of my research 
16See Appendix 1 for a detailed description of narrators- 

''Slim and Thorn- Listening For A Change, p. 63. 



gay in Kingston but also to have the flexibility to choose which issues and events they 

wished to speak about. Some of my questions were heled by a desire to discover more 

"factual" Information: What public spaces did gays and lesbians queer? How did 

narrators identify other homosexuals? Did they experience violence either perpetrated by 

straight society or their same-sex lovers? What role did the police and state play in the 

regulation of gay and lesbian sexualities? These questions were coupled with a need to 

determine how people felt about being gay, how they constructed their identity over time, 

and how class and gender shaped their experiences. 

Over the four years that I conducted this research, my process surrounding 

inteniews changed. With each interview my understanding of what it was like to be gay 

in Kingston deepened and expanded. Whereas the initial interviews were extremely fiee- 

flowing, based only loosely on questions I constructed fiom reading other queer histories, 

later interviews were a mixture of fiee-flowing narrative and some fairly specific, prepared 

questions. After the first eight interviews, I started to consistently utilize an oral history 

testimony form. Before the face-to-face interview occured, I asked the narrators to 

provide me with some brief details about their lives in written form. The completed form 

detailed how long the narrator lived in Kingston, their unpaid and paid labour, any 

organizations with which they were involved and other places they lived. This information 

helped me to identify any specific areas that I might want to research hrther or think 

about in preparation for the interview. For example, if a narrator indicated that she was 

involved in the Queen's Homophile Association fiom 1976 to 1978, I would make a point 

of reviewing my notes on the organization in order to establish whether there were any 

specific issues or events about which I should inquire. As my research progressed, I also 

developed more specific analytical questions, often asking each successive narrator about 

the contradictions and similarities expressed by those I had spoken to previously. 

The majority of mators  1 interviewed oniy once, although I did establish 

permission to contact them again in case other questions arose. Because I used a tape 



recorder, sessions took place primarily in narrators' homes. Occasionally individuals came 

to my house or  I met interviewees at their workplace or  in a public setting. Three times I 

interviewed people in pairs because one or both parties were not comfortable meeting with 

me done. I often wonder how the tenor of the narratives would be altered by a different 

interview environment, say, five ofus gathered drinking at a local bar, sitting on a bench 

on the outskirts of Kingston's cruking park or at an ongoing ball game. However, in all 

cases narrators stepped outside of their current lives, concentrating for a few hours on 

traveling with me through their pasts- The act of  setting this time aside gave a shape and 

form to the interviews, other details of their present lives were put aside in order to focus 

on their past. The time I spent taking with people often was very intense; tears were 

sometimes shed as narrators recalled paidid memories. I inewitably left feeling that I had 

just been given a tremendous gift that was accompanied by the tremendous responsibility 

of the re-telling. 

After each interview I transcribed the session verbatim I knew that in writing 

about this research 1 wanted the voices of the narrators to be at the forefront of the text- I 

wanted to retain a sense not only of what they said, but how the stories were told. In 

retrospect I wish I had also transcribed my own questions more accurately. I realize now 

that the way in which I asked a question played a key role in the shape of their response 

and would have liked each quote present in this text to have been accompanied by the 

question I asked in order to solicit that response. 

Overall I approached each interview with very few concrete questions in mind and 

resisted my desire to construct a preliminary thesis. I tried to pay attention to the silences 

within the narrative, the "hollows, centers, caverns within the work-places where activity 

that one might expect is missing. . . or deceptively coded."18 Although Thompson warns 

interviewers to avoid offering too much of their own analysis, I discovered that 

'*Kathryn Andenon and Daana C. Jack Teaming to Listen, " in Women's Words: The Feminist 
Practice of Oral Histom-eds, Shem Berger Gluck and Daphne Patai (London: Routledge, 1991); p- 19- 



inte~ewees were more willing to share intimate details of their fives if1 was willing to 

reciprocate. I certainly endeavored to ask open-ended questions, listen we& and when 

asked, share my own experiences without in any way dominating the interview. I believe 

that the comments I offered in the course of an i n t e ~ e w  revealed that I had a context for 

the information the narrator was sharing that their stories of the pleasure and excitement 

of making love in a same-sex relationship for the first time, the fears and concerns about 

coming out to f d y  and &ends, were familiar to me. I entered each interview with a 

willingness to answer any question posed to me and a commitment to making the 

interviewee feel that the process was as seLfdirected as possible. 

Oral history is an important tool that allows us to salvage the history of those who 

have been silenced in traditional discourse; however, the process can, if it is not 

approached ethically, be used to appropriate people's voices. Inherent in any interview is 

an unequd power dynamic between the interviewer and the interviewee. Although the 

in te~ewee  is always in the position to decide which questions they want to answer and 

how they wish to respond, the interviewer is responsible for translating the oral testimony 

into a written document and, therefore, she retains uldmate control over the text. The 

narrative is also shaped by what details the interviewer chooses to focus on. Both parties 

involved in the interview are engaged in a personal system of ordering, editing, and 

selecting information The emerging testimony should be the result of a collective 

process; a critical analysis of the text must take the positionality of both the narrator and 

the interviewer into account. My interview approach was informed by my awareness of a 

power imbalance, especially in those cases where I occupied a more privileged class 

position than the narrator. I encouraged narrators to take ownership over the process, to 

ask me questions about the research, refuse to answer a question at any point during the 

interview, turn off the tape recorder if they so desired, keep the tape or have it deposited 

in either the Queen's Archives or the Canadian Lesbian and Gay ~i~chives, define what 



degree of confidentiality they required, and choose their own pseudonyms.lg I attempted 

to create an environment in which the narrator would feel cornforable terminating the 

exchange whenever they wanted and I voiced my willingness to omit any personal details 

&om the written document, 

Although a power imbalance does exist, the interviewerfnarrator relationship does 

have the potential to benefit each party. Each narrator's testimony is an act of giving, of 

providing the interviewer with the information they require to meet project goals. It is an 

act that deserves respect and some energy given in return. Many feminist oral historians 

discuss the importance of returning the narratives to the comm~~l~*ty so that testimonies do 

help people construct their pasts. Oral history can be a very active form of scholarship, 

one that serves to subvert the dominant historical paradigm and provide a basis for 

building community. Individual narrators can also benefit £?om the process of telling their 

stories. "One of the values of doing an oral history for a narrator might be the chance to 

air some p a i a  experiences," assert Kennedy and Davis.Zo Interviews create a forum in 

which individuals can discuss their lives and be heard and are, therefore, often processes 

that legitimizes the narrators' experience and validates their lives as part of 'history'. In 

addition the interview process may help narrators in their ongoing understanding their past 

and offer the clarity and comfort that eequently accompanies the act of putting our 

memories into words. 

In writing this thesis I endevored to place the voices of narrators at the forefront of 

the text while making clear my role in the research process. I have always disliked 

documentaries that assume an "objective" viewpoint and adopt a reasoned voice of 

- 

lgh some enthnographies researchers use pseudonyms for all participants. One of the motivations 
behind this project is the desire to make ourselves more visi'ble, both in the past and the present Thirteen 
narrators chose to use pseudonyms. Some are not comfortable being so publically identified as gay, others 
wished to have the private details of their lives remain private, W e  I honored the needs of these 
nanators to remain anoynous, 1 do believe that to use pseudonyms even for those who are comfortable 
being identified. is antathetical to the goal ~fvisi'bility~ Often out Lives have been shrouded in secrecy and 
innuendo - why 'protect' those who do not wish to be protected? 
*%ask and Kennedy, Bmts of Leather. S l i m s  of Gold, p. 21. 



narration to explain the complexities of people's Lives Although my goal was to provide 

analysis of the narratives, I did not want to present my voice as that of authoritative truth. 

Other queer oral histories deal with this issue in a variety of ways. For example, Eric 

Marcus's oral history Making History - The StruqgZe for Gay and Lesbian Eaual Riahtq 

1945 - 1990, presents each narrative as a separate document with each chapter preceeded 

by a short historical summary by Mams.21 The Brighton Ourstory Project avoids this 

dilemma by not providing any analysis: narratives are offered to the reader in the form of 

a collection of responses that are gathered into sections that focus on particular issues? 

The lack of any editorializing by the authors is emphasized in the fact that even the 

identification of these issues is left up to the reader t o  determine- I decided to integrate 

verbatim quotes fiom the interviews into my d y s i s .  Of course, the way in which a 

written text is produced is very different fiom the way a story is relayed orally- Although 

a verbatim response may appear less polished and sometimes even less coherent, the 

presentation of quotations in this form serves as a constant reminder that the material 

derives from a particular type of exchange. To edit narrators' responses would be to 

sterilize them, erasing some of the rhythm and inflection that gives each particular story its 

shape. As Thompson writes, "Oral History gives history back to the people in their own 

words. And in giving a past, it also helps them towards a fitwe of their own making-"u 

2 1 ~ r i ~  Marcus. Makine Histow - The Struggle for Gav and Lesbian Eaual Ridts.  1945 - 1990 OJW 
York: Harpercoltins. 1992)- 
22~righton Ourstory Project, Darinp Hearts - Lesbian and Gav Lives of 50s and 60s Brighton mrighron: 
Queenspark Books, 1992)- 
2 3 ~ h o r n ~ n ,  Voice from the Past, p. 265. 



Developments In Oueer Histoy 

Unlike other communities whose experiences, or even existence, has been written 

out of history, gays and lesbians, 

aren't raised in lesbian [and gay] f d e s  or communities, our lesbian [and gay] 
history isn't handed down to us and we have no easy access to it. We reconstruct 
lesbian [and gay] history, myth, and ritual among ourselves rather than receiving it 
from our elders? 

Lesbian and gay scholarship, therefore, can play an important role in the creation of our 

identities? Initially, gay and lesbian historians focused on proving the existence of 

homosexuality throughout time in an attempt to counter the heterosexual argument that "it 

just wasn't natural". Not only were gay liberation activists shouting "We're here and we're 

queer", they were also working to prove that we have "been here" for a long time. 

Lacking the institutional support of the university, much of the early work in this field was 

carried out through independent archives and community history projects.26 Lesbians 

celebrated translations of Sappho's poem, revisited mythology of the Isle of Lesbos, and 

discussed the existence of lesbian nuns in the Renaissance, while gay men wrote about 

homosexual acts in classical Greece?' Historians examined diaries, letters, court records 

and discovered a homosexual subtext in the lives of many 'greatf North Americans. 

"Before we can go on to assess the relationship of gay people to the society of the day, we 

must engage in a preliminary accumulation of evidence. Our first task is simply to 

24~ois Rita Helmbold, W-storical Introductionn in A Lesbian Photo Album - The Lives of Seven Lesbian 
Feminists by Cathy Cade (California: Waterwomen Books, 1987); p, 14- 
2S~oan Nestle's article "Butch-Femme Relationships: Sexual Courage In The 1950su in A Restricted 
Coune (New York: Firebrand Books. 1987): pp- 100-109, has revolutionized the wzy in which lesbians 
of the 1970s defined Butch-Femme relationships, Nestle's testimony meals the distinct creation of  a 
lesbian language that made lesbianism visible during the totalitarkism of 1950s McCarthyism- Her 
scholarship contributes to our understanding of lesbian ways of being and also provides historical. clues 
that help explain the emergence of the Gay Ll'beration Mwement. 
26~teven Maynard "In Search of 'Sodom Nonh': Tbe Writing of Lesbian and Gay History in English 
Canada, 1970-1980" Canadian Review of  Com~arative Literature. 21 (March-June 1994); 117-132. 
27~ee  Judith C. Brown, Immodest Acts - The Life of a Lesbian Nun in Renaissance Italy (New Yo* 
Odord University Press, 1986). 



demonstrate that we did exie" wrote editors of the fist Canadian gay liberation 

magazine? Not only did the presence of "great gays" indicate the existence of a rich 

history of homosexuals, but also served as a foundation for the building of gay pride. 

These 'great' men and women served as a testament to the ability of homosexuals to 

succeed. This historical knowledge could be a powerful tool. In an interview with 

historian Robert Champagne, early gay rights activist Jim Egan recalls using his 

knowledge of gay history to counter anti-gay letters that were appearing in Toronto's 

press. Egan recalls, 

In many cases I took a positive delight in sha t t e~g  the myths that were being 
promulgated. For instance, I had an exchange with a reader in Saturday Night. 
His letter referred to something about the scnibhgs of degenerates who didn't 
know how to keep their thoughts in line. I wrote a letter back and pointed out that 
among the degenerates who have done smibling were Walt Whitman, Francis 
Bacon, Christopher Marlowe, and Shakespeare. I said, 'It's unfortunate that your 
reader apparently derived his knowledge of homosexuality from reading graffiti on 
washroom walls.' They published that letter and I got a great personal sense of 
satisfa~tion,*~ 

The "recovery" of these great figures was a difficult task. Mainstream biographers often 

either avoided their subjects' sexuality or consciously omitted the homosexual content of 

their subjects' lives? Mired in patriarchal and heterosexist belief systems that assumed 

heterosexuality and devalued homosocial relationships, mainstream biographers also 

argued that researchers of gay and lesbian history lacked the "evidence" to justify their 

Studies of the past have been heavily influenced by the context in which the 

research was takingplace. For example, initial research into lesbian Lives was grounded in 

a lesbian-feminist discourse that disparagingly viewed working class butch femme 

relationships as reproductions of patriarchal heterosexual coupling and, therefore, did not 

**~ames Dubros, "John Lord Hervey," The Body Politic 23 (April 1976); p. 1. 
29~obert Champagne, "Interview With Jim Egan" The Challenge of ModernitVr A Reader on Post- 
Confederation Caoada ed Ian McKay (Toronto: McGraw-Hiil Ryefson, 1992); p. 432- 
30~rances Doughty, "Lesbian Biography, Biography of Lesbiansn Lesbian Shdies: Rennt aad Future ecl 
by Margaret Cruikshank (New York: The Feminist Press, 1982); 122-127. 



credit these communities as worthy of study. Early work was reflective of the interests of 

the primarily white, middle-class researchers who dedicated themselves to the pursuit of 

their past. The historical reclamation of the 1970s often echoed the systems of oppression 

permeating traditional history. Research that claimed to speak to the existence of 

homosexuals focused on the lives of gay men and neglected the distinctiveness of lesbian 

experience? Historians were also more likely to explore the lives of upper-class 

homosexuals than working-class gay culture, and documentation of life in the big city has 

overshadowed gay lives forged in rural areas or smaller urban centers. Educated by 

women of colour and working class women's critique of second wave feminism and 

influenced heavily by post-structuralism, social historians began investigating how race, 

class gender, and sexuality are constructed in time and place and how they interact with 

each other to form a complex and shifting dynamic of identity. 

Researchers in the field of gay history have also been faced with the ongoing 

debate over the definitions of 'lesbian' and 'gay' historically. As the field of lesbian and gay 

history grew, historians encountered the dilemma of defining who and what 'our history' 

included. At some point all researchers in the field of lesbian history encounter the 

difficulty of defining the lesbian identity. The definition of lesbian even within our own 

communities is rife with contradictions: 

Lesbians lack agreement on who is a lesbian and on our terminology. While 
"dyke" is standard in my vocabulary, other lesbians shun this term; some call 
themselves "gay," others disdain any connection to male homosexuality. We argue 
about women who name themselves lesbians, yet sleep with men. At the same 
time, we are quick to claim Eleanor Roosevelt for our own on the basis of her 
relationship with Lorena Hickok, although Eleanor's marriage ended only with 
Franklin's death? 

31~artin D u b e m  Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey Jr-, "Introduction" in Hidden From Histow - 
RecIaiming the Gav and Lesbian Past eds. Martin Duberman, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey Jr. 
(London: Penguin Books. 199 1); p- 2, 
32~elmbold, "Historical Introduction" in A Lesbian Photo Album, p. 14- 



Historians such as Leila Rupp and Joan Nestle argue that genital contact is necessary for 

lesbian relationships. Theories that emerged from 1970s lesbian-feminist rejection of sex, 

such as Adrienne Rich's 'sexual continuum', focus on womeds emotional commitments as 

the basis for lesbian relationships.33 Historians Elizabeth Lapovsky Kemedy and Madeline 

D- Davis outline four major types of erotic women-centered relationships that exist in the 

nineteenth century, not all of which are "explicitly genital": women dressed as men in 

order to "pass" who had erotic relationships with other women; middle-class married 

women who had intense passionate relationships with other women; middle-class, 

unmarried women whose lives focused on f e d e  communities united by work politics, or 

school; women who formed communities around their romantic and sexual attraction to 

other w0rnen3~ Whether or not these women are named as "Iesbians", the assertion that 

these same-sex relationships were important aspects of their lives still defies a version of 

the past that discusses women's lives primarily in terms of their relationships to men. 

Influenced heavily by social constructionist Michel Foucault, historians such as 

Je&y Weeks argue for a separation between homosexual acts and homosexual identity- 

Weeks asserts that the gay identity is actually a nineteenth century phenomena? Although 

there is evidence supporting the claim that homosexual acts have occurred throughout 

history, the ways in which the individual and society have constructed the meaning of 

those acts has changed over time. Men who slept with other men in classical Greece, for 

example, did not create an identity around their desire in the same way that gay men in the 

1970s understood their position in society in relation to their sexual orientation. 

Meanwhile, historical essentialists such as John Boswell continued to claim the existence 

of gay identities throughout time? Much of the current work in the field reflects a belief 

33Adrienne Rich, "Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existencem Siens 5 (Summer 1980); 63 1-660. 
34 Kennedy and Davis, Boots of Leather. Slimrs of Gold, p. 8. 
3SJeffiey Weeks, aMovements of Affirmation: Sermal Meanings and HomtKexual Identitiesn in Passion 
and Power Sexuality in Historv (1989); 70-86. 
36J0hn Bosrvell, "Revolutions, Uaiversrrls, and Sexual Categories" ed- Martin Duberman, Martha Vicinus, 
and George Chauncey Jr. Hidden From Histow, pp. 17-36, 



in the separation between homosexual act and identity, and historians have begun to trace 

how constructions of the homosexual identity have changed according to particular socio- 

economic forces. For example, in his study of gay men in New York fkom 18904940, 

George Chauncey challenges social perception of heterosexuality and the nuclear family as 

natural, normal, and permanent by revealing that constructions of homo and hetero 

sexuality have not always existed as we understand them today and instead are specific to 

a particular time period. Chauncey writes, 

This book is not just about the making of the gay male world, then, but also about 
the making of the normal world: about how the normal world constituted itself 
and established its boundaries by creating the gay world as a stigmatized other. 
Examining the boundaries drawn between queers and normal men in the early 
twentieth centuty illuminates with unusual clarity - and startling effect - the degree 
to which the social definition of a "nonnal man" has changed in the last century- 
For the erotic behavior allowed "normal" men three generations ago simple would 
not be allowed "heterosexual" men today. Heterosexuality, no less than 
homosexuaiity, is a historicaliy specific social category and identity? 

Inevitably, as Chauncey's work reveals, a study of sexuality involves a study of gender. 

The gay identity of men in New York during this period was equally constituted by their 

same sex desire and their effeminacy or gender transgression. As long as a man embodied 

the codes of masculinity and in sex adopted the active, hence masculine, role, desire for 

same-sex sex in and of itself did not constitute a gay identity- The female invert of 

nineteenth century sexologists was equally marked by her desire for other women and her 

"masculinity." Constructions of lesbian identity have changed over time. Lillian 

Faderman's historical overview of "lesbian life in twentieth century America" also 

demonstrates that over the nine decades that constitute her work, public constructions of 

lesbianism have encompassed the sexologists' man-like invert, the "sicko" of the post-war 

era, the sexuaI demon of the 1950s, and the lesbian feminist identity that arose out of the 

social change movements of the 1960s and 70s- 

37~eorge Chauncy, Gav New York: Gender. Urban Culture. and the Wkin~. of the Gav Male Wort4 
179O-lg4O (New Yo*- Basic Books, L994,): p. 26, 
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The development of gay historiography reflects movements in the trajectory of 

women's history. Initially, women's history concentrated on documenting the presence of 

'great' women; women who were able to assert themseives in the public sphere and, 

therefore, could stand testimony against women's proclaimed inferiority? This approach 

was problematic because upper-class women were the main subjects of inquiry and rarely 

did researchers discern how coostructions of gender shaped their lives, which was also a 

criticism leveled at gay historians. The next movement in women's history was 

characterized by an attempt to document women's oppression in order to demonstrate the 

negative impact patriarchy had on women's lives and thereby provide historical support for 

the demands being made by women involved in the Women's Liberation Move~nent.~~ 

Although this approach was a more effective way of examining how gender constructions 

impacted on women's lives, discussions of patriarchal oppression often portrayed women 

as powerless victims with little agency. Similar to women's history, the richness of gay 

culture and resistance was also often obscured by a desire to document the oppression of 

homosexuals.~ The next movement in gay and women's history was toward an 

understanding of the various ways in which the oppressed resist definitions of "normal" 

and "natural", and build alternate networks of support amongst themselves. 

Issues of agency, oppression, and resistance have generated much debate. For 

example, Faderman provides a top-down analysis that assumes that the discourse of 

nineteenth century sexologists shaped homosexuals' understanding of themselves-41 

Martin Dubeman, however, challenges "the assumption, for instance, that nineteenth- 

century medical discourse constructed the 'homosexualr as a personality type, and that the 

3810an Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988); pp. 15-27 
39 Gisela Bock "Challenging Dichotomies: Perspathes in Women's History," in Writing Women's 
Histow: International PerSDectives Eds, Kate Offen, Ruth Roach Pierson, Jane Rendall (BIoomington: 
Indiana University Press. 199 1); 1-25; Phyllis Stock-Morton, Our Own Ways: Different Paths 
to Women's History in the United States" in Writing Women's Historv; 59-71. 
'%uberman, Hidden From Hiaoy, p. 4. 
41 Lillian Faderman, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers: A Histow of Lesbian Life in Twentieth-Century 
America (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991); 3762. 



appearance of the homosexuai in medical discourse should be taken as indicative of or 

synonymous with the homosexual's appearance in the culture as a whole."42 Historians 

have been faced with the complex task of building an understandiug of how oppressive 

constructions of homosexuality have fimctioned, how these social perceptions have shaped 

individuals' understandings of themselves, and how gays and lesbians have had historical 

agency and resisted these oppressive conventions. This must be negotiated without 

pigeonholing gay lives of the past into limited categories of either victim or hero. If we 

tell the history of gays and lesbians as simply a story of either oppression or resistance, we 

run the risk of obscuring the complexity of sexuality not only in these past lives but in our 

Perhaps the most fiunous "heroes" of gay and lesbian history are the drag queens 

and butches that rioted in resistance to New York City police raids of the Stonewall Inn, 

in June of 1969. A turning point in gay history, the riots frequently serve as a marking 

point for a different era of gay and lesbian We; many queer histories attest to the event's 

importance in thier self-definition as "pre-Stonewall" or "post-Stonewall" narratives. The 

significance of this event and the courageous defiance of the queers who placed their 

bodies on the line should not be underestimated. However, the emphasis placed on this 

event has also obscured the rich queer history that came before it. Chauncey writes, "The 

gay world that flourished before World War ll has been almost entirely forgotten in 

popular memory and overlooked by professional historians; it is not supposed to have 

e~kted."~3 Stonewall, and the subsequent rise of the gay liberation movement, did not 

occur in a vacuum. Madeline Davis and E M e t h  Kennedy's documentation o fa  working- 

class lesbian community in Buffdo, writings by Joan Nestle on butch femme communities 

in the 1950~~  Allan Berube's identification of Wodd War II as a national coming out 

experience, and Chauncey's documentation of gay life in turn of the century New York 

42Chaunceq-. Gay New Yo&, p. 26. 
43Chauncey, Gav New Yo&, p. I. 



City, challenge the notion that gay history before Stonewall consisted of invisible, isolated, 

unhappy homosstuais.~ These studies attest to a weaIth offkchating stories that appear 

as we gradually learn where and how to look 

Although, as historian Steven Maynard points out, "international literature has 

remained largely unaware of work being done in Canada," developments in the field of 

Canadian queer history indicate that there are indeed many stories to be told.45 The 

amount of material being generated by Canadian historians caused Gary Kinsman, in 1996, 

to revise his historicaI overview of the reiationship between the state and shifting notions 

of sexuality in Canada." Member of the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, Donald 

McLeod, offers a thorough chronology of lesbian and gay Liberation in Canada fiom 1964- 

1975-47 In an effort to excavate "the substance of what worked and what didn't in the 

ongoing fight against forces determined to contain and even obliterate lesbian and gay 

realities," historian Becki Ross explores lesbian feminism through the inner workings of 

the Lesbian Organization of Toronto? Ross Higgins and Line Chamberland firrther our 

understanding of the French-Canadian context with their research on representations of 

gays and lesbians in Montreal's Yellow pressj9 Elise Chenier in her study of a working- 

class lesbian bar community in 1950s Toronto, and Steven Maynard's research into the 

lives of gay men in Toronto, take up the challenge of constructing histories that are 

J4Davis and Kennedy, Boots of Leather. Slimers of Gold; Nestle A Restricted Countq Allan Berube, 
Coming Out Under Fire: Gav Men and Women in the Second World War (New Yorkr Penguin Books, 
1990): Chauncey, Gav New York 
45Maynard. "In Search of 'Mom North' ", p. 1 18. 
%ary Kinsman The Redation of Desire: Sexualitv in Caaadzl (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1987); 
The Regulation of Desire (19%). 
47 Donald McLeo& Lesbian and Gay Liberation in Canada: A Selected Annotated Chronology. 1964-1975 
(Toronto: Homewood Books, 19%)- 
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grounded in an analisys of race, class, gender, and sexualitytyso Instead of merely 

documenting the histories of working class lesbians and gay men, and thereby "including" 

them in queer history, these works offer insights into how class fbnctioned in their 

subjects' lives and the broader society- And outside ofacademia, members of the Archives 

continue to gather archival material and endeavor to convey the stories contained within 

their collection to contemporary queers. 

This historiography does not begin to cover all of the historical writings on queer 

lives. In the five years since I began seeking out these history books, an explosion of 

publications has resulted in the transformation of a few volumes hidden under the title of 

"Women's Studies" to entirely "Queer Studies" sections. Each new body of scholarship 

broadens our understanding of ourselves, addresses what we already know and then 

generates mher debate through the addition of new material and the nuances of a more 

complex analysis. Steven Maynard predicts that "the history of sexuality and lesbiadgay 

history will become one ofthe most exciting and rapidly expanding fields within Canadian 

history during the 1990~."~1 I hope that this prediction is as true for the coming decade as 

it has been for this one- 

5%lise Chenier, Tough Ladies and Troublemakers: Toronto's Public Lesbian Communitv, 1955-1%5 
MA Thesis (Kingston: Queen's Univexsity, 1995); Steven Maynard, "Through a Hole in the Lavatory 
Wall". 
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Chapter Two 

Where the Bovs Were 

Earl leans casually against a pillar in a hotel lobby. A man walks into the foyer. 

His eyes scan the room before he approaches Earl. "This place is rather did2," he says, 'is 

there some place where there's some action?" It is 1962 and although Earl has only been in 

Kingston for three months, he has already tapped into the city's gay &sing culture.' His 

success depends on knowing a range of loosely defined, mainly unspoken, information: 

the subtle inference that distinguishes a request for a smoke fiom a veiled desire for sex, 

which bars on what nights tolerate a steady stream of casual glances, the location of well- 

worn paths that twist through city parks. 

Although lacking the range of bars and bathhouses found in large cities, Kiogston 

has always hosted numerous locations for gay men of all classes to meet for sex and 

companionship. For at least sixty years City Park, commonly known by queers and 

straights as "Pervert Park", has been the most prominent cruising area Over time, other 

sites such as a bathhouse, various other parks, washrooms, lane ways, and hotel bars, have 

risen and then faded fiom the city's gay landscape. Cruising areas have been an important 

element of Kingston's gay life, fhctioning as a gateway into Kingston's gay male 

subculture. For men who were searching for others like themselves, homophobic 

references to these places revealed the existence of the subculture they were seeking. 

While the notoriety of "Pervert Park" revealed the park's use to gay men who wanted to 

cruise there, its reputation could also draw the attention of the larger society. As long as 

cruising was discrete, other Kingston residents turned a blind eye to the shadowy figures 

in the park and the bathroom grafliti that encouraged other men to meet at Die Car's 

Meow, Drursdizy night IOpm. Comments such as "Golly, I got away f?om the little 

woman tonight for a change, this is going to be a breather," or "I'm a shoe salesman, just 

'Interview with Earl*. Kingston April 14* 1998. 



arrived here .... what a damn lonely night!" were vague enough to masquerade as innocent 

chitochat or be read as sexual innuendo.* The s~btla-es of gesture, a well placed sigh or 

added emphasis, were essential codes that maintained gay men's low profile but allowed 

for meaniagfbl exchanges. Such exchanges were the answer to a dilemma identified by 

many narrators: a desire to be visible to each other in order to find sex and community yet 

simultaneously invisible to those who would judge their sexuality reprehensible. The 

ramifications of this dilemma extended far beyond the boundaries of the park, shaping how 

some narrators formed their fiendship networks and expressed their masculinity andlor 

effeminacy. 

Cruising provided the opportunity for narrators to find sex, broaden networks of 

friendship and support, and learn and create cultural codes that communicated identity and 

desire. The geography of each specific locale determined whether they acwmodated 

gay activity. Bars that became known as gay-tolerant spaces were often situated in hotels, 

where single male travelers could be found having a dri& and rooms upstairs offered the 

possibility of a more private retreat. Specific physical conditions made City Park an ideal 

cruising area; it was conveniently situated between the downtown and the university in a 

neighborhood with few children.3 Thick with trees and bushes and set apart from the 

surrounding houses by wide city streets, it was a public space where the most private of 

acts could take place. One factor common to the park, the ban, and the city's streets, was 

that their potential as gay spaces rested on the privilege granted gay men, by virtue of their 

se- to travel the nights alone. 

This chapter is an exploration of how gay men in Kingston found sex 

community through cruising and house parties. Class, the dilemma of visibility, 

interactions between lesbians and gay men, are issues that are addressed thoughoul 

and 

and 

this 

* l n t e ~ e w  with Earl, Kingston, A p d  14th, 1998. 
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section The differences between auising culture and house parties provide insight into 

how class differences factored into community formation: sex functioned to bridge class 

divisions while the building of social support networks fiequentfy reinforced them. I begin 

with a discussion of cruising that concentrates primarily on City Park but inciudes 

Kingston's bathhouse and gay-tolerant bars, followed by an outline of the house parties 

that played an important role in community building. House parties and ban were also 

sites occupied by lesbians and, although this chapter concentrates on the Lives of gay men, 

my discussion of bars and house parties does include how lesbians used these spaces and 

the gender relationships within these sites. The majority of this material focuses on the 

1960s and 1970s; however, one interview with 83 year old Henry takes us back to 

Kingston during the war? Although Henry speaks of a time period much earlier than that 

covered by other narrators, I have integrated material fkom this interview into my overall 

discussion of cruising and house parties, drawing attention to how the city's gay subculture 

was not static, but was altered by socio-economic changes. 

During World War IX the city was altered by the significant influx of soldiers. 

Kingston has always had a strong military presence; Fort Henry, Canadian Forces Base 

(CFB) Kingston, and the Royal Military College (RMC), are important aspects of the 

city's physical and social geography. "There have always been soldiers in Kingston," 

comment Nick and Helma Mika, co-authors of Kingston. Historic City? However, during 

the Second World War, the city's military presence expanded; in 1937, V~my Barracks was 

constructed on Bmiefield Heights as a home for the Sigaal C ~ r p s , ~  the Royal Canadian 

Ordnance Corps were established in McNaughton Barracks, just past Vimy Barracks, 

north of Highway #2,7 and the harbour became a shipbuilding centre for warships 

- - 
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launched at the Canadian Shipbuilding and Engineering docks8 On the other side of 

town, a flying school opened at Norman Rogers Airport under the British Empire Training 

Plan, bringing even more male soldiers to the areas9 Duriag the war thousands of male 

soldiers flooded the area With them came rich erotic opportunities fostered by the 

anonymity of being situated in a mde-dominated environment, far fiom home- "It was a 

very active time," comments Hemy, remarking on how the sheer presence of so many 

young men, far fiom home, transformed city streets into sites of sexual po~siiiiity.~~ He 

laughs, wanting me to turn off the tape recorder so he will feel more comfortable telling 

stories of gay exploits during the war, thinking back to a time more than 50 years ago 

when the city was filled with handsome young available men in uniform. 

Rehsed active service in both the airforce and army because of a bad lung, Henry 

spent the war years in Kingston working in a shipping depot for the army. He describes 

this period as "very open", delighting in the ease at which male same-sex liaisons took 

place: 

There was more action during the war. You knew where the action was during 
the war and that was in the armed forces, _ - The soldiers I think were easier 
because they were away f?om home or lonely- They were looking for frimdship 
other than the army, fed up with just everyday m y  We. They liked to get out for 
weekends and I had a car most of the time-.- LL 

At one point Henry was even given a special pass by an officer which aliowed him 

unlimited access to the various military camps. He would drive into the camps and find 

soldiers, officers and enlisted men alike, who were intrigued by the offer of a drive. Men 

found sex partners at the training camps, during military parades, or while strolling on 

8Mika, Kintxton Historic C i a  p- 168. 
% I937 Queen's University provided women with Canadian Red Cmss and St. John's Ambulance 
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Princess St. "I'd just see somebody I liked and talk to them without being too obvious 

and if they weren't interested, drop it," recalls H e q ,  estimating that at least fifty percent 

were "interested".l2 Henry clarifies that this "interest" did not necessarily mean that 

percent of soldiers were gay. He makes the distinction between 'gays', whose gayness was 

constituted by their gender transgression in combhadon with their desire for same-sex 

sex, and 'straight' men who were willing participants in gay sex but retained a straight 

identity through their masculinity. Unlike Henry's current partnership of over thim, years, 

these relationships were fast and fleeting "because they'd be shipped away. Two years 

would be the longest, then they'd go overseas or to another part of the country."13 

Although the time they had together was often short, significant frendships did form and 

some of the men Henry met continued to keep in touch with him long after the war was 

over. 

In his groundbreaking book Coming Out Under Fire, Alan Benibe documents the 

prevalence of homosexuality in the American military during World War II.14 Heralding 

the war-time period as a national corning-out experience, Berube investigates how social 

conditions brought on by the war created psychological and physical space for realizations 

of same sex desire. Psychiatric screening of new recruits for signs of homosexuality and 

the military's anti-homosexual policies firmly placed same-sex desire into public discourse, 

offering a language for feelings that previously might have been unspoken or even 

unrecognized. Writes Berube, 

Once they left the constraints of f a y  Life and watchfirl neighbors, many recruits 
were surprised to find that military service gave them opportunities to begin a 
"coming-out" process. ..Gathered together in military camps, they often came to 
terms with their sexual desires, fell in love, made fiiends with other gay people, 
and began to name and talk about who they were. When they could get away from 

% t e ~ e w  with Henry, Kingston, April, 1998. 
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military bases, they discovered and contributed to the rich gay night He - parties, 
bars, and nightclubs - that flourished in the war-boom cities.1s 

Although Kingston did not have the bars and nightclubs of the American cities Berube 

describes, the influx of military men added to the city's gay male culture. Berube's 

research reveals how constructions of sexuality and individuals' experiences of same sex 

desire were altered by the war, explaining the conditions that allowed for the flourishing of 

gay culture in larger urban environments. Henry's testimony expands this discussion, 

broadening ow understanding of how the influx of male soldiers into the city due to World 

War I1 expanded the gay subculture of smaller cities such as Kingston. 

AAer the war was over, the military retained a strong presence in Kingston The 

passage of men between the base and the downtown transformed a small section of 

Highway #2 into a cruising area. Recalls Earl, 

When I came here 119621 there were 6,500 men at the military base. The city was 
loaded with men, just packed, who always wore civilian clothing in the evening. 
There were a lot of gays in the military Oh, one of the great hobbies was to get in 
your car, and say, because the bars closed at midnight or twelve thirty, and most of 
the guys had to be back by 12, lyou'd] get in your car and drive that La Salle 
Causeway. They were short of money, naturally in the military they weren't paid 
too well, and they were always walking up the hill so you'd stop and offk a lift and 
they'd get back a lot later than they should have. It was a real cruise smp in those 
days, from the S&R [a department store downtown, at the beginning of Highway 
#2] along there, across the La Salle Causeway, and up the hill- Oh, a lot of gays, a 
lot of gays were in the military.16 

Cruising Pervert Park 

But the city's most reputable cruising area remained City Park The park has a long 

history of being the place for gay men to have sex, socialize, and to find a path into 

Kingston's gay subculture. It has been a renowned cruising park for at least sixty years, "as 

15~erube, Corniw Out Under Fire, p. 6, 
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flr back as I can remember," recalls Henry l7 The huge limestone facade of the Frontenac 

County Courthouse dominates the north end of the park. Below it stretches a wide 

expanse of field, a baseball diamond, and then Bagot Stmt divides the park in two. A 

small playground with public washrooms perches on the top edge of the park's lower halE 

Until the mid-seventies this area was fbll of large bushes and trees, tangled and dark as it 

descended towards King Street and the waterL8 It was a nighttime cruising area, busy 

&om dusk until the early morning. Throughout the 1960s and '70s, late Friday and 

Saturday nights were the busiest times, with up to 50 men passing through m the course of 

a few hours? 

Men found out about the park in diffent ways. "[ I ] knew that there was the 

park and that people did meet there," explains Howard, "not because I knew anybody 

initially who went there but because there was always the writing on the washroom walls, 

although they didn't do phone numbers as much in those days, they were very discrete 

they'd say W i t  to get to know orher guys? Meet on Arch St. or in City Pmk 4 e r  

ilpm. Dan stwnbled into his first gay sexual experience almost by accident. He had 

been questioning his sexuality but felt unsure about actually acting on these feelings. One 

night, after walking his female date home, he was walking back to the student housing 

area through Macdonald Park "and actually got picked up, or I let myself get picked up, 

and this guy came home with me and that was my first homosexual Mimy 

narrators actually found out about the park through homophobic comments made by 

straight people. Although the "pervert" in the park was understood by many women to 

refer to a high occurrence of sexual assaults perpetrated by straight men, for gay men the 

"pervert" was a reference to themselves. Mike, whose first visit to the park dates back to 

L7~nterview with Hemy, Kingston, April, 1998. 
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1963, recalls that it was the park's derogatory name that initially led him there, and Eric* 

found out about it because of a fiend's complaint that you "couldn't walk through there at 

night without getting hit onf'?* Trevor* recalfs, 

Growing up in Kingston I'd hear about it, so I just went over one night and 
realized there were a lot of men driving around and walking around. It was a long 
time before I worked up the nerve to talk to anyone ....if you were there after 
midnight* chances were you were gay. You'd go say 'hello' to someone, like 
meeting any stranger anyplace, or if you were with someone you'd get introduced. 
Then you could get invited to parties, get into a social scene? 

Cruising in City Park played a vital role in the sustenance of "the gay life''- Men 

went to the park not only in search of sex, but also to seek out fiendship, co~~munity, 

information and support. Writes geographer Gordon Brent Ingram, 

Public outdoor space becomes strategic because it is difliarlt to engage in such 
activities indoors and to find room for larger groups of people. These public 
spaces for groups, whether officially sanctioned or outlawed, are key sites for 
learning social skills, for exchange of information, for peer support, and for 
identity formation . . . Furtive sexuai contact in public places is often limited and 
fetishized, but the opportunities for new social interaction &ow for new kinds of 
aUia.n~es.2~ 

Many of the narrators utilized the park for sex and community, negotiating its geography 

according to their specific desires. Cars circled its outskirts, their drivers focused on 

identifying potential partners. Shadowy paths that wove through dense bushes and trees 

were trodden down by those seeking immediate sex. In the 1960s, the park washroom 

was also a place for casual sex, though in the 1970s it was often locked at night- A 

playground equipped with swings and benches, located close to Bagot St., hosted smalI 

clusters of men engaged in casuai conversation. 

- - - - - - - - 
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For some men, the degree to which secrecy and fear dominated their lives dictated 

which parts they traveled. From the mid-1970 when he first started cruising the park, 

Eric has memories of seeing men hanging out late at night, sitting around a picnic bench 

and talking but was never part of those gatherings. "[They showed] a much more 

positive sense about it than was in me," he relates? Eric relied heavily on the anonymity 

of his truck, driving around the park's perimeter, either picking up men in other cars or 

stopping to offer a ride to those strolling along the bordering sidewalks- Located at the 

north end of the park, the Provincial Court parking lot served as a meeting place for 

m-sing cars. Drivers interested in one another would meet in the lot, park beside each 

other, and decide whether or not they wanted to have sex and where they could go to do 

so. For Eric these initial conversations were " 1 don't want to get to know you' talk . . . to 

me it was this thing I was doing that I didn't like and I just wanted to do it and have as 

little reality to it as possible - so I'll be polite, be pleasant, and I'm just barely here thank 

you, let's not get to know each other." Says Eric with a sigh, "There was a lot of driving 

around and looking, driving around and looking ... Sometimes I asked m y s a  how much 

of my life have I spent driving around and around...?" His voice reveals the htiveness 

and anxiety that accompanied these nighttime excursions. "There's quick judgments made, 

in cars you make quick judgments. Yes, 1 will, no, I wont - yes I like you no I don't ... it's 

appearance, it's age ..." Eventually Eric found out that men had sex in the park's bushes 

and he occasionally cruised there for "a quick grope or a blow job." Occasionally a man 

would ask for money in exchange for sex, invariably younger men "trying to make some 

cash".z6 Hustling, however, was very rare: Eric is the only narrator who was ever offered 

sex for cash. On one occasion Eric went back to a man's apartment, but more often than 

not he went to other parking lots around town to have sex in the enclosed safety of his 

truck. Eric certainly did not f e l  safe bringing anyone back to his home, needing to avoid 

2 S h t e ~ e w  with Eric, Kingston, March ZOth, 19%- 
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any personal contact that could cause his "gay life" to move beyond the boundaries of sex 

he had built so carehllly; inviting someone home would transgress the division Eric 

maintained between his deviant behavior and his "normal" life- 

For Trevor, who cruised the park in the mid-1970s, it served as a place to find 

both gay sex and a supportive gay male community, 

. . . right there, on the road, there always used to be a group often to meen, I've 
seen forty, gay men, late at night, socializing, having a party, sitting around talking- 
Now this would be the late seventies and everyone who wanted - there was no 
place to go, there was no bars - so on a weekend that's where people would meet 
to socialize and to party and they'd park their cars there and everything else. A 
good group from all over, and then ifthey wanted to do some cruising they would 
wander fixther down into the park They'd wander back and come talk to 
everyone." 

Howard describes the socializers as "people who were quite comfonable with being gay 

by that stage, were quite open about it and went and socialized and did whatever they had 

to do [then] there was always somebody hrtively walking, endlessly, or driving around the 

park, around and around, and around and ar0und."~8 Howard, who had also spent time 

cruising Toronto's parks, noticed that Kingston's City Park was far more social, as 

opposed to Toronto where "there was no community there, Cyou might] chat to a certain 

extent but not as rnuchM.29 Lacking the high profile gay bars, bathhouses, and political 

organizations of the big city, 'Pervert Park' became one of the few easily identifiable public 

spaces where gay men could congregate. 

Kingston's "gay" institutions were Limited at best. Tolerant bars accommodated 

gay sexuality as long as it was not "too obvious" to the straight clientele, and it was only 

on particular nights that the spaces were known to be gay. The bathhouse had some 

measure of popularity in the mid-1960s but deteriorated into a grungy, desolate place that 

closed in the early 1970s. The Queen's Homophile Association, which originated in 1973, 
- -  
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provided another social venue, but for a multitude of reasons was only appealing to a 

small number of Kingston lesbians and gays? The parlc, therefore* fimctioned as an 

important site for reinforcing bonds of communality and opening the doors to a more 

extensive gay subcdture. 

Kingston's gay bathhouse had a brief spell of notoriety but never attained the 

popularity of the park. Eric remembers being surprised that Kingston had a bathhouse. "p 

was? surprised it was even in Kingston, to tell you the truth, there was nothing else, well 

there was the park, City Pa& nothing else that I knew of going on here."" Seduced by 

the false assumption that the gay life was only to be found in the big city, Eric had actually 

moved to Kingston fiom Toronto in order to escape his desire. One night of cruising at a 

Toronto park had rapidly turned into three, then four, until Eric was faced with a nightly 

struggle between his desire and his disgust. Afternoons spent at the city's bathhouses left 

his body satiated but his mind increasingly frantic. "I thought of gay as a small comer of 

myself," Eric sighs, "a sexual part but then that part was expanding, taking over, messing 

up the rest of my We...this little part of me started to spread out and control my behavior. 

I didn't want to do it but I'm doing it, and I thought, I've got to get out of Toronto, I just 

have to leave Toronto."32 So Eric left Toronto, got in his truck and drove away from the 

big city, trying to drive away fiom himself. 

On The Comer of Oueen St- & Wellinaton St. 

Of course, Eric's desire wasn't left by the side of the highway, thumb out, trying to 

catch up to the body it possessed. Although Kingston's cruising culture was not as public 

as Toronto's, gay sex was easy to find if one knew where to look. The bathhouse in 

Kingston was located downtown on the comer of Quan and Wehgton Streets and it 

30~ee Chapter Three on the Queen's Homophile Association for a more thorough exploration of its role in 
Kingston's queer history. 
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was one of the first buildings Eric saw; "I very quickly saw that bath, on Queen St., I saw 

the sign [and thoughq 'Oh I1m sorry, I'm here to get away fiom that and here it is' ... and 

then 1 started very quickly k o k g  out] at night"33 Although in decline when Eric found it, 

the bathhouse had once been a fairly popular cruising spot. Recalls Earl, 

I came in '62, I'd say it was very popular for at least 10 yeus. Well, it was a three 
story, a red brick building three stories, very v e v  popular. When you first entered 
there's the paymaster of course, you walked into this room and there were 8 or  9 
leather couches and the wall was tined with lockers and then you walked into the 
shower room and then offthe shower room was the steam bath and then you went 
upstairs and there were three rooms you could rent and then on the top floor was 
the television room, actually two rooms ...[i t was] a small place, if you had 18 
people there at one time that would be a crowd.34 

Men faced with the dilemma of not being able to take a lover home could rent one of the 

upstairs rooms by the hour. Originally opened by a Scandinavian man, it was later sold to 

a man from Toronto who owned other steam baths. He cleaned the place up and brought 

in a "masseuse" who was actually a sex trade worker. "Oh he was a trick," exclaims Earl, 

"He was brought down by the chap that owned it and cleaned it up. Oh yes, he'd do blow 

jobs you know, roU over on his little belly ..."35 For Earl, sex at the baths was made even 

more attractive by the fact that "you could look over the merchandise before and everyone 

was so clean because you were scrubbing and washing-..it makes a big difference if you've 

seen some man standing naked under a shower than sitting beside some asshole at the bar 

wondering what it's like and then come home and find it's dirty or it's not your type."36 

Some narrators, however, were deterred by the bath's atmosphere. "I went once or 

twice," John says with a wry smile, "I was terrified, petrified. It was sleazy, it was dirty, 

and it was frightening to a Little fivm boy!"37 John Higgins had the impression that it was 
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"an unappetizing place" and Harold lost interest in checking it out after his friend 

described being pushed to buy 'extras' from the masseuse.38 Unlike City Park, which 

fhctioned as a site for cruising socializing, and community buildin& the bathhouse was 

used primarily for sex. Although the steam bath was not a vibrant center of gay activity, it 

did offer an opportunity for men to firlfill their desire- It was a space that offered gay men 

both the erotic aspect of public cruising and the possibiity of some privacy. "It was," says 

John, "a place for gay men to go and have sex either anonymously or with other people 

that they knew, where they would be relatively safe fiom harassment in parks, by police, 

or fiom family members waking along-"3g 

Although many narrators limited their use of the park for these reasons - fear of 

police harassment, gay bashing, or risk of being seen - other variables made the park 

accessible to a diverse group ofmen. There was no cost involved. Men could fiequent it 

any night of the week and spend as little or as much time there as they desired. Because 

of its central location, few Kingstonians needed a car to get there. Men who feared the 

conspicuousness of a Queen's Homophile Association meeting often felt less vulnerable 

concealed in the park's shadows. Narrators ~ 0 ~ e c t e d  to Queen's discovered that cruising 

the park was a way to meet people fiom the town and get invited to house parties. "I got 

to know a wider circle of people by going there and having seq" says Howard? Mike 

recalls meeting "Queen's students, grad students, a couple of times profs, people who 

worked in factories ..."41 He remembers men traveling all the way from Picton or BelIeville 

to spend Friday nights at the park At the park. ciass distinctions that delineated who was 

invited to which parties, or which bars people frequented, became blurred by a mutual 

search for casual sex, 

3gInterview with John Higgins, Toronto, June 3Oth, 1997 Interview with Howard Averill, Toronto, Match 
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There were many gay men, however. who actively chose to avoid the park Some 

associated the park with a casual, anonymous variety of sex that they had no interest in. 

Others were too &aid of being recognized by someone they knew: a student, a 

colleague, a relative, a fiend. The fact many gay men utilized the space for the 

satisfaction of their social and sexual desires did not guarantee its safety- Quite the 

opposite: the prevalence of gay men in the area made them an obvious target for 

homophobic violence. That many men would go to great lengths to avoid any publicity 

concerning their sexuality made them even more WerabIe because they would be far less 

likely than straight men to report attacks. Speaking of an attempted assault, Dan 

comments, "They had targeted us as people who were probably not going to put up a big 

fight, lucky for us we got out of there."42 A couple of narrators who frequently cruised 

have stories of attempted attacks; however, these events do not appear to have stopped 

them from spending time at the park and they very rarely recall hearing about similar 

attacks. "I don't remember hearing a lot about gay bashings," Dan muses, ''I don't think 

that [an attempted assault] could have been an isolated incident but if it was 

happening ... either people just gave their money and then said nothing about it and 

therefore didn't get bashed and physically hurt or they were getting physically assaulted 

and covering it up s0mehow."~3 

It is difficult to ascertain the extent of harassment and gay bashings. The number 

of attacks, however, is less important than the degree to which a fear of potential violence 

shaped narrators' actions. John Higgins, for example, had fiiends who cruised the park but 

he never went there himself for fear of being "beaten up*"* Henry went to City Park on a 

couple of occasions, out of curiosity, but never cruised then: "I knew it was too 

dangerous and didn't like the type you could pick up. There were people going to City 
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Park for gays to pick up and then they'd either be after their money or there'd be s bashing. 

I wouldn't say that happened a lot but it happened OccasionallyY"*~ The "types" Henry 

refers to were "more likely to be feminine, queens, old aumies," men that he avoided for 

fear that their flagrant gender transgression might draw attention to his own deviant 

sexuality- He chose instead to cruise Lake Ontario Park during the daytime as "it was 

safer in the daytime because you got to see the person, know the person better? In 

addition, it was much further fiom downtown, requiring a car or bus ride to get there, and 

the lower level of action meant that it was not generally known as a "pewerted" park 

amongst straight society. 

John Phair, who did not even use the park for sex, still was gay bashed there one 

evening. He did not find the anonymous, casual park sex either emotionally or physically 

satisfying but walked through the park on his way to and fiom school. One evening after 

a late music practice, "I was chased through there. A bunch of thugs came yelling out 

fiom bushes as I was walking through on the sidewalk, behind the bushes, screaming 'get 

the faggot with the violin!' and I screamed back it's a viola you assholes!' and took off We 

a shot. I was scared. "47 

"The one and only time that I ever really felt, really in danger, that my, I don't 

know about my life but my health was at risk, was at City Park" proclaims Dan 

I had met someone and we were just talking, I guess we were kind of caught up in 
our conversation but we hadn't noticed this person approach us and suddenly, in 
fact there was more than one, there were two of them, but one sort of came up to 
us and approached us and demanded money ... there was some sort of threat 
issued when we did not immediately hand over the money and the one said he 
would go get his gun and he ran OK We were quite terrikd at that point and we 
ran to this guy's car. We got in the car and we locked the doors and just in time 
because the individual did come back and started pounding on the windshield but 
as ftr as I could see he did not have a gun and we pulled away immediately and 
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drove away. but that was scaxy and made me realize parks can be dangerous 
places.48 

Howard remembers when "there were a number of engineem living in one of the houses on 

the street facing the park. Next to Earl Hall there were a number of houses and they were 

fLll of students and they were mostly engineering students. Every now and they they'd get 

liquored up erough and they'd go over and try some gay bashing in the park" Although 

these incidents would occasionally be related at QHA meetings, none of the narrators 

describe any form of collective action to raise awareness 05 or respond to, these attacks; 

there were no official complaints or reports lodged with either the campus security service 

or the city police that they knew of Why this is the case I am not sure, although I think a 

couple of hypotheses are quite plausible. Perhaps the level of violence was not extensive 

enough for people to identi@ it as anything beyond isolated events. Many of the park's 
# 

regulars would have feared being publicly identified as gay and, therefore, may have felt 

threatened by even the suggestion of collective action. The outrage in these stories is also 

often accompanied by a subtle tone of resignation, almost as if to imply that fear of 

violence is an inherent aspect of gay male life in this society. 

It would not have been surprising to find that gay men who had been bashed were 

not enthusiastic about contacting the police. It is rare to find a discussion of gay male 

wi6ig +,!& does not involve tales of police harassment. In the 1970s, while lesbians 

were struggling with the " f d y  issues" of child custody and pregnancy, male gay 

liberation activists were primarily concerned with confronting state intervention. Writes 

After 1968 the emphasis on repression shifted to bars and clubs, political 
organizing, public sex, and child pornography. In Vancouver, police entrapment 
and harassment in response to cruising and public sex intensified in the 1970s and 
did not decline until considerable monitoring and organized resistance by the gay 
community into the 1980s. As late as 1976 there were regular incidences of city 
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police viciously attacking openly gay men, to the point of their requiring 
hospitali;rration."49 

And this level of violence, Ingram claims, was superseded by the raids that took place in 

other cities such as Toronto. In comparison to what was taking place in larger urban 

centers, the police generally left Kingston gays alone. Narrators' comments about the 

Kingston police are closer to inMerence than animosity. Although they would 

occasionally drive around the cruising area, no one was ever arrested, assaulted or 

detained by the potice. "There was a lane into the park where they would come in and go 

around," Mike describes, 

people would just leave the park or pretend they were strolling through the park 
and stop anything they were doing. Everyone knew that the cop would make a 
few turns around and leave. As soon as the cop left everyone would come back 
again? 

Howard recalls a difference between the reactions of men who were comfortable 

sociaking openly and those who preferred to stay in the shadows; "Nothing cleared the 

park faster than a cop car showing up, usually with flashing lights and sirens. People [who 

were] in the closet would scatter like a flock of quails, head for the underbrush and you 

wouldn't see them for two weeks ... the rest of us we'd move a couple of feet."51 This 

following story, related by Howard, indicates the bl& attitude adopted by some "out" 

gays: 

One night was] standing talking with a fiend who is now dead and they [the 
police] drove up and I said, "who's going to talk to them tonight?" and he said 
"Oh, I will," and he wandered over about five or six feet 

Police: "What are you doing here?" 
Gay Man: "I'm having my evening constitutional with an old friend." 
Police: "Do you have any identification?" 
GM: "Sorry, officer I left it at home." 

%gram., " *Opene Space as Strategic Qwer Sitesn, p- 115- 
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They didn't really know what to say so they said one of them said, "You know 
that this park is full of perverts, don't you?" and my fiend said in all innocence, 
"Why, officer thank you for telling me, I11 be sure to keep and eye out for them." 
At that point they gunned the motor and turned on the siren, flashing lights, and 
just roared out of the park? 

Howard is laughing as he tells me th is  story, delight filling his voice. With a wide grin he 

tells me another story, "I met someone on Arch S t  Neither of us could take the other 

person home so I looked around for the densest thicket of bushes and it was right up 

against SummerfiilI [the residence of Queen's University's principal] so guess where we 

went! It was fin and I got a real charge out of thinking, I wonder if the principal is on the 

other side of this wall!"53 Howard's stories indicate that, for some narrators, sex in the 

park was also a political act: a pleasurable defiance of conventional heterosexual norms 

and state control, 

Over the past fifty years, the most significant changes in the park's cruising culture 

developed due to a curious combination of a virulent outbreak of Dutch Elm disease and 

the rising popularity of 1970s Gay Liberation. In the seventies, an increase in the number 

of "out" men resulted in a higher visibility of gay men's use of the park for social gathering 

in addition to covert sex. According to Harold, the elm trees started dying in 1969 and 

were all gone by 1974-75.54 Earl estimates that over 100 trees were cut down in the park 

alone. "It was a disaster that fbndarnentally altered the landscape of the city," he recalls 

with a sigh, "The parks people were devastated? Before Dutch Elm disease destroyed 

all of the city's mature trees, the park was like a forest, covered with trees and massive 

bushes. As the city cleared the park of dead elm trees, they also decided to significantly 

cut back the bushes. These physical alterations hdarnentally changed the geography of 

the park and resulted in the relocation of cruising down into Macdonald Park, near the 
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water. Narrators response to these actions were mixed. For many women, the decision to 

alter the park's landscape reflected a commendable attention to their safkty concerns. 

While some narrators believed that the physical changes that stripped the park ofits sexuaI 

potential were not wried out with that intention, others interpreted the city's actions as a 

more explicit anti-gay message than any police presence. However, state use of 

environmental controls to force out gay and lesbian populations, in the past and the 

present, is well documented,56 

Out for a Drink 

@h Kingston] there were never really any gay bars. There were places gay people 
went and were more or less toierated in- 

-Earl 

"The Office," Kingston's first official gay bar, opened in the early 1980s. Although 

"gay bars" did not exist before the early '80s, this absence did not stop gays and lesbians 

from carving out a place for thern~elves.~~ Instead, local queers negotiated spaces in 

"straight" drinking establishments; spaces that were, by definition, shaped by the dilemma 

of needing to be visible to each other while remaining invisible to the surrounding 

heterosexual clientele. Jun as gay men could cruise the park as long as they remained a 

subtle, somewhat hidden, presence, lesbians and gays occupied space in bars on the 

condition that their behavior did not visibly transgress conventional sexual norms. 

Narrators' descriptions of Kingston's gay-tolerant bars reveal that although bars did 

fbnclion as places to meet other gays, socialize within existing fiiendship networks, and 

%ee for esample Oueers in Soace: Communities/Public Places/Sites of Resistance. Eds. Gordon Brent 
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find potential sexual partners, the absence of any form of cultural ownership Iimited the 

role these spaces played in the validation and formation of gay identities. 

The Elbow Room, the Cat's Meow, the Indian Room and the Wagon Wheel. The 

Plaza, the Grand, Chez Piggy, and the Black Sheep Ion58 Except for the Black Sheep Inn 

(which was known as a "high class spotf'5g) and Chez Piggy, which was frequented by a 

professional and artistic crowd, all the gay-tolerant bars were primarily working-class 

institutions that accommodated a mixed-class clientele. "Kingston had that really funny 

combination, you know, real working class spaces with university students in them," 

describes Julia? A lack of options meant lesbians and gay men, working-class and 

middle-class, generally went to the same establishments. 

Male and female narrators discuss the significance of these sites differently. Male 

narrators focus on gay-tolerant drinking establishments as a prime cruising areas. 

Although small groups of Wends would go out for a drink together, they describe their 

main purpose as cruising, not socialidng. Lesbians, however, were more Likely to discuss 

the bar as a place both to build upon existing friendship networks and meet potential 

partners. This is not to say that women did not 'cruise', but that lesbian narrators are less 

practiced (or willing) at discussing the semantics of these interactions than the gay men 

who develop a refined description of cruising through their participation in park sex. The 

5 8 ~ h e  Elbow Rwm was located in a hotel on the lower half of Princess S t  It predated the Cat's Meow 
which was open during the 1960s and closed in 1971, Both catered to a mixed<lass clientele. The Indian 
Room was located in the Prince George Hotel, on Ontario St, next to City HalL The Wagon Wheel was 
situated on the comer of Princes St- and Bagot St- These bars were known as rougher, working class, 
establishments as was the Grand which was situated on Princess St., fiuther down from the Cat's Meow. 
Chez Piggy and the Black Sheep Inn were the only upper-middle class bars. Cbez Piggy was, and stilI is. 
a restaurant and bar located on Princess S t  that caters to a bourgeois m-stic crowd- The Black Sheep Inn 
existed during the mid-1970s- It was a piano lounge, situated in a hotei at the top of Princess St, quite far 
from the downtown, The Plaza maintains its notorious reputation as Kingston's only strip bar- Located 
downtown on the corner of Montreal St. and Queen St, during the 1%0s and 1970s it was a working 
class drinking establishment- The first openly gay bar, called The OBtice, opened in the upstairs section of 
the Plaza during the 1980s- Since then a number of gay bars have circulated through this space; and it 
was only a couple of years ago, in 1997, that its most recent teincarnation "Dreammakers" closed its 
doors, 
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histories of lesbians in larger urban areas, frequently focus on the important role bars 

played in the fostering of gay identity and cornmunii' Semi-autobiographical lesbian 

fiction often descnie how bars functioned as a site of exchange, a place to see and learn 

erotic play, and to discover what it meant to be  butch, to be femme. "The Bart' was a 

place that helped define community and, therefore, also helped define the Lines of class and 

race that determined who did and did not fit inPZ For Kingston balfdykes, evenings spent 

going 'out for a drink' offered an opportunity to extend the social aspect of playing team 

sports and possibly get to h o w  another team member more intimately. men after a 

softball game, team members would meet at one of various locations for a couple of 

drinks. Jan*, who met other lesbians through her involvement with softball, used to go 

drinking with the team at the Prince George Hotel's Indian Room where they would 

"drink, get drunk, and play cards."63 Heterosexual and lesbian feminists involved in the 

Kingston Women's Center occasionally went out for a drink to the Plara According to 

Pat, however, their visits to the bar were limited by a lack of financial resources and f d y  

 obligation^.^ It was often much easier to socialize at the Women's Center, a cornforable 

safe space where child care was available. The testimonies of both lesbian-feminist 

narrators and balldykes do not reflect the emphasis on bar culture found in studies of 

lesbian communities in larger urban centers. 

In the later 1970s, gay and lesbian members of the Queen's Homophile Association 

went out for a drink in search of a social space they could dl their own: a place where 

they could meet potential partners, openly express their desire, dance, drink, and socialize 

with friends without a wary awareness of judgmental eyes. This need for an openly gay 

61See EIise Chenier, Tough Ladies and Troublemakers: Toronto's Public Lesbian Communitv. 1955-1%5 
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public space eventually led to a picket of the King's Disco after two male QHA members 

were kicked out because they were dancing together? 

During the late 1950s and up until the early 1970s, one of the bars most popular 

with gay men was The Catrs Meow. Although no narrator could explain why or how it 

became known as a gay space, the geography of the bar certainly played a role in its 

popularity. "Atter I'd been there for a haif an hour," says Howard, smiling, "I started to 

think that it was an interesting set up? Located off the lobby of the La Sale Mews 

Hotel, The Cat's Meow was Cequented by single male travelers staying at the hotel and 

who were, quite possibly, looking for some company. It was a long narrow room with 

entrances at both ends, making it possible to enter the bar fiom Princess St., casually pass 

through to see who was there, and then exit either alone or with someone else to the lobby 

through the back. The bar sat sixteen or eighteen people, "and it was all mirrors behind 

the bar so you could see everybody as you waked in. It was ideal ... Cpeople would] use 

those mirrors for eye contact. Oh! the door swung open and every eye went to that door! 

... on Saturdays you'd be two deep at the bar," describes Earl. Thursday was the other 

"gay night" because Thursday's were "boys right out", the evening when "a lot of married 

men step 0 ~ t " . 6 ~  For gay men who preferred the "straight masculine type", Thursday night 

was the ideal time to cruise.68 

Ironically, the fact that The Cat's Meow was also frequented by straight men was 

what made Earl and Henry feel safe in that environment. As long as there were lots of 

heterosexual men around, gay men could go there without fearing that their presence at 

the bar wouid reveal their sexual identify- The Cat's Meow attracted a "straight" clientele 

of men who were "ready to flip", allowing Earl and Henry to cruise without identifying 

6 S ~ o r  an indepth discussion of this event see Chapter Three on the Queen's Homophile Association 
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themselves with the effeminate gays whom they tried to avoid.69 Explains Earl, "Straights 

used it also. I mean, a straight man who wanted sex with another male would g o  there- I 

mean, a straight man is not going to be a screaming queen walking into a bar like that!"7o 

Although they both avoided the "queens" because they were "too obvious", Earl and 

Henry do describe themselves as "more on the effeminate side," interpreting this as key to 

their sexual identity- "Not flaunting it," was less about hiding their desire for other men 

than repressing these undesirable "feminine" instincts. Not ody was gender transgression 

undesirable because it made Earl and Henry more VUlnerabIe to being publicly identified as 

gay, being effeminate meant being 'like a woman' - an undesirable attriiute in a patriarchal 

society. Their comments reflect a misogyny that was most likely part of the reason why 

these gay men chose to have little interaction with lesbians. 

Earl and Henry's descriptions of The Cat's Meow reveal the extent to which they 

separated the act of engaging in homosexual sex Eom a gay identity- In their narratives, 

the combination of effeminacy and homosexual desire is what constituted a gayness. For 

"masculine" men, engaging in homosexual acts did not contradict their heterosexuality. 

Robert Padgug, in his article "Sexual Matters: Rethinking Sexuality in History," writes 

"Homosexual" and "heterosexual" behior  may be universal; homosexual and 
heterosexual identify and conscimmess are modem realities. . . . In order to be 
gay, for example, more than individual inclinations (however we may conceive of 
those) or homosexual activity is required; entire ranges of social attitudes and the 
construction of particular cultures, subcultures, and social relations are first 
necessary. To "commit" a homosexual act is one thing; to be a homosexual is 
something entirely different- By the same token, of course, these are changeable 
and changing roles. [emphasis hisI7l 

Other narrators, who were either younger or at some point politically involved with gay 

Liberation, do not codate gender and sexuality in this way, but rather interpret the 
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homosexual act as de facto indication of homosexual identity- They iden* as gay on the 

sole basis of their desire, using the act of sex as a point of departure for the building of an 

identity that includes expressions of both femininity and masculiaity- These differences in 

how narrators construct their sexuality supports Padgug's claim, demonstrating how gay 

men's constructions ofwhat it meant to be gay have shifted over the last 6fty years. 

Leslie*, a working poor butch started frequenting The Cat's Meow in 1962 when 

she was only 15 years old. She does not remember how she knew that gays and lesbians 

occasionally drank there. It certainly wasn't because they formed a highly visible presence. 

"Back then, " she says, "not too many gay people around, people wouldn't come out? 

Perhaps Leslie was drawn to the bar by a intangrile sense of possibility- According to 

Harold, it was the "only bar in town that had that son of j e  ne sos quois so if you were 

into 1 want to explore something, it's the core of what I am but I don't know what to do 

about it or it's on the edges of what I am and I wonde r'...yo u'd go there because that was 

the only place in town? Although a band sometimes played, there wasn't any dancing. 

Therese*, who fkequented the bars during the early 1970s when she first moved to 

Kingston, recalls somewhat disparagingly, "people [in bars] didn't do couple things, they 

just sat around and drank themselves into a stupor."74 

Occasionally, lesbians and gay men did break eom their implicit code of silence 

and become boldly visible. Leslie recalls a few times when she, "used to go and dance 

with women there [in the old Grand Hotel] and at the Legion? John Phair vividly recalls 

seeing a man in drag on his first visit to the Cat's Meow in 1972, "in July, I remember it 

because one of my closest fiiends [ 1 1 met that day, yeah there was someone in there, 
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space was due to her tough reputation and the fsct that she sometimes passed as a man. According to 
Trevor, "if Leslie liked you, you were safe. If she didn't like you watch out - I've seen her take on three or 
four men," 



more gender fick than drag, bad drag, highlighted by a fir coat in July, very disturbing to 

a 19-year-old! "76 Acts of resistance that took the form of visibility were often in response 

to verbal harassment Eom the heterosexual clientele. Ear1 laughs, "I did have a fiend who 

walked out of the Catrs Meow one night and a chap said to him, the chap was sitting at a 

table next to two girls, and he said There goes a faggot,' and this chap walked back and 

replied T don't recognize the face but if you get on the floor, on your stomach, I never 

forget an asshole.' "f7 

Interestingly, Harold is the only male narrator who recalls seeing lesbians at the 

bars. References to the presence of gay men are also notably absent fkom lesbian 

narratives. The Cat's Meow, however, was a popular drinking spot for both gay men and 

lesbians. These omissions reveal the extent to which lesbians and gay men were focused 

on socializing within their gender; lesbians were at the bar looking for other women, gay 

men for other men?* The only m a t o r s  who spoke of interactions with the opposite sex 

were members of the Queen's Homophile Association, who frequented the bars in mixed- 

gender groups. 

Although there were some public spaces in which lesbians and gays could meet 

each other and socialize, this activity was f&ly covert. With exception of the Prince 

George's ball dyke clientele, none of the individuals I inteniewed credit the bars with the 

deveiopment of supportive community networks. A couple of women did meet partners in 

the bars, but few people had detailed stories to tell of events that happened on those nights 

out. Gay presence in Kingston bars of the 1950s, '60s, and '70s is characterized by the 

silence that surrounded it. Only QHA members in the later 70s were ope* visible, 

7 6 h t e ~ e w  with John Phair, Toronto, March 25tk 1997- 
%terview with Earl, Kingston, April 14th 1998. 
7 8 ~ e e  Paul Thompson The Voice of the Past 2nd Edition (New Y a k  Word University Press, 1989); pp- 
110-1 17 for a didon of memory and evidence in oral history. Thompson refers to studies that 
document rates of human memory loss and retention, claiming that people are more Iikety to recall 
information that was si@cant to them, Wbat people choose to tdk about, M o r e ,  has the potential to 
reveal what elements of their lives were most important to them, 



committed as they were to the "come out, come out where ever you are" ideology of gay 

liberation. The majority ofgays kept their activities discreet for good reason: because the 

bars were not predominantly gay spaces, it was feared that overt displays of sexuality 

would threaten the "look the other way" meatality of owners and straight patrons, in 

addition to publiciy identifying narrators as deviant- Some uarrators, therefore, were not 

even aware that gay-tolerant bars existed- Recalls Trevor, 

In Kingston, growing up, 1 was the only one as fm as I knew, I didn't know of any 
gay men, I was the only one. Where did you go? There were no gay bars that I 
was aware of. . . in Toronto it's no problem. in Kingston to go to a bar and find 
someone attractive, chances are you'd get your head pounded in? 

Later conversations with friends often revealed information about gay spaces that Trevor 

did not know existed during his youth. Other narrators mention hearing about the bars 

after gays and lesbians were no longer frequenting them, and recall feeling hstrated by 

the lack of places to go. The absence of gay-positive public spaces made it more difticult 

for gays and lesbians to find others like themselves, contributing to their sense of isolation. 

For the gay men who did manage to locate these spaces, bars offered the potential 

for sex with travelers, with straight men interested in casual sex, and with other gay men 

of different class backgrounds. For members of the Queen's Homophile Association, 

socializing at a bar after a meeting helped to shift group dynamics from a focus on the 

organization to a more intimate cruisy atmosphere, allowing for the exchange of glances 

and innuendo that would have been inappropriate at a meeting- The bars also provided 

gay men and lesbians with the opportunity to socialize with their close network oftiiends, 

communities based on shared gender and class. For gay men, social interactions at the 

bars both reinforced and broke down class distinctions. While the cruising that took place 

transgressed class differences, tight circles of friends were formed on shared class 

backgrounds. In the working-class bars that tolerated the presence of middle-class 

791nte~ew with Trevor. Kingston, December l lth, 1994. 



patrons, working- and middle-class gay men cruised across these boundaries but socialired 

predominantly with "their own", and when middle class narrators went out for the explicit 

purpose of socializing with friends, they sometimes avoided these "derelict" spaces, 

instead frequenting more reputable establishments such as the Black Sheep or Chez 

Piggy.*O While working class balI dykes went to the bars more than lesbian feminists, both 

used the bars as sites for socializing; bars fostered an environment that was more 

conducive to expressions of sexual interest than were meetings at the Women's Centre or 

softball practices- 

Narrators' comments about the ban reveal that going out for a drink did not play a 

substantial role in their pursuit of community and ~e~understanding, but did oEer 

possibilities to act out their desire. Testimonies also provide insight into how some gay 

men conceptualized the differences between a gay and straight identity and how the 

tensions between being visible yet invisible shaped gay and lesbians' experiences of public 

space. And it is important to note that their comments reveal that an absence of 

specifically delineated gay bars did not stop Kingston gays and lesbians corn carving out 

spaces for themselves in other environments. 

In the Corafort of A Living Room 

U d i e  the restrained socializing that took place in gay-tolerant bars, fkom World 

War to the late 1970s house parties offered a safer and more private space to explore 

and express gay sexuality. In the security of a iiving room, women slow danced together 

while some gay men abandoned their shirts and pants in exchange for long dresses, 

highheels and a little lipstick. Ofien narrators cruised the park or played sofiball with the 

hope of securing an invitation to one of these private gatherings. For individuals 

associated with the university, attending a party hosted by a Kingston resident was an 

"Interview with Earl, Kingston, April 14th,1998. 



opportunity to meet more people fiom the town. However, while some house parties 

forged alliances across class and gender divisions, others served to reinforce these 

differences. There were two distinct types of house parties, distinguished by an attempt to 

either cultivate tightly knit communities or to support a loose social network based on 

communality: the common ground of sexuaI otherness. Gatherings shaped by mmmunality 

encouraged a mix of people, men and women, town and gown, unified by a shared 

sexuality. Other parties were smaller, more intimate, where the guests were affiliated 

through their gender, class, andlor occupation- 

The majority of narrators attended both kinds of parties although searring an 

invitation was not always easy- It was not acceptable to attend a party without being 

invited and any guest who wanted to "bring a fiend" was expected to obtain the host's 

permission. Claims Harold, "bou] didn'tgo unless you were specifically invited by 

somebody who was invited by somebody who was invited by somebody. That was the 

only way you got there."81 John describes a process of "meeting people through other 

people rather than any overt or openly welcoming bar or establishment. It was certainly 

the network of friends, the party scene."" Although mixed and same-sex parties provided 

a space for men and women to relax and act out their desire, the events were still 

orchestrated with some care- "If I wanted to bring a fiend to a party I would ask," 

comments Henry on the war-time gatherings he attended. "They'd say i s  he okay, this 

fiend?' 'Oh yes, he's okay, he's in the Air Force.' 'Oh, he's in the Air Force, okay.' "ID If 

someone was going to attend in drag, "that would be known ahead of time, they didn't just 

come unless it was a bunch of us folks sitting together and drinking and then someone 

thought they'd like to get high heels on..."" For Henry, the need to conceal his sexuality 

while simultaneously hosting gatherings was the prime motivation for these 

81~terview with Howard Averill, Toronto, Miucb 1997. 
8 2 ~ n t e ~ e w  with John Phair, Toronto, March 25th, 1997. 
m ~ n t e ~ - e w  with Henry, Kingston, April, 1998. 
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considerations. Silence provided the space for Henry to assume tolerance by straight 

family members, and his testimony indicates that as long as his sexuality was never 

articulated, straight fiends and m y  would look the other way'. By interpreting this as 

acceptance, Henry could avoid the emotional turmoil that probably would have resulted 

fkom a more open, honest dialogue. Occasionally this meant that Henry's gay fiends 

passed as straight for parties- where f a y  members were present. Henry's assumption 

that his family knew about his sexuality and his description of "the straights" as accepting, 

is contradicted by the code of siIence that was enforced whenever homo- and 

heterosexuals interacted. "There was very We activity as fa as gayness went on or even 

talked, in fiont of the straight people," relates Henry: 

Most of our friends were very good that way. They knew their place and, as I 
always said, 1 was straight and everyone was straight until I was told different. 
And that's how I was and that's how I wanted my friends to be when they came to 
my place. If there were [straight] peuple here I didn't want them offended. 
Nobody flaunted it.s5 

For Henry 'not flaunting it' also involved avoiding effeminate men who drew attention to 

themselves by publicly defying conventional definitions of masdnity- Henry describes 

the war years as "easier" for many reasons: not only was there an abundance of single 

men around, military men were attractive in part because they were generally discreet, 

often quite masculine, and "clean". These comments also reveal that masculine men were 

deemed more desirable than their gay counterparts. Henry explains, "Of course in those 

days there wasn't AIDS, there wasn't herpes, there was ody syphilis and gonorrhea and 

the army was checked regularly for that. So being with them was safe, they were checked 

quite often, it was a routine thing. There wasn't that much disease, there weren't that 

many guys who were open [read effeminate] ..."86 His photographs from the era depict 

groups of young, handsome, uniformed men arm in ann on the shores of Picton beach or 

8 5 ~ n t e ~ e w  with Henry, Kingston, Apd, 1998. 
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lounging against a flashy car, and contain a homoeroticism visible only to those seeking 

These networks of support were based on similarities of status, gender, sexuality, 

and a mutual need to keep their desire hidden, or in H e w s  words, to "not flaunt it". The 

need for secrecy resulted in social geographies that allowed for physical expressions of 

homoerotic desire but inhibited verbal discussions about other aspects of being gay. 

Although the parties John attended were an opportunity to "be gay" for one evening, "I 

never got into finding out about peoples' relationships or sexuality through any of those 

groups. It was more  social."^^ Patricia*, a nune who moved to Kingston in 1975, recalls 

a fear of discovery in the nursing profession that was so pow& it prohibited any 

positive physical or verbal reference to lesbianism. "Perhaps," posits Patricia, "as a nurse 

you live asexually, live the profession. To do a lot of very personal care for p ~ p k  you 

make yourself asexual in some ways."" Even though she had been Living her life as a 

lesbian since the age of 19 and considered herself comfortable with her sexuality, Patricia 

saw very few signs of homosexuality among hospital staE Thinking back, she realizes 

that she actually attended several lesbian parties and "didn't know I was at them. I 

thought it was just a bunch of professional health care workers together. [They were] not 

iike lesbian parties now, no sexual contact between women. I didn't see it."w 

87~lthough Henry descrii his group of friends as being "very dm, effeminate behavior did 
occasionally break through the surface, sometimes with surprising d t s -  One mend in particular had 
the habit of becoming quite campy in accordance with his level of intodcation. On the way home from a 
day trip to Picton, the group pulled over at a gas station to fill up. It was one of those occasions when 
Henry's friend Steve* was very dtunk, and he began flirting mercilessly with the male station 
attendant, As Steve's comments and gestures became increasingly sexual, Henry and his friends grew 
uncomfortable and then alarmed that his effeminate "gay" behavior would give them all away. They 
began making disparaging excuses for his deviant behavior. "He doesn't really mean tbat, he's been 
drinking," they reassured the attendant, an edge of anger entering into their attempts to draw Steve back 
into the car, At the peak of their discomfort it became apparent that the attendant did not need reassuring: 
he admonished Henry and his fiends, "Ah, now I wouid have thought you'd be g r a t a  you got her!" 
881nterview with John Pbair, Toronto, March 25th 1997- 
8 9 ~ n t e ~ e w  with Paoicia*, Kingston, Feb. 9th, 1995. 
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Because the gatherings took place in the privacy of someone's home, they were not 

visible to gays and lesbians who had not yet discovered existing networks of other gays. 

Once Trevor discovered the cruising in City Park, h e  would go there hoping to meet 

people, "get introduced then you could get invited to parties, get into a social scene."91 

Participating in social gatherings such as cruising, playing ball, or Homophile Association 

events, was often the first step to Secucing an invitation. Although often shrouded by the 

need for an explicit invitation, other narrations suggest the majority of parties provided 

much more of an opportunity to live out the gay life than the gathering described by 

Patricia. Attending a party could be like passing through a gateway, entering into a rich, 

m n g  gay life that offered the possibility of close friendships, sexual partners, and a 

chance to explore what it meant to be homosexual. Afier two years at Queen's in which 

he knew he was gay but was unable to see any evidence of gay We, Harvey went to his 

first QHA meeting and was invited to a mixed gender party hosted by a Kingston lesbian. 

There were about thirty-five people there, men and womeq Queen's students and 

Kingston residents. "It was the first time I saw two men dancing together, and a drag 

queen there. That was a lot to take in on one weekend Hidden fiom judgment eyes. 

gay party goers could indulge in flagrant flirting, dance together, get intimate on the 

couch, cross-dress, and generally have a good time. Some of the parties pushed 

explorations of gay sexuality a bit W e r .  Harold Averill recalls "a rather lively one out in 

Amherstview" that took place in the mid 1970s. 

[ There were ] about one hundred cars hed up along the road, were there, were 
there any women at that? Damn few if any, and all these guys, you walk in the 
place is basically wall to wail mattresses, tubs of K-Y, of Crisco on the, uh, tables 
and d i i  movies showing in the background. Well, this was the experience for 
me. I hadn't seen dirty movies before. Well, I had seem stag movies but I hadn't 

t and I 
were 

seen gay porn. I remember walking outside, it was in the fall, pretty cool 
thought there's any number of people back here ... the tubs of Grim 

LInte~ew with Trevor. Kingston, December i lth 1994. 
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symbolic more than anything, a way of saying if you are going to do anything that's 
h e  with us,"93 

The privacy of house parties created a space where gays and lesbians could test 

multiple expressions of their desire and find afEmation through the presence of others like 

themselves. According to QHA member John Phair, Kingston had small exclusive sets of 

wealthy gay men who rarely cruised the park or bars in order to avoid any possibility of 

their gayness being publicly identified, but reafkned their sexuality at private parties. 

When John fist arrived in Kingston in 1972 he  was introduced to this circle through his 

involvement, as the church organist, with St. &or8e's Cathedral. "Someone who 

immediately saw the potential in me came on to me and the rest is history," he saysg4 This 

experience introduced John to a few discreet social circles composed primarily of 

professional gay men, clergy, and classical musicians. Recalls John, "There were distinct 

groups I found my way into through various friends. They tended not to cross barriers so 

much. They were more or less exclusive to socioeconomic and educational differences. 

Birds of a feather29s The parties offered these men a unique opportunity to express their 

gayness in comfort created by similarities of class and gender- Says John, " w a t  you] 

often see in professional groups is that carnpyness would come out at the parties after a 

few drinks in the relative security of being at someone's home behind closed doors. In 

public it was all kept much more under wraps, within the group they'd be quite campy- 

You'd get a whole bunch of priests singing around or a whole bunch of organists, who 

were gay, yeah it got very campy."96 In Henry's war-time photos soldiers look down into 

the black-ringed eyes of men in fidl drag. Lipsticked, in long flowing dresses and high 

heels, men gaze into each other's eyes, revealing the campy tenderness and erotic 

possibility that resonates in Henry's voice as he describes these events. 

93hterview with Howard Averillz Toronto, March 1997. 
94~nterview with John Phair, Toronto, March 25& 1997- 
gSibid. 
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Henry still has a reputation for hosting vibrant house parties and, up until the last 

few years, filled his summer home with a anstant stream of guests. Some of his parties 

were mixed, gay and while others were strictly gay aflbirs- Occasionally, lesbians 

were present, but very few became a signifhut part of H&s social life- In his 

experience, lesbians and gays never had much to do with each other, and the women he 

was fiends with did not incorporate him into their social circles. Looking back, Henry 

can recall female co-workers that he now assumes were gay, but a shared sexuality was 

never articulated. Even thirty years later, Queen's Homophile members who describe the 

organization as a mix in terms of class and gender identify house parties as the place where 

these Lines of distinction were sometimes drawn. "There were a fair number of parties," 

comments John Higgins, "typical parties, people get together, drink, socialize. I think 

there was more of a divide between the men and the women around that, yeah I think the 

parties I went to were more male dominated than the QHA meetings so there may have 

been some splitting off with who go invited to whatwg7 

Some gay male narrators recall mixed parties where women would "drink too 

much" and get into violent fights. Earl claims that this was one reason why the lesbians he 

occasionally met at parties were never incorporated into his social circle, 

because lesbians often get into terrible brawls, especially the girls in the military. 
I've gone to several mixed parties where there were gay men and lesbians and there 
have been problems and I've gone to two or three where there really was 
trouble ... well, lesbian girls have a tendency to get jealous if another girl 
approaches. Oh yeah, started out verbal, well, I remember three or four of us left 
a party held by two gay boys at which there were lesbians because, my God, I 
mean they were just going at it tooth and 

Earl's recollections of a few fights are not a definitive representation of conflict w"th 

lesbian relationships nor can his comments be understood as indicative of an absence of 

gay men's capacity to either 'drink too much' or 'get into fights'. Other than lesbian-feminist 

9 7 ~ t e ~ e w  with John Higgins, Toronto, June 3- 1997. 
g 8 ~ n t e ~ e w  with Kingston, April 14th. 1998. 



narrator Pat Banville, no other lesbian narrators refer to violence between women, I do 

not know whether this is because violence was rare, it was hidden, or because narrators 

thought that this unsavory aspect of gay and lesbian lives had no place in a community 

history. It is only recentiy that lesbians and gay men have 'broken the silence' around 

abuse in same-sex relationships. In doing so women presented a challenge to a feminist 

ideology that W y  situated men as the aggressors, women as the survivors, and 'woman' 

as the more peaceful, nurturing sex. When I asked Pat if she encountered anti-gay 

violence on the streets, the violence she recalled was not directed at lesbians but occurred 

between them: 

there was some physical violence amongst the lesbians ... one [partner] beating the 
other and there were a couple alcoholics, especially around the womenrs pen 
[penitentia~y] there was some grey areas like that. Sometimes at the dances, or at 
house parties especially, people would just go over the limit and have to be taken 
out or taken home, stuck in a shower or put to bed or something? 

Pat recounts that within the lesbian femhist coflll~lhty, ~ame-sex abuse was "all very 

hush hush . . . Dt was] still those dark ages where people thought you were just supposed 

to keep to yourself or try to be supportive to whoever is being hurt or try and keep them 

apart."l00 The issue of violence between gay men was never raised by narrators and until 

Earl's testimony, it was not a question I thought to ask. 

Although many narrators speak of how the communities of gay men and lesbians 

rarely overlapped, some individual men and women did build important fiendships with 

one another. Donna developed close friendships with several gay men, one of whom 

actually lived in her house evev summer while he took courses at Queen's. "He was 

great," she exclaims, "he was a queen, oh god, and so he did all the housework. He did ail 

the cooking, ran around with tittle martinis. It was wonderful."101 He would host large 

pool parties in Donna's back yard, 

% t e ~ e w  with Pat Banville, Ottawa, June 9th, 1998. 
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I'd come home from work, you how, in the summer, h s e  I worked mornings 
teaching summer school and I'd come home and there would be twenty guys here 
strutting their m..they all knew me and they would talk to me and everything 
but they were having their own little contest or whatever and I just let them be. 
When it was me here alone then they included me right in, but ifother friends came 
they kind of kept themselves together and wouldn't e g e  because I guess they 
read that some people just weren't comf~rtabIe.~~~ 

The "people" Donna refers to were her Iesbian f d s t  fiends who were often 

uncomfortable either with men in general or gay men's sexuality in particular- In her 

estimation, some women were survivors of male violence and generally felt uneasy around 

men, while others found the campy effeminacy of some gay men insulting to women 

because they understood it as evidence of 

In addition to the smaller, exclusive parties, narrators also attended large 

ga the~gs  that included a diverse range of people. Invitations were extended solely on the 

basis of sexuality or, according to Mike C a m  "more who they thought was sexually 

attractive, they got invited, [rather] than where they were fi0m."103 In the early '60s Earl 

recalls parties attended by "men and women. not too many college students, yeah, hard- 

working professional types ranging fiom a laborer and auto mechanic to a professor at 

Queen's university, very mixed. [ The women were] either secretaries, nurses, military and 

accountants and none of them over fortyN1" Narrators attiliated with the university 

identi@ these parties as important opportunities to broaden their social circles. Speaking 

about his time at Queen's in the late 1960s, Howard claims, 

[there] was no way of meeting people except through very careIIly developed 
social arrangements over time. The people from the town didn't really mix that 
much with the university and if you were gay in the town, unless you knew one or 
two people at the university who were gay and invited them to a party and said to 

lo21nteniew with Donna Gallager, Kingston, March 9th, 1998. 
103~nterview with Mike Catlin, Kingston, March, 19%. 
1041nteIview with Earl, Kingston, April 14th 1998. 



them if you want to bring a fiiend with you as long as the fiend [was okay]. You 
didn't get to meet people outside the campus very much at least not quickly.los 

Getting imited to a party in "the townf', therefore, opened the doors to a much more 

extensive network. 

Gay male narrators with the town appeared fiw less interested in 

interacting with gay university students. In the intemiews, narrators who had attended 

Queen's were much more likely to speak of a desire to meet gays fiom the "town" than 

vice versa Although Harvey was exhilarated by his first gay party, he was also 

disappointed by the lack of students present because he felt that the Kingston crowd 

"didn't bother investing in us much, us students, because they knew we weren't going to 

hang around ... we were considered temporary, transient, a lot younger, with a few 

exceptions."1O6 One of these exceptions was an older wealthy gay man who, in the late 

1970s, opened up his home to younger gays. Mike met Phil* at the steambaths and was 

invited to attend one of the many parties that took place at his house. Describes Mike, 

"His house was a real community centre, after [QHA] drop-ins we'd go back to his house 

and party there, and he had parties on the weekends, he was a real focus for a lot of gay 

men, rented rooms out to students, a lot of the people who rented rooms at his house 

were gay."lo7 Sara* and Diane* have fond memories of these parties, "the house would 

be FULL of men and women/ they e x ~ l a i r n . ~ ~ ~  Says Sara, "the fbn thing about being a 

lesbian, often times if Cyou are] straight, hang out with group of people in same socio- 

economic, but lesbians and gay men are pushed into meeting people that you normally 

wouldn't because the social opportunities are slim. Instead of sharing class or gender, 

share sexuality. " log According to many narrators, cross-class, mixed-gender socializing 

loShte~iew with Howard Averill, Toronto, March 1997. 
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took place mainly when a success~l event, such as dances, required drawing on 

individuals of both genders and fiom different class backgrounds. 

House parties played a vital role in the sustenance of gay identity* strengthening 

bonds of community and ~ornmunality~ The significance of house parties was heightened 

by the lack of public gay institutions commonly found in larger cities such as Toronto. 

Opportunities for Kingston gays and lesbians to meet others Like themselves dismantled 

the isolation that many narrators felt upon rwlizing they were gay and the larger parties 

expanded narrators' perceptions of how many other gay people there actually were in 

Kingston. Although these gatherings did not foster a united gay community, the parties 

did provide an opportunity for gays of different class backgrounds and gender to share a 

drink, dance, talk to one another, and find some common ground. Witnessing each others' 

desire validated sexualities that were deemed deviant by the majority of society and also 

helped individuals explore and articulate this aspect of themselves. Both kinds of house 

parties helped narrators to feel that they were, even peripherally, a part of something 

bigger than themselves. "[ I ] felt such a reliec" recalls Harvey, "that I had gone to this 

party and seen that there were other gay people like me."110 

The fact that many of these gatherings were shrouded in secrecy does not mean 

that they did not have a positive impact on narrators' experiences of being gay in Kingston. 

Henry's descriptions of house parties provide insight into "not flaunting it" - how he used 

'silence to shape his life actively participating in gay community while maintaining a silence 

that protected the tacit tolerance of straight f a y  and fiiends. When asked to summarize 

what it was like gc"wing sp  gay in Kingston, Hemy responds, "I wouldn't say that it was 

hard at all. I would say Kingston's one ofthe nicest, it's very tolerant I thought. Kingston 

people are very tolerant toward gays. I never, I never had a speck of trouble growing up 

those years in Kingston but as I say we didn't flaunt His decision to live under a 

L o ~ n t e ~ e w  with Harvey Brownstone, July, 1997. 
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guise of public respectability alIowed him to enjoy a rlfilling gay lifestyk in private. 

Silence provided Henry with safety and maintained a space in which the perceived 

acceptance of his family could remain uncontested Certainly his upper-class status and 

gender helped make his pursuit of "the gay life1' possible: a car to drive onto the bases or 

up to Picton beach, a family home large enough for some degree of privacy, the fieedom 

inherent in his sex to stroll the city streets alone. Henry's silence allowed him to host and 

attend festive, vibrant parties that a5med his sexual identity and provided safe outlets for 

his effeminacy and his desire. These parties are one of the reasons that Henry can 

tmtffilly claim, "It [growing up gay] was no different than growing up straight, my Life 

was never complicated. It was lots of fiU1"112 

121ntemew with Henry, Kingaon, April, 1998. 



Chapter Three 

Oueers on Campus - The @en's Homo~hile Association 

The first few Friday nights of September 1976 found Harvey Brownstone hiding in 

the bushes. It was his second year at Queen's University, and he had retwned fiom a 

summer working at home determined to find a safe place to explore his sexuality. "Earty 

that fall I must have made a decision," he recalls, "this was it, I just can't take it 

anymore!"l He saw an ad in the Queen's Jolv~tal publicizing the Queen's Homophile 

Association's weekly drop-ins and "so I hid, really, across the street from the QHA on a 

few Friday nights to see what kind of people were going in there and they all looked quite 

normal."2 On the third Friday spent in the company ofthe bushes, Harvey realized that no 

one else was h o v e ~ g  around, keeping track of who went in and who went out, and he 

gathered up his courage, climbed the fiont steps ofthe Grey House and went inside. At 

that QHA meeting, Harvey openly declared his sexuality for the first time in his We, 

beginning a process that has led him to a deep-rooted acceptance and pride. "And it was a 

remarkable evening for me, I can't tell you," he sighs? 

What enabled some gays and lesbians to climb those steps while others could 0 3  

call the Rap Line in tears, too &aid to show their h? "The more brazen, the more 

brave, the more desperate, 1 don't how," suggests John? It is a dif]Eicult question to 

answer, for it is bound up in an individual's personal comfort level with their sexuality- It 

also depended on how their sexuality constituted part of their identity, and their perception 

of how safe or unsafe it was to be 'out' on campus. Some narrators describe Queen's as an 

open environment, where they felt secure enough in that tolerance to walk the campus as 

openly gay. Others articulate a deep-seated anxiety, a feeling of having constantly 

negotiated hostile temtory It was not that the environment on campus was explicitly 

'Interview with Harvey Brownstone, Toronto, Miiy 15th, 1997. 
*bid. 
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anti-gay, rather it was that the overwhelming presence of institutionalized heterossnrality 

erased the possibility of any 'alternative lifestyles''. Queds University, like most 

campuses in the late 1960s and 1970s, was a hotbed of heterosexuality. Describes 

Harvey, 

It was the '70q sex was a big deal, drinking and drugs were a big deal and I was 
unprepared for that much heterosexuality hitting me in the face. I really was. I 
remember distinctly feding so left out, so lonely and so isolated because 
everywhere around me, I lived in residence, Brockington Hall, everywhere around 
me, the entire object ofthe game was to have was to have as much sex as you 
could get? 

Living in residence, surrounded by other students, compounded the pressure to engage in 

this fevered coupling, and the intimacies of c o m m d  living provided little room for 

'secret lives,' 

Harvey's description of his Life in residence reveals how systemic oppression, in 

this case in the form of compulsory heterosexuality, functions to alienate people who 

deviate from the norm. Theorist Mariana Valverde defines compulsory heterosexuality as 

the ideology and social practice that pushes properiy gendered women and men 
into couples and makes them believe this is a fiee choice. It must be emphasized 
that compulsory heterosexuality need not rely on extreme bigotry against 
homosexuality in order to achieve its god of instituting the heterosexual couple as 
the sit~e qua not? of personal success and social stability? 

At Queen's, an extensive social framework was predicated on the notion of heterosexual 

coupling. A plethora of social occasions semi-formals, dances, house parties and bar 

crawls, were organized with the main purpose of providing a possibiity for sex- 

Heterosexual desire was a defining aspect of wnstructions of masculinity and femininity. 

A c q u i ~ g  masculinity was dependent on losing "the big V" and subsequently " g d g  laid" 

as much as possible. "I mean, it was sort of every man's goal," remarks Keith, "guys 

proving to each other they were guys. It worked by everybody having a girlfriend and 

5~ntemiew with Harvey Browastone, Toronto, May 15th, 1997. 
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sleeping together, and spending a lot of time Female sexuality involved 

articulating heterosexual desire while negotiating the tenuous line between virgin and 

whore. Heterosexuality, therefore, played an important role in reproducing gender 

identities. With the system around them lnstitutiodizbg their exclusivity, narrators did 

not have to encounter explicit anti-gay sentiments in order to feel that their sexuality was 

deviant, amoral, queer. 

Conforming to heterosexist constructs of -uhnity and femininity was also a 

method of acquiring class status, a way to successllly prove the capacity to be a certain 

type of man or woman. Queen's tended to present it& as an elite university. Harvey, 

alienated also by his Jewish faith, describes Queen's as 

a very conservative school- Everyone was white: these kids were WASP, white 
Wonder Bread kids who were raised by upper-middle-class parents. I remember I 
was the only kid in my class who worked in the Summer- The rest of them were 
going to Europe, they were traveling, they were doing exciting, romantic, exotic 
things and they couldn't believe that I was working in a steel company over the 
summer to help pay for m y  school.8 

Many of the male narrators who were involved in the QHA came from working-class, 

working poor, andlor rural backgrounds. For many of them, their class background 

provided fbrther basis for feelings of alienation. Keith explains, "I was a kid fiom a rural 

highschool and I sensed most of the guys I lived with were city kids- There were some 

other kids with rural backgrounds but I could see how they were all viewed and treated 

and I didn't want to be treated that way. I think I over-compensated wanting to be one of 

the guys. I didn't try to hide from my rural background, I just wanted to fit in... L guess it 

was a feeling that I had to prove myself in that crowd? Playing the game of 

heterosexuality was a means of acquiring status ad, therefore, for working class 

narrators, comings out could mean risking both heterosexual privilege and class status. 

71nte~ew with Keith Sly. Kingston, Winca, 1998. 
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This sense of negotiating hostiIe territory often persisted even after narrators 

"came out" to fiends and acquaintances without Suttkring negative consequences. Very 

few narrators encountered negative responses from individuals they told, and were often 

pleasantly surprised by their fiends' openness. In some cases, the acceptance encountered 

by narrators was not based on a real understanding and recognition of sexual difference, 

but instead rested on ignorance about what being gay or lesbian meant and a security in 

the continuing hegemony of heterosexuality- Recalls Maureen, "My best fi.iend at 

university was a straight woman and I felt comfortable enough with her to tell her that I 

was a lesbian and we both sort of examined that and we both thought what an odd thing 

that was to be. Neither of us knew what that meant Once Maureen fell in love 

with, and established a physical and emotional relationship with, another woman, she 

began telling women in her residence about her sexualityty Maureen's description of this 

process surprised me. I had assumed that a lesbian in a girls' residence would be perceived 

of as a wolf in sheep's clothing. When 1 voiced my surprise, Maureen responded, 

That's the naivete, see when I lived in Chown Hall men were only allowed 
downstairs. If you wanted a man upstairs you could only have a man upstairs 
between two and four on a Sunday and there was a woman downstairs at the desk 
and a man who more or less enforced those rules, but there was no thought given 
to the fact that women could be involved with each other -- it was this keep the 
men away fkom the women mentality. So actually, women's residence was a great 
place to meet other women, or girls as we were called then, right it was pre- 
feminism, [we] went around you know, um, in disarray, halfclothed and there was 
no suspicion that there would be lesbians around because surely a lesbian was a 
mentally ill person and you would be able to spot one a mile away, you would 
know such a person and there weren't any in Chown Hall! We were Chownie 
Brownies in those days. We had buttons, "Chownie Brownies", and it was all 
incredibly innocent. The fact that we were lesbians ... of course we snuck around 
at night to sleep together, you had this little narrow bed that squeaked and this 
little room. So I don't think the fact that we were lesbiaos alerted people to the fact 
that we might be sleeping together and we didn't, I mean we had sex but we 
always tiptoed back to our own room in the morning- But it wasn't a problem 
because, maybe because it was so bidden back then it was more of a novelty than a 
threat and maybe because we were women. Nobody took women very seriously in 

%terview with Maureen Ftaser, Kingston, March 23rd, 1998. 



those days anyway so the fact that two girls might have a crush on each other may 
have been dismissed as unimportant or not something that would last.11 

Maureen's narrative reveals how the constructions offemininity and heterosexuality7 which 

bound women's sexuality to the desire of men and limited women's sexual agency to the 

virginlwhore dichotomy, erased the creation of a lesbian identity. Aithough this belief 

system was one aspect of the systemic oppression that created a feeling of alienation 

amongst lesbian narrators, Maureen and her lover were also able to use this ideology to 

create physical space for their desire, utilizing people's ignorance to sneak nights of sex 

while residence desk clerks guarded their bodies fiom male intruders. The image of the 

homosexual as mentally ill also worked to make Maureen's desire more benign. Maureen 

and her lover were nice, normal gz'rIs7 the opposite of psychiatry's sexual deviants: even 

though they said they were lesbians, they didn't iook or act like what lesbians were 

supposed to be. Thus their connection to each other was deemed benign. 

The equation of homosexuality with mental illness was a common misconception 

amongst gays and straights alike. In the late 1800s and early 1900s, sexologists such as 

Havelock Ellis began to comment on the sexual potential of relationships between women 

that previously had faller. under the innocent category of "romantic friendships".12 These 

notions of the homosexual as invert categorized lesbians and gay men into a third seK 

defined by the combination of sexual desire for someone of the same gender with 

transgressive displays of masculinity in women, or effeminacy in men. By declaring 

homosexuality biologically determined and thereby hcurable, this medical construction did 

fiee some 'inverts' fiom the notion that they were responsible for their "condition". 

However, it still placed same-sex desire M y  in the realm of deviant behavior. By the 

post-Wodd War II era, constructions of homosexuals as inverts had metamorphosed a 

number of times in response to changing socioeconomic conditions. "It was at this time 

ll~nterview with Maureen F e r ,  Kingston, Miuch 23rd, 1998- 
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[end of World War L[l," writes historian Lillian Faderman, "that the lesbian "sicko" 

became the dominant image ofthe woman who loved other women and curing lesbians on 

the couch became a big business in America."~3 This notion that lesbians and gay men 

were mentally ill individuals who needed psychiatric care persisted well into the early years 

of gay liberation- 

Multitudes of personal accounts document the painfirl steps taken by lesbians and 

gay men in pursuit of a cure. While some gays such as Tina, who was institutionalized as 

an adolescent during the 1970s, were forced into psychiatric care, others sought "help" 

wiIlingly.14 Before Eric moved to Kingston, he willingly spent years in psychotherapy 

before coming to the realization that there was no cure to be had! In his autobiography 

Cures: A Gay Man's Odvssev, historian Martin Dubermaa describes the debilitating 

effects of the psychiatric discourse that plagued him during the 1950s and '60s, how it 

convinced him of homosexuals' incapacity for love and commitment, defining his desire as 

a "treatable illness" so that again and again he returned to the couch.16 An absence of 

positive gay role models and gay community also helped create the alienation that caused 

individuals to seek out medical explanations for their difference. Before the Queen's 

Homophile Association was established in 1973, gays on campus were virtually invisible. 

Many narrators recall feeling as if they were the only ones, searching the faces of their 

classmates for any indicatioil otherwise but, finding nothing, turned instead to the 

psychiatry textbooks in the Queen's medical library. Maureen explained, 

I came to Queen's in 1969 and headed right over to the medical library to look up 
homosexuality and found out that the American Psychiatric Association considered 
it to be a mental illness and that for psychiatrists and psychologists gays and 
lesbians were considered the hardest cases after alcoholics because there was not 
much chance of switching them back to heterosexuality. I did a lot of research 
which was actually pretty discouraging and again I thought I was the ody lesbian 
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in the world! I didn't realize that there were groups of lesbians or  magazines or 
material available. It was afI very mental illness focus in those days? 

"Do you remember how you felt when you read that?' I asked her- 

Um, I felt confirsed, like an outsider which I had always felt anyway. I happened to 
be good in school, not interested in boys which made me a bit of an out- 
because in high school of course most of the young women are interested in men 
and that becomes very much a focus of social We, um, so I felt very much like an 
outsider. I guess it was my second year at Queen's L got pretty depressed about it. 
I went to student health because I had decided to become heterosexual since 
clearly it was a mental illness and I could get it worked on and clearly being an 
outsider wasn't all that nice. So I actually was dortunately assigned a woman 
psychiatrist who thought I was a bit of a freak I think She turned out to be a grad 
student in psychiatry who referred me to, I guess it must have been the attending 
psychiatrist* and I started seeing him but he would only see me on the 
understanding that our sessions would be recorded and taped and that there was a 
two-way glass mirror behind which were grad students and it was very dZEcult in 
those days to get on a waiting list and to get seen by a psychiatrist so for me it 
wasn't really something I could bargain. It was, this is the way its going to be or  
you go back on the waiting lisf so I had some fiirly painful sessions [during] some 
of which there was actually this big burly guy with a beard in the room with a 
video camera, um, and I knew that the studems were behind the glass and it was 
redly hard for me to talk about being a lesbian and, urn, open up in those 
circumstances it was really difiicult. And of course he was challenging whether I 
was a lesbian. "Well, what makes you think you are a lesbian?", "Well, I'm 
constantly falling in love with other women." "Well, have you ever slept with a 
woman?" "Well, no." "Oh, so what's wrong with you is you just need to sleep with 
some men, all you need is a good --" um, so for a while I did do that. I went to 
the Queen's Pub and picked up ma, clearly that wasn't what I needed so I stopped 
going to that particular shrink and got another one and by that point had fden  in 
love with a woman in my residence which was Chown Hall and, um, gave up on 
the psychiatrist and gave up on the idea of switching to heterosexual since clearly 
after I had slept with a woman I understood that that was really was what I wanted 
to do [laughs] so it was pointless to go on So that aU came out of reading that it 
was a mental illness and trying to fix what was wrong with rne.18 

Maureen's testimony reveals the power of invisibility, the damage caused by an absence of 

positive points of reference. Only with intense pressure from gay activists did the 

American Psychiatric Association, in 1973, repeal its classification of homosexuality as a 

17hteniew with Maureen Fraser, Kingston, March 23rd, 1998. 
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mental disorder. Statistics Canada's M i a Z  for the C~(~ss~~cat ion  of Psychiatric 

Diagnoses continued to define homosexuality as a mental disorder into the late 1970sJ9 

Challenging the authority of the medical discourse required the collective action of 

gays and lesbians who, in part due to the dlimation they attained by participating in a 

homosexual community, had pride and conviction in the legitimacy oftheir desire. The 

Queen's Homophile Association, once it was established in 1973, provided a supportive 

space for gays and lesbians to nourish a culture that countered these negative stereotypes 

of homosexuality, offering the possibility for discussion of the damning print on the thin 

pages of medical references. The importance of groups such as the QHA was reflected in 

Dubeman's 1973 keynote address at the founding coderence of the Gay Ademic 

Union: 

In coming out, in joining together, we learn that we are not singular fieaks but part 
of an emerging community ... a community willing at last to talk about what we all 
want to hear, to demystify the desperate secrets, to end the separation in ourselves 
and in our clutter between private and public voices. It's a community willing to 
embrace variations in sexual behavior as enrichments to be enjoyed, not shameful 
fantasies to be c0ncealed,2~ 

Harold, who first came to Queen's in 1967 as a graduate student, left in 1971 to do 

research in Rhodesia and then returned in 1974, noted a huge change in the quality of his 

life due to the Homophile Association's inception. He says, 

F the late 1960~1 there was no way of meeting people except through very 
carefilly developed social arrangements over time. It was a real eye opener to 
have an organization where you could go to and discuss things with people and not 
feel that you had to try and figure out, spend weeks figuring out, spend months 
figuring out whether this person was gay or not and how to approach them and all 
that angle. The people were there, you sat around and talked, and you went out 
and had drinks afterwards. It was a real eye-opener and I'm just very glad it came 
along at that stage of my life because it made life a lot easier and it certainly 

IgGary Kinsman, The Redation of Desire - Homo and Hetero Sexuaiities. 2nd edition (Montreal: Black 
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confirmed what I'd already decided I was going to do and that was tell everybody I 
knew I was gay."21 

The exhilaration in Harold's voice reveals the degree to which the QHA provided him with 

a safe haven. From 1973 to the present, the Homophile Association, now known as the 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Association, has occupied an important place in Kingston's queer 

communities. The presence of a public organization in a small city like Kingston has been 

significant both on a political and individual level by increasing the visibility of gays in 

Kingston and providing a fonun for fiendship, support, and self-acceptance. On an 

individual level, almost every member of the QKA I spoke with emphasized the important 

role the organization played in their personal development and overall mental health- On a 

broader level, its unique place as the only public gay institution in a small, class-stratified 

town, established at the height of lesbian feminism and situated on a university campus, 

leads the history of the QHA into an interesting and complex exploration of the dynamics 

of class, gender, and sexuality which shaped individuals' experiences of being gay in 

Kingston. 

This story of the Queen's Homophile Association is based primarily on personal 

i n t e~ews  with twelve individuals, as well as archival material. Only three of the narrators 

are women, All interviewees are white, Four men and one woman identified themselves as 

working class. Three were Kingston residents who were not m a t e d  with the university 

and the remaining nine were Queen's students. Ail of them were intimately involved in the 

evolution of the Homophile Association at some point during the first six years of its 

history. 

From 1973 to 1980 the objectives and tenor of the homophile organization shifted 

fresuently with changing membership and varying socio-political conditions. Although 

male Queen's students often formed the majority of members, from 1973 until the late 

1970s membership of the QHA consisted of a mixture of men and women, Queen's 
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students, Kingston residents and people fiom outlying rural areas, working class and 

professional people, bisexuals, gay women, lesbians, and gay men- Gender relations, class 

tensions, and the pull between being out and political or discrete and safe also shifted over 

the years- In 1973, members ofthe QKA focused on creating an accepting and supportive 

social environment for gays and lesbians on campus. Although some Kingston residents 

participated in weekly drop-ins and house parties, it wasn't until I975 that the organization 

made extensive efforts to reach out to the larger community. As members became more 

comfortable with their sexuality and the gay liberation movement grew more politically 

powerful, QHA social events were accompanied by an increasing number of political 

activities: presentations in high schools, and articles in the Queen's J m Z  and the 

Kingnon W3rig-Stadwd- Visible political activities culminated in 1976-77 when 

homophile members planned a national conference entitled '2esbian Perspectives in the 

Gay Movement," organized a picket of a local disco that censured same-sex dancing, and 

responded to intense public controversy regarding their presentations in the high schools. 

After that high-profile year, the association lost of some key political members, and so the 

QHA of the late 1970s remained visible but retuned to its prior, more social, focus. In 

what follows I will trace the development of these events, u t W g  the history of the 

homophile association to explore how gay liberation was manifested in the small city of 

Kingston and how dynamics of class, gender and sexudity hctioned in this context. 

For many gay men and women across the country, the 1970s heralded a more 

public gay culture: a gay movement insistent on afkning homosexuality and the political 

and social significance of "saying it loud, Gay is Proud!"* "Gay Liberation," wrote the 

members of the Waterloo Gay Liberation Movement, "has both personal and social 

aspects; personal liberation fiom the fears, uncertainties and misconceptions imposed upon 

2*or a general discussion of Gay Likration in Canada see Kinsman, The Redation of Desk; pp. 288 - 
283. 



individuals by a hostile society; and so&taI hiration from diminhatory laws and social 

practices of the old cultureeW~ The Queen's Homophile Association in Kingston was just 

one of many such organizations that sprang up Ea small and large cities across Canada. 

Political developments in Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal played a vital role in establishing 

the context for gay Liberation in Kingstoa Like their "sisters and brothers" in the city, 

members o ~ Q H A  articulated a "gay is good" approach, advocating the personal fieedom 

gained by accepting one's sexuality and "coming out," and society's obligation to extend 

basic human rights to those of different sexual orientation- 

GAer the Stonewall Riots of 1969 and the Canadian law reforms that "removed the 

state from the bedrooms of the ~liition," homophile and gay rights orgaaizations sprang up 

across the count~y-*~ Although there had been some formal homophile organizing before 

1969, the seventies heralded an exciting expansion of gay activism. Writes Canadian 

historian Gary Kinsman, "The social ferment of the late 1960s countercultural movements, 

earlier forms of homosexual activism, our experiences in the closets of the left, and the 

expansion of lesbian and gay networks and commercial ventures combined to create the 

conditions for this new social movement? Donald McLeod's annotated chronology, 

Lesbian and Gav Liberation in Canada. 19641975, documents the multitude of 

organizations established across Canada during this time p~riod-*~ From Victoria to 

Saskatoon, Thunder Bay to Saint-Laurent, Fredericton to St. John's, members of gay 

organizations staffed telephone help Lines, lobbied local governments, advocated for child 

custody and fhedorn fiom police violence, planned parties and dances, and established 

"waterioo Gay L~kration Movement, "Gay Ll&mtionm in Operation Socrates Handbook (Waterloo: 
University of Waterloo* 1973); p, 34. 
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national networks of political action and social support. In 1971 two hundred lesbians and 

gay men protested in Ottawa, demonstrating for a wide array of reforms that included 

"repeal of the 'gross indecency' provision to age-ofansent reform, equal employment 

rights and the right to be gay and serve in the Armed Forces."n 

In his study of American gay political movements of the 1970s, historian and 

activist John DEmilio describes two different types o f  gay organizations: the Gay 

Liberation Front and the Gay Activist AUiance.28 The Gay Liberation Front consisted 

primarily of gays who were already active in other leftist movements and who understood 

gay oppression as being ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  to other forms of oppression within society_ Liberation 

Front members did not necessarily work exclusively on issues of sexualiw instead they 

acted in solidarity with other social movements such as those for women's liberation and 

black civil rights. A GLF group was formed in Vancouver as early as 1970, and other 

organizations such as Toronto Gay Action, which were not explicitly GLF, incorporated 

its politics? 

By the mid 1970s, however, the focus had shifted to a more legalistic, human 

rightsoriented approach, based around the parameters of sexuality. The Gay Activists 

Alliance of the mid to late '70s was a single issue organization that was grounded in a 

more liberal, reform-oriented andysis of social change, an analysis that eventually held 

precedence in the majority of gay organizations. Flaunting It: A Decade of Gav 

Journalism from The Body Politic, aptly descnies the change in gay political organizing 

that took place in the '70s, 

Eventually, the human rights strategy became the dominant focus of gay movement 
political activity. It evolved into what was probably a characteristically Canadian 
blend: militant-sounding public demonstrations coupled with traditional lobbying 
for law reform and oEcial recognition. The focus on human rights codes turned 

27Kinsmah The Regulation of Desk (1987); p. 181. 
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most of this lobbying attention fiom federal to provincid and municipal levels of 
government, governments comparatively more accessible to local gay groups?* 

Although the politics of the Queen's Homophile Association fit the rubric of advocating 

for human rights reform, and in this way mirrored developments taking place in larger 

urban centers, the virtual invisibility of gays in Kingston made the social and support 

aspect of the organization far more important, thereby distinguishing it fiom organizations 

in the big city. From the outset, the QHA was not intended to be a political 

organization? At the QHA, Kingston gays and lesbians were meant to find, "a fiendly 

environment, a supportive space, and a sympathetic ear"? "It certainly wasn't political," 

J.P. states f'rrmly, "and a lot of people felt very strongly about that. That was not what 

they wanted to do. It was social and it was support but it was not political and that was 

basically a function of the people who were first involved in it.Iv33 The QHA welcomed 

George Hislop's presence as a speaker at Queen's, held a hdraiser for an adoption h d  

and John Damian's legal fees, sponsored a national conference, participated in national 

networks, and, to varying degrees, members visited Toronto and Ottawa for political 

conferences, demonstrations, and forays into urban gay culture?4 While groups such as 

the Community Homophile Association of Toronto (CHAT) and GO (Gays of Ottawa) 

were impiementing a legislative human rights strategy, the primary focus of the QHA was 

to educate themselves and the community so that gays, lesbians, and bisexuals felt safe to 

"come out". 

- - - 
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Setting in motion a chain of events that would lead to the Homophile Associationls 

inception, on October 2, 1973 a letter signed by ''Three Campus Homophiles" appeared in 

the Queen's Journal in response to an anti-gay letter titled "Fred Fudpucker" published in 

the engineering paper, the Goi&n Wor& "For some considerable time-" they wrote, "we, 

the three signatories to this letter have been concerned about the intolerance and insecurity 

suffered by homosexuals at this university- - . Queen's is one of the few universities left in 

North America which sti l l  does not have its own homophile orgaaktion. It is t h e  that 

such an organization was formed. Umil it is, the prevailing attitude on campus will 

continue to be one in which homosexuals, normal citizens in every other respect, will be 

compelled to hide their real natures in the shadows on the fringes of the under~orld."3~ 

The homophiles employed the Kinsey Report to argue their poinP6 and the seriousness of 

the "intolerance" experienced by homosexuals in Kingston was conveyed with this story: 

"This very summer, in 1973, one student in Kingston was beaten up and obliged to leave 

town by intolerant neighbours. . . Normally we would sign our names," they wrote, "We 

can't, for obvious reasons which are in themselves a clear proof that the discrimination we 

complain 0s 
The following weeks witnessed a flurry of letters representing a diverse range of 

views. Although public response was generally in favour of homosexuals starting their 

own organization, opinions published in the Been's J '  dismissed and belittled the 

35~etter from Three Campus Hamophiies, "Homosexuals Protest Int~lerance,~ Queen's Jorrmal. Oct 3. 
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"three homophiles'' and their feelings of alienation, refusing to acknowledge that Queen's 

was a hostile environment for gays. Peter Strahlendoe in his letter "Fudpucker replies," 

criticized the homophiles, claiming that "to take violent verbal offense at such trivia is 

indicative of extreme paranoia and insecurity"? By asserting his innocence through his 

acquaintance with members o f f y s  of Ottawa who, "at least had a sense of humor" about 

their own sexual preference, Strahlendorf manipulated the focus of discussion fiom an 

analysis of systemic discrimination to a personal attack on the three letter-writers. 

Subsequent letters maintained a similar tone; students criticized the homopides for not 

signing their names, or starting a Homophile Association themselves, implying that the 

homophiles' complaints had more to do with their own inaction and victim mentality than 

the environment on campus? One letter titled "Lepers Leap at Naked Intolerance," made 

a complete spoof of the homophiles' concerns. "Those in a Quarantine in a Bleak House 

on Division St.," disparaged every aspect of the initial letter, referring to the "Kinsley [sic] 

Report" that proved 2% of the population were lepers, claiming that "how we maintain 

our skin and appendages is no one's business," and pleading for tolerance." Couched in 

the safety of being "just a joke", the power of these letters to entrench a hostile climate 

could be easily dismissed by those unwilling to question the hegemony of compulsory 
e 

heterosexuality. Tangible support for a homophile association, however, was also voiced. 

One writer identified as H-I.G. bravely asserted that, "As a homosexual mysex I would be 

interested in such a group in which gays, b i seds ,  and heterosexuals could learn more 

about each 

By the end of October 1973 the homophile group was official. Announced first by 

a letter to the editor and followed by a Journal news story, the group proclaimed they 
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were "open to anyone on campus who is sympathetic to our views whether or not they are 

homosexuais."4* People interested in joining the group were encouraged to write d o  

Terry Watson, mctoria Hall or dl the Gay Rap Line 7 p.m--11 p-m, Monday to Friday. 

"Terry Watson" was a pseudonym avaiflabe for use by anyone in the group, male or 

female. Organizers purposely selected a sexually ambiguous name in order to appear open 

to both men and women, and that they were not a sexist organization "I should also point 

out that just because homophiles have a preference for their own sex," Watson wrote, 

"does not mean that homophiles hate the opposite sex. . . We are a group seriously 

concerned with the problems C O & O ~ M ~  all homophiles and working wnstructively to 

overcome these."" Optimistic about the group's M e ,  one member estimated three to 

four dozen people would attend their second meeting adding, Trom there I expect it to 

take over like an avalanche. 

This image of the homophile association constructed fiom a series of letters and 

articles in the paper does obscure some of the real gender divisions that were present fiom 

the group's inception. Maureen, who was by this point living with her female partner, 

noticed the letter advertising the group's formation and called looking for Terry Watson. 

The man who answered the phone, however, '"ought it was a joke, that a woman had 

called! He thought his straight fiiends had put him up by having a woman call 'cause it 

had completely escaped his thought that there were women homosexuals out there who 

might be interested.' I said 'No, no I'm quite serious.' "45 Maureen and her partner 

attended the first meeting where they met two other lesbians, "they were the first lesbians 

we'd seen. It was like a fie& show!"& Right from the beginning Maureen understood 

that the needs of the gay men in the group would be Merent from those of the women. 
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"The guys wanted worren at their parties so that no one would know they were gay," she 

recalls, "but we were budding feminists ad, ugh, we didn't want to be the people bringing 

the eats and looking after the coffee1'47 Maureen's testimony suggests an ongoing tension 

between the personal relevance of feminism and the desire for connection based on a 

shared sexual otherness. Even though she descnies gay men of the seventies as "the most 

sexist pigs you can imagine," at merent points Maureen did divide her energies between 

QHA and the Kingston Women's Centre, and in 1975 even appeared in the local 

newspaper as a spokesperson on behalfof the Homophile Association She explained, 

What happened to me was I went to Queen's Hornophile to meet other lesbians, 
basically and to see what was going on in terms of putting together a group of 
gays and lesbians at Queen's, but once we met other lesbians then we started to see 
them in the way that lesbian couples still do: a group of lesbians fiends having 
parties and with a lot more in common than at a dance with gays and lesbians, but 
we did have those mixed dances and we did go to them. In a way there was no 
critical mass of people, in order to have any critical mass you had to include men 
and women in it, just to have some sort of fieling of safety in numbers48 

These comments illustrate how even when lesbians were successfbl in establishing 

friendships with other women, the small size of the community meant that both lesbians 

and gays crossed these boundaries of comfort and familiarity in order to participate in a 

larger sense of community. 

Individuals also had the choice ofhow involved they were in the group. Bi-weekly 

meetings, participation in the planning and implementation of events, and active political 

strategizing were more appropriate for members like Julia Creet who established a 

supportive network of fiends within the Q& while other gays chose to occasionally 

frequent a drop-in, or merely attend large social events like dances? Some women were 

able to forge solid supportive fieadships with male members. Julia has fond memories of 

the friendships she had with some gay men in the group, and recalls noting the loss of gay 
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male companionship once she moved to Vancouver and became integrated into a lesbian 

feminist community whose size could afford the exc1usive company of women. "There 

was the possibility for very very strong fiendships Ki the QHA]," she comments. "There 

was a lot of closeness there and that was one ofthe things I really regretted losing, I mean, 

after I left Kingston and through successive moves finally got much more involved with 

very political people, a much larger community that was completely separated &om the 

male community. Later L realized that I missed the company ofgay men."~O The QHA did 

have a fairly constant ratio of many more men than women, an aspect of the group that 

kept women-identified-women uninterested in joining- Politics aside, lesbians who went 

to QHA meetings specifically in search of romance were often disappointed and did not 

return. 51 The involvement of women was often determined by what an individual needed 

from the group. For example, Julia was only I 6  when she joined the QHA and her 

feminism was at a formative stage. Identifying herself as bisexual and quite comfortable in 

the presence of men, Julia was not seeking the total sex segregation advocated by some 

radical lesbian feminists. Because of the anxiety, isolation, and emotional ambivalence 

raised by her desire for both men and women, Julia's understanding of her place in the 

world as a woman was preempted by her need to establish her sexual identity- In addition, 

the feminism offered by the Kingston Women's Center, although open and inclusive of 

lesbians, was dominated by heterosexual women and therefore the focus was on 

challenging patriarchy over explorations of lesbianism or bisexuality. 

Examination of the gender dynamics in the QHA reveals how this small-city 

organization differed fiom those situated in larger urban centers. Studies of large urban 

gay liberation and lesbian feminist organizations frequently show how, during the 1970s, 

gay men and lesbians realized that a shared sexual orientation often did not constitute 

- -  - 
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enough of a common ground. One of the early tenets of gay liberation was, explains 

Kinsman, "to unite gay men and lesbians and to ally itself with a feminist critique of sex 

and gender roles, but this initial unity was shattered as differences between lesbians and 

gay men exploded. Gay liberation remained a largely male-dominated movement. Sexism 

among gay men did not disappear, and feminism in and of itself began to show its 

Limitations as an organizing strategy for gay men."52 Becki Ross's study of the LOOT, the 

Lesbian Organization of Toronto, documents how difEcult it was for lesbian feminists and 

gay male activists to work together even under the rubric of coalition politics. Even a 

fairly successll attempt to work together on the anti-Anita Bryant campaign of 1977 was 

plagued with internal difficulties: LOOT members challenged the sexism ingrained in 

some of the coalition's tactics and generally found male activists unwilling to share power 

with women, uninterested in challenging gender oppression, and resistant to less 

hierarchical forms of organizing.53 Lesbian feminists needed their own organizations 

because gay liberation groups frequently did not focus on issues specific to lesbians. For 

example, policing of gay male sexuality took precedence over child custody issues. In the 

opinion of LOOT members, gay men were all too ready to enjoy a patriarchal status quo, 

and lesbians often found themselves struggling with the same sexism they encountered in 

straight society. In larger urban centers, however, population levels enabled gay men and 

lesbians to sustain their own organizations. In Kingston, lesbians could participate in 

women-only politics, but only as members ofa sexual minority- 

The QHA functioned as a somewhat unlikely meeting ground because it was 

located in a small city which lacked institutional support for a diversity of lesbian, gay and 

bisexual lives. The politics of place influenced these encounters between lesbians and gay 

men, and between town and gown, thereby making the organization an interesting study. 
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Some narrators make a point of emphasizing the degree to which specifics of the local 

environment shaped the activities and tenor ofthe or--on, primarily in the way that 

the sire ofthe community encouraged QHA members to overlook differences of class, 

gender, and sexuality in order to foster a supportive community based on the common 

bond of a shared sexual difference Of course, the act of overlooking difference is often 

easier for those with greater privilege. Although female members do speak fondly ofthe 

co~ections they had with gay men, they also do not paint a portrait of an organization 

devoid of gender conflict- The majority of male narrators rarely commented on gender 

dynamics unless specfically asked. Speaking about gender relations in the group, Dan 

Schnieder remarks, 

I think we in Kingston felt, and 1 h o w  that I've seen this in other small towns as 
well, that we can't really afford to have two separate movements, two separate 
communities, you really need each other ... mmm ... because the community is small 
and it's mngston] pretty conservative for the most part and so you're much more 
likely to, to find more in common with each other versus the rest of the 
community54 

Male QHA members who recall gender conflicts within the group focus on either the 

group's constant efforts to attract more female members, or occasions when they were 

challenged by lesbians to examine their own male privilege. Trevor eventually left the 

QHA because it became "too politid: a move he attn'butes to the feminism of lesbian 

members? For the most part, however, male narrators either had solid friendships with 

women in the group or their interactions were defined by an easy, chatty socializing. 

For various reasons, many gays and lesbians chose not to have anything to do with 

the Homophile Association. Older narrators had the impression that the organization 

consisted mainly of young people, a fairy accurate perception and one that can also be 

. - - - - - - - 
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applied to the gay liberation movement in larger urban centers.s6 Some lesbian feminists, 

such as Pat and Joan*, both members of the Kingston Women's Center, found support 

from other women and had no need to forge community with gay men." QHA members 

posit that there were many Kingston gays, occasionally seen at the dances or cruising the 

park, who were simply too closeted to risk being afliliated with an openly gay 

organization. In addition, for some Kingston residents, the QHA was synonymous with 

Queen's University and ali of their animosity and mistrust of "the gown." For others the 

university was so far removed fiom the circles in which they tmveled that they hardly even 

knew it existed. Trevor, a working class Kingston resident, recalled how the first time he 

waked into a QHA meeting in 1973, everyone stopped talking and stared at him, making 

it very clear that he did not belong. Trevor attributed this reaction to the fact that he was 

working class: "If you weren't Queen's University, you were nobody," he states angrily.58 

Although officially open to gays and lesbians outside ofQueenls, in its early days the QHA 

did not do any formal outreach into these communities, limiting publicity to the Queen's 

Journal and relying on word of mouth to reach Kingston gays. By 1975, however, Dan 

recalls "a lot of people who were not students [were] in the group, local people, some not 

even from the city proper, fiom f m s  or smaller towns around the area," and at this point 

Trevor, hearing that the organization was much more open tg Kingston gays, re*med.*9 

When Harvey first started attending meetings in 1976 he was actually disappointed that 

there weren't more students in the group. He found the Kingston members warm and 

approachable but, 

They lived in Kingston and they wanted to make a gay Life in Kingston. They were 
very determined, a lot of them wanted to meet lovers, they saw no point in going 
to Toronto because that's not where their life was-students only saw Kingston as a 
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place to go to school ... I began to learn that the gay students, male or female, went 
to Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto for the weekends, they didn't hang around Kingston 
for the weekend ... ifthey were getting sex and love and gay lifi on the weekends 
they could manage fiom Monday to Friday without going to a gay 
group.. ..Queen's students, we were considered temporary b y  Kingston residents 1, 
transient, a lot younger, with a few exceptions" 

AU narrators afiiliated with the university can remember individuals who were not 

connected to Queen's. At one point, Harvey recalls that of the ten women members "at 

most four were Queen's students. The rest were Kingstoo women, women who worked in 

the jail system, a woman who worked at Joyceville and would drive Eom Picton to come 

to meetings."61 It is difficult to determine the class breakdown of group members, both 

because the majority of narrators were upwardly mobile university students and because 

narrators were very vague when discussing todgown distinctions. In Kingston, 

distinctions between town and gown are often read as distinctions between working class 

and middlehpper-middle class; however, there were, of course, middle-class Kingston 

gays who were not atfiliated with the university. Narrators acknowledge a mixed 

membership, many recall one or two individuals who by their trade would be identified as 

working class; definitely recall seeing many working class gays at QHA dances, identify 

the degree to which Kingston was divided by the "haves and the have nots", and can even 

express how their own position as working class yet university educated alienated them 

from other students. However, answers to questions about class tensions within the group 

remain vague, and narrators do not recall any open challenges to the organization's class 

bias. Some working-class Kingston mators  explicitly state that they were not 

comfortable participating in the organization because of its elitism, yet there were also 

working-class individuals who were able to find a space for themselves within the group. 
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Notwithstanding the class geography of Kingston, the QHA provided a meeting ground 

mainly because, as Harold declared, "it was the only game in town"62 

By the fall of 1974, QHA members had established the Gay Rap Lie, held a few 

parties and meetings, and submitted a copy of their constitution to the Queen's student 

government - the Aha Mater Society - in order to be officially recognized as an AMS 

organization Unfortunately this event coincided with the departure of one of the QHA's 

integral members, leaving the group with a lack of decisive leadership. Although at times 

the QHA was very vibrant, between 1973 and 1980 the organization did stumble along, its 

vitality frequently depending on the presence of a few charismatic leaders. By W c h  of 

1974 membership had deteriorated and the group fell into dormancy63 In the fd of 1975, 

the Hornophile Association experienced a revival. JP.  Wfiamshurst, a couple of other 

male and female students, and two supportive professors had mutually agreed that 

homosexuals at Queen's needed the QHA. After coming out in Montreal, J.P. found the 

move to a smaller community "quite a shock"? Dismayed that the only formal 

homosexual institution had become defimct, he resolved to recreate some of the 

organizational support no longer present in Kingston. "Gay is proud!", Wiliarnshurst 

proclaimed in an open letter to the J i  encouraging Queen's gays to come out and 

discover an "increased sense of personal fieedom [that] is tremendous", One month later 

the QHA had met three times, secured $250 from the AMS, and established committees to 

handle publicity, finances, education, a small  resource hirary and the Rap Line.65 

Initially, public response to the call for a revival ofthe homophile association was 

positive. The Student Christian Movement wrote a letter in support of gays on campus, 

challenging Queen's students to examine the hypocrisy of supporting liberal international 
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human rights efforts while "maintaining so repressive an atmosphere on our own 

campus"P6 The association secured AMS funding without any opposition fkom the 

student government, and in October the J i i  ran a feature article on the group titled, 

"Is It More Important That We Love 'Correctly' o r  That We Can Love?."fJ The feature 

was a candid attempt to educate readers about the homophile association and what it was 

like to live a homosexual lifestyle. Reporter Sarah Yamell, who subtlty established her 

heterosexuality in the opening paragraph, presented a brief description of the organization, 

included a List of "demands" reprioted &om a publication by the Coalition for Gay Rights 

in Ontario, and for the remaining two-thirds of the article provided a forum for homophile 

members to speak on coming out, fslling in love, sex, fear, loneliness, and community. 

Rather than presenting a cohesive picture of what it was like to be gay, Yarnell's article 

touched on many topics and presented a wide range of views. Some of the intewiewees 

were very out and proud of their sexuality, while others expressed an ambivalence about 

their desire. They aiI took care to emphasize that the QHA was open to people at all 

different stages of acceptance of their sexuality, not just to those who felt comfortable 

asserting their homo- or bi-sexuality publicly. Two men and two women identified as 

bisexual, one homophile member discussed his desire for a long term "permanent" 

relationship, while another voiced his commitment to living in an alternative lifestyle that 

resisted the model of the nuclear f y  Male interviewees did not appear to be 

concerned with providing Yarnell with a sanitized image of gay male sexuality: they spoke 

openly about gay male prostitution, cruising in the park, and casual sex. However, their 

overall consensus was that this kind of sexual activity was less preferable to a loving long- 

term relationship. Although at least four female members of QHA were mentioned by 

name, information specific to how lesbians' experiences differed from that of gay men's 

was completely absent fkom the article, and the hostile campus environment described by 
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some men was assumed to speak to both male and female experiences. While this could 

be due to Yamell's own lack of gender analysis, it could also be indicative of how, 

although both lesbians and gay men participated in the Q- the particularities of 

women's experiences could be overshadowed by the perception that the male experience is 

universal. Yarnell closed the article with the assertion that gays were individuals, not 

"stereotypes recently poured eom a perverse plastic mold," challenging readers to see 

gays as "real people" and consider the implications of not fining into a heterosexual 

model. 

Out of the ten QHA members interviewed in J m Z  article, two women and two 

men openly identified as being bisexual.68 Julia, who was sleeping with both men and 

women, had "the sense that at the time people didn't really care that much-"69 Harvey 

recalls "having enough on our plates just being homosexuaL! and here was this [bisexual1 

woman who would talk to us [men] about sex with men and what it was like and then 

would be very physical with other women in fkont of us ... she was the object of a lot of 

discussion, everybody adored her? Other narrators remember discussions about 

bisexuality and sexual identity in general which appear to have been fa more exploratory 

than judgmental. What stands out in many narratives is a willingness to accept the 

differences, in class, gender, sexuality, and levels of comfort with being public about their 

sexuality, that existed between QEIA members. Julia's experience and the easy acceptance 

of bisexuality indicated by Yarnell's article is very diierent fiom the adamant lesbian 

feminist claims made by some LOOT members who identified sexual relations with men as 

t ra i tor~us.~~ According to Lillian Faderman, for 1970s lesbian-feminists bisexuality was "a 

continued service to the oppressor, " that "undermined the feminist struggle. "n Compared 
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to the narrowness of lesbian-feminist identity politics in larger urban centers, the QHA of 

the 1970s was open to a much more fluid understanding ~fsexuaiity~ 

But the flurry of letters that followed Yarnell's article revealed that not all Queen's 

students were up to that challenge. Peter Wilson demanded that the homophiles "do us all 

a favour, and keep it to yourselves and your close f?iends."n John Nebel criticized the 

AMS funding of the QHA by announcing the first meeting of the Necrophiliacs Club.74 

And "Johnny Appleseed" and "Anita Bryant" announced the formation of the Queen's 

Apple Core and Orange Peel Eaters "because we believe that we have been looked upon 

as being abnormal for too long."7s In the midst of this backlash J a p e  Coulter, one of the 

individuals largely responsible for the revival of the QHq wrote an impassioned letter 

te-g to the oppression she encountered at Queen's: 

His [John Nebel's] opinion deeply upset me, not because I haven? heard similar 
opinions since I arrived at Queen's, but because it reinforced the fitiIity I have felt 
since arriving . . . I am a homophile; I love members of my own sex. I am a 
homosexual: I have sexual relations with members of my own sex. . . . I am not 
ashamed of what "I am" . . . I think that the purpose of QHA is to show people 
Wce yourself that we are not "queer" and to ask you to evaluate an opinion you 
have probably borrowed and might have never objectively examined- . . John, I 
sign my name to this letter. It makes it fully mine; it defines a part of me. The 
courage comes fiom the fact that I cannot be personally assaulted for my 
openness. I h o w  in several days I will be at Antioch College in Ohio. Many of the 
homophile association members do say "Let's be oped' and "We need not be 
ashamed" and this is good. That is how it ought to be, but that is not how it is. 
The realization does not make us hypocrites. The reason why it cannot be open 
and utopian, right now, is because of people like yoursdf. I know that acceptance 
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and openness is the ultimate god of QHA; I also know it 
convinced it can happen and it can happen even at Queen's.76 

will take time- I'm 

Membership in the QHA was progressing "Like an avalanche", as predicted by 

Terry Watson? Weeks before Jape Coulter's letter appeared in the J i I ,  twenty-five 

men and eight women had attended the third QHA meeting, thirteen of whom were either 

Queen's students or profess~rs .~~ Proceeding meetings were regularly attended by 

approximately twelve people. JP. recalls an even split of men and women, and equal 

representation &om the university and the greater Kingston area? In an attempt to reach 

even more community members the group decided to place a classified ad in the Kingston 

Whig-Stm~hd QHA member Gene Humphries accompanied Maureen to an 

appointment with the publisher. 'We went dressed nicely," r e d s  Maureen, "and we said 

we wanted to put an ad in the classifieds to say QHA call this number, come to a meeting. 

They wouldn't run our ad! Because it was a f d y  newspaper and we were soliciting- We 

said no, we are not soliciting, we are making available a group, answering a need, reaching 

out to a community of people, a minority of people who are discriminated against and who 

have no other access to meeting other gays and Maureen and Gene were 

outraged by the migs response, especially in light of the fact that "in those days they 

were running the most pornographic ads for Elsa She Devil of the SS playing at the drive- 

in theater! ... Gene and I were humiliated by that experience. We felt like we were the dirt 

of the earth."81 

In response to the Whig's rejection, Maureen and Gene went to a smaller local 

paper, n e  Kingson Novs, and pitched a news anicle about the QHA accompanied by a 
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photo of the duo.= It is clear that they undertook this task with some very specific goals 

in mind: to inform the public that the QHA existed and was becoming more visible, to 

impress upon readers that negative societal attitudes made being gay dBicult, and to 

communicate pride in their sexual difference. Interestingly, Maureen and Gene were not 

willing to advocate for societal acceptance at the cost of their difference. Unlike gay 

rights advocacy of the assimilationist, "we are normal too, just like you" variety that 

peppers some contemporary gay activists lobby for "equal rights,"" the Kingson News 

article arped for acceptance based on an accommodation ofdiSerencece "I won't question 

that we're different,," proclaimed Maureen, "but that doesn't mean that we're wrong. What 

this Association is tqing to project is an image of what we are: people who have chosen a 

different lifestyle. "84 

The two spokespeople were also careful to stress that the QHA was a mixed- 

gender group. Said Gene, "You miss a lot if you exclude half of the human race from 

your life,'' and Maureen stated that "relationships between gay men and women can be 

closer because there are no struggles for domination and no assu~~lptions made that one or 

the other must fit into specified roles." The juxtaposition of these comments with 

Maureen's interview remarks regarding the sexism of male QHA members provides insight 

into the complexity of gender relations within the group. Lesbian feminists who wanted to 

remain part of the organization had to find ways of reconciling their feminist beliefs with 

sexism they identified in gay men. Kingston was too small for lesbian feminists to afford 

the luxuly of deciding simply to not be involved with the QHA without suffering the loss 

of being in community formed on the basis of a shared sexual Serence.  Appearing with 

Gene in the paper and making clear statements about interactions between gay men and 
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women demonstrates an initiative by Maureen, Gene, and QHA members in general, to at 

least address these gender imbalances while functioning m*thin the confines of the 

organization, 

The article also detailed the services available to community gays through the 

QHA while emphasizing the group's movement towards a political focus. Remarked 

Gene, "Members have wanted to do other things in the past but have been inhibited by this 

fear of 'coming out' - acknowledging their sexuality- This year, with some new members 

who weren't so uptight about being found out, there was the initiative to organize 

politically." "I'm sick of hiding," stated Maureen, "there's no need to, nothing temile is 

going to happen? Even though the association was moving towards more political, 

visible activities, comments made by Gene and Maureen also reveal the value they placed 

on simply having a space where gays and lesbians could openly socialire. By emphasizing 

the importance of a social network and discussing the personal trials of accepting one's 

sexual difference, the article conveyed the degree to which some Kingston gays were 

acutely aware that their sexual orientation involved a life lived on the margins. 

Many narrators talk about the loneliness and isolation they experienced before 

joining the group. For John Higgins, moving to Kingston corn Toronto "was a dramatic 

change ... I described it at the time as like jumping into cold water ..... it was quite 

Joining the QHA in the fall of 1976 certainly revolutionized Harvey's experience of 

Queen's: 

By the end of 1976 I was very comfortable being gay. I was an active member of 
QHA, never missed a Friday night, I was helping on the phone line7 went to every 
single event, and I was getting sex . . . I was being the social butterfly, I did 
develop that role, I really came into my own at QHA, I became very much the co- 
hostess.87 
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Dan, another member, comments: "For the k s t  time in my life I really felt what a 

community meant, a sense of community, a sense of being part of a closely knit group-"** 

The support that QHA members offered each other was vital in an environment that, 

although rarely explicitly discriminatory, was certainly not embracing homosexuality with 

open arms. Julia recalls, "there was a woman in QHA who did commit suicide, it was not 

easy, everyone L knew, you know, really had a lot of problems, a lot of emotional 

problems, f d y  problems, it was a really diflicult time."89 The empowerment, friendship, 

and sense of belonging that group members gave each other was invaluable- 

One of the reasons Gene and Maween agreed to the photo that accompanied the 

News article was to emphasize their visibiity and provide a face for the 

organization. QHA members recognized that the absence of positive gay role models 

made it more difficult for people to figure out who they were as a gay, lesbian, bisexual 

person and envision a positive future for themselves. "The message was that if you 

wanted to make it big in the mainstream," explains Harvey, "you keep quiet about your 

sexuality. There was nobody out there, no kd lang and Elton Johns in show business that 

were out, just no role models at all."9o Providing positive role models that would 

encourage closeted gays and dismamle homophobic stereotypes was one of the main 

motivations behind the QHA's educational outreach- QHA members spoke at numerous 

high schools, St. Lawrence College, the medium-security penitentiary, and were regular 

speakers at psychology and medicine classes at Queen's. Julia remembers feeling very 

excited about the talks: 

I felt like it was, it felt very real to me you bow, that it was something ... the idea 
of actually sitting in fiont of somebody or a group of people, saying look here I 
am, I'm as normal as you are, you know, ask me anything you want. I'm not crazy, 
I'm not sick That to me felt far more political. It felt like I could change a lot 
more people, that I could change personal opinion and through that change public 
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opinion in a much more profound way that just by legalistic refom-..I was putting 
myselffonvard as a positive role modeLgl 

Harvey defines these presentations as one of the most impoztant QHA activities: 

The speakers bureau busted a lot of stereotypes: I was in law school a good 
student, we were not a bunch of interior decorators and hairdressers, we were just 
like everybody else. We picked very care111y who was going to be the face of 
QHA because they had to bust stereotypes, so there was a law student, a med 
student and an art historian, which was kind of on the faggy side but he was the 
most articulate we had, 

Unlike Maureen's proud assertion of difference, Harvey and Julia's comments reveal how 

some QHA members did ache for acceptance on mainstream terms of normalcy- Although 

there is a touch of campy humor in his reference to "a bunch of interior decorators and 

hairdressers," Harvey is also quite serious about his desire to resist stereotypes even ifthat 

resulted in maintaining a less complicated, somewhat sanitized version of gay identity. 

The desire to be accepted as "normal" was understandable given society's perception of 

homosexuality as deviant behavior. 

Not only did the taIks deconstruct public misconceptions about homosexuality, 

they also provided a forum in which presenters' stories could be validated, constituting an 

act of personal significance where their struggles found meaning through the education of 

others. Harvey, whose parents had basically cut off cornmunica&on with him, would talk 

about his family situation during the talks. 'When we would give speeches the most often 

asked question after "Donlt I wish I was a woman?," was about f d y -  For the most part 

students were very compassionate. For me," continues Harvey, '"it was also1 a way to 

vent my need to show them that I am normal. L didn't understand that at the time but since 

then that's why I think I became so public about it all."92 

Members of the QHA were very accepting of each other's different levels of self- 

acceptance and varying needs to be more or less visible in the larger Kingston and Queen's 

l~nterview with Julia Creet. Toronto, July 2nd, 1997. 
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communities. Some members went to drop-ins purely for emotional support and a sense 

of community while others looked forward to educational outreach as a means of &g 

a more public positive statement about homosexualityty "There was some tension between 

people who were out and others who weren't," admits John, "but it didn't interfere with 

social relationships much because that was viewed as a personal decision ... the choice to 

remain closeted was respected."93 Harvey's time spent staffing t6e phone Line revealed to 

him how many people remained too &aid to even come to a QHA drop-in o r  agree to 

meet a group member in a die.  "I spoke to a lot of very distressed, emotional people who 

never did ever show their faces at QHA," he relates. "I had guys cry on the phone. I 

remember one guy on the football team sure that if anyone found out he was gay his life 

would be over. The most we could offer was a person to talk to [them] on the phone."94 

Attendance at the QHA dances also indicated that there were a lot more people in 

Kingston who, for various reasons, were reluctant to climb up the Grey House steps. By 

1977, when the dances were taking place once every couple of months, there were often 

up to 150 people there, at least half of them women and three quarters of them from 

Kingston and other towns. "The thing about dances," recalls Harold, was, 

you would always have a fiir number of women out because the community was 
so small that you couldn't afford the separation of the sexes as you can say in 
Toronto being openly gay was such a new experience for most of us and 
particularly with students who were a few years younger than myself Um, it didn't 
really matter what sex the person was but ifthey were briefly in touch with being 
gay and wanted to share experiences and chat we would sit around and t a k 9 5  

People came from as far away as Peterborough, Picton, Brockville, and Smith Falls. "AU 

sorts of people would come to those things," says John, "because the homophiie 

association was the only game in town for a while so a lot of people who weren't attiliated 
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with the university attended."% Dances were licensed events held in the basement of the 

Queen's Law School. The QHA advertised in the Queen's Joumi and the Whig-Stmdwd 

in addition to making promotional pamphlets and posters. The "mysterious" 

disappearance of QHA posters is the onIy outright homophobia Harvey can remember: 

"we'd go out and tape them up and the next day they'd be gone. People would tear them 

down.. . or there'd be nasty comments written on some of them. I'd be angry because I 

was &aid no one would come to dances because people were taking the flyers!"g7 Lack 

of attendance, however, never seemed to be a problem "They were quite fh," says Mike, 

"to me I had a sense of community when I went to those because usually I would see 

somebody there who I had seen on the street and didn't h o w  they were gay or lesbian, 

and then they would be there and you'd say hello to them the next time you saw them on 

the street. "98 

By 1976 the organization was becoming increasingly active at Queen's and in the 

larger Kingston community. In a letter accompanying their first newsletter, distributed in 

February of 1976, QHA members outlined the various services that were now available. 

Volunteers organized biweekly rap sessions "at which the problems and peculiarities of the 

gay lifestyle are discussed in a casual atrn~sphere?~ The Gay Rap Line was staffed five 

nights a week by individuals trained in basic counseling skills by professionals from 

Queen's counseling, and a small group of volunteers were frequently being asked to give 

educational talks. A small resource center was being established and plans were underfoot 

for dances and a spring conference entitled "The Not-So-Invisible Woman: The 

Energence of  Gay Women Today". The organization's finding for 1977-78 was $700.100 
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Under "Future Plans," members wrote, "As one can see ffom our activities, the major 

focus of attention for the group has been contact with the c o d t y  at large, it is now 

time to begin activities more directly related to the gay lifestyle."Io1 The accompanying 

newsletter included a fTolicy Statement" that outbed these activities in fiuther detail. 

In the February '76 newsletter, the Homophile Association identified three main 

goals: 

1 .To combat homophobia and sexism 

2.To provide social services and outlets for gay people at Queen's and in the larger 
Kingston Community. 

3.To assist individuals in coming to terms with their own sexuality, or someone 
else's, lo2 

Members now identified political work as a key component to accomplishing these goals, 

writing letters to govement and newspapers on the topic of legislative change and 

organizing fbndraisers for court battles. At this point the QHA also became a formal 

member of both the National Gay Rights Coalition (NGRC) and the Coalition for Gay 

Rights in Ontario (CGRO), which is indicative of its participation in a network of gay 

liberation organizations that were focusing on legalistic refonn. 

That winter QHA members planned a coaference focusing on the involvement of 

gay women and lesbians in the gay movement. However, events at the conference in the 

Spring of '76 revealed that the QHXs strategy was still a very I d  one, based on the 

absence of any gay commercial spaces and their existence in what was felt to be a small 

town, small "c" conservative atmosphere. The conference also illustrated that the QHA's 

- - 
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approach to gender politics was very different fiom the schisms between gay men and 

lesbians that existed in the big city. The impetus for the conference came from many 

sources: a desire to make the association more political, a recognition that gay liberation 

organizations including the QHA were often dominated by men, and the ever-constant 

pursuit of meeting new people. The conference was planned to coincide with a general 

meeting, in Kingston, of the Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario. Workshop topics 

included male feminism, gays and child custody, feminism and lesbian feminism, and wages 

for housework Conference partkipants came to Kingston on the F a y  night of the May 

long weekend, attended a variety workshops on the Saturday and Sunday, celebrated at a 

QHA-sponsored dance, and then closed the weekend with a coalition meeting. 

Six QHA members - three women and three men - formed a Conference Steering 

Committee and began by distriiiuting a letter to homophile organizations and women's 

groups across Canada and into the United States. "Dear Brothers and Sisters," they 

wrote, "The need for a conference of this nature stems form [sic] the fact that despite the 

large number of gay women in Canada, relatively few ofthem are involved with any type 

of organization."l*3 Right fiom the beginning, organizers articulated a mixed gender 

approach to political organizing that would prove unpopular with groups from larger 

cities. "QHA would like to state," they asserted, "that even though this conference is 

particularly concerned with the probiems of gay women and the Lesbian movement, it 

hopes to increase understanding among gay men and women. For this reason, we would 

like to encourage both men and women fiom your group to attend."10q 

This desire for gay men and women together to address women's participation in 

the movement could be interpreted either as political naivete or a well-defined strategy 

based on the realities of organizing in a smaller city. Narrators' testimonies, however, 

Io3ktter on behalf of QHA Conferen= Steering Committee, no date. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual -ation 
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indicate that the Qm's approach was a combination of the two. For members who were 

u n f d - a r  with feminist organidng and the politics of a women's-only strategy, 

incorporating the concerns of men and women was in keeping with the orgmization's goal 

of addressing the needs of both lesbians and gay men Why exclude individuals on the 

basis of gender when the overall aim is to establish a way of working together? John Phair 

describes the group as, "a lot more innocent politically than it is now. There wasn't the 

great divide between the two genders, wasn't the seIf-reaIization of the part ofthe women 

that their needs were so much differem than gay men's needs were and gay men were 

basically not always thinking with their upper brains any~ay."'0~ For lesbian feminists, 

however, who were trying to negotiate the means by which their needs would be met 

within the context of a mixed-gender gay liberation organization, involving both men and 

women in this process was a deiiierate strategy born of particular Iocal circumstances. 

Reactions from other gay liberation groups and events of the conference itself would 

reveal the extent to which this strategy was different fkom organizing taking place in larger I 

cities. 

Just before the conference, the QHA received a letter fiom GATE (Gay AKance 

Toward Equality), whose membership constituted mainly gay men, copied to all Ontario 

gay groups, stipulating that they would not be attending the conference for political 

reasons. Although the letter was written in a friendly tone, explicitly stating that their 

stance was definitely not "an attempt to divide the organized gay community of Ontario or 

to snub the host group," members of GATE informed the QHA that they did not support 

the conference's mixed-gender approach.lo6 "We are writing to inform you," they 

proclaimed, 

that GATE will not be sending official delegates or observers to the upcoming 
conference ... In our opinion, the matters to be considered by the conference are 
matters which only gay women themselves can discuss and resolve in an 
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atmosphere in which predominantly male organization Wre GATE are not 
participants ... Until gay women themselves have adequately debated and resolved 
these conflicts and controversies, it would be both inappropriate and patronizing 
for gay men to intervene in the decision making pr0cess.1~~ 

GATE was not the only organization with a Merent perspective on gender relations. 

According to a Wages Due Lesbians conference report, many lesbians were absent 

because, of the seven planned workshops, only one was w~rnen-only?~~ At the opening 

plenary, however, participating members of Wages Due Lesbians fiom Toronto decided to 

take matters into their own hands and made a motion to split the conference. Francine 

Wyland, of Wages Due, started the Saturday morning plenary by asserting that "the power 

of a movement for gay Liberation depends on the power we build, as lesbian women, 

against the power that men, straight and gay, have over us. The questions we're here to 

sort out, the men can't help us with-"'og With support fiom ali male participants, the 

women decided to meet separately and only reconvened with the men on the Sunday 

afternoon for a final report. 

The actions of women from Wages Due and the subsequent split in the conference 

could be interpreted as an example of big-city lesbians bringing, what was then cutting- 

edge feminism, to women from smaller towns. However, the women's report reveals the 

assertion of small-city feminists that Life away from the big city was different. The report 

reiterated lesbian desire for autonomy but acknowledged the reality for women in smaller 

communities: a need to establish their autonomy within the context of mixed-gender gay 

liberation groups. "We have decided that there exists a need for an autonomous lesbian 

movement in Canada to Wfill our needs, and thus have formed an informal coalidon," 

reported the women delegates, 
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Our fight for an autonomous organhation of lesbians began at this conference on 
Saturday morning when we women took the weekend hto  our own hands. We 
made this conference our own, However, because of the fact that a number of 
lesbians are isolated in small cornmumties and fw1 the need for support fiom mixed 
gay movements, this autonomy in some cases will d e s t  itselfas an independent 
lesbian voice fiom within those movements .... We welcome support fkom gay men 
who endorse our stand and believe that the efforts of our autonomous movement 
will be a positive move in strengthening the fight against oppression"O 

The women also asserted the need for autonomous lesbian d e r e n c e s  and planned two 

for the upcoming year. 

For John Higgins, John Phair, Dan Schneider, Therese and Julia C r e e  the 

controversy raised by Wages Due dominates their memories of the weekend. "They 

basically split the conference," comments M a  wryly, 

where as we had planned seminars with men and women together, even though 
there would be separate workshops, which again was very much in keeping with 
how we felt about gender issues at that point, you know, because it was such a 
small town, gay men and lesbians were really quite close, I mean some of my 
closest friends were gay men, urn, and yeah, I knew as many gay men as I did 
lesbians probably more, um, so their politics just seemed harsh you know, and I 
felt, I remember chairing this meeting and just thinking what do I do? t can't do 
anything except really go along with this because I had, because the arguments to 
me were so foreign. I knew nothing about Marxism, I knew nothing about class 
analysis or gender analysis along the lines of class analysis. Wages for housework, 
what the fuck did I know about housework?, all I ever did was avoid it, so 
anyway they were quite successful and they split the entire conference.111 

John Higghs remembers feeling dumbfounded by the conference's outcome. "That 

surprised members of our group because we didn't have that at that time, this was 

something that was happening more in the bigger places."112 "It was certainly a learning 

experience," remarks John Phair, "in terms of what happens when people really start to 

politically interact on a scale much larger than we had anticipated . . . We were still a small 

enough group and still integrated enough between the genders, probably for reasons of 
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Survival we were largely unaware of how very differentiy the women felt ftom the 

men!'113 

Even though the conference had taken an unexpected turn, organizers still 

considered it a success. Forty women and fifty men attended the event and although the 

agenda was challenged, participants did end up discussing issues that were relevant to 

women's involvement in the movement. Ultimately conference organizers could commend 

themselves for orchestrating the QHA's first large-scale political event. "We just wanted 

to do something at Queen's because we felt that, in and of itseK was a f&iy significant 

act," Julia muses. "And to meet more people, probably," she laughs. "I remember we had 

just a fabulous party at my parents' house and my brother came home and found women 

sleeping in aiI the beds! I got in fairly big trouble over that . . . I had a blast!"114 

With the momentum of the conference behind them, the QHA continued with a 

growing emphasis on political action. By 1977, John Higgins, Dan Schneider and John 

Phair were heavily involved in the organization, confident in their own sexuality. and 

feeling that "it was time that Gay Liberation hit Kingston".lls "We, I thi& perpetrated a 

bit of a change in the outlook of the organization and got more activist," John Higgins 

comments cautiously.LL6 Interested in the provincial gay liberation movement and fiuniliar 

with events taking place in Toronto and Ottawa, the three of them frequently traveled to 

the larger cities for conferences and demonstrations. Members of Gays of Ottawa were a 

source of support; sharing iaforrnation about their own organizing, visiting Kingston for 

dances, house parties, and QHA-organized political events. Speaking of his connection 

with Dan and John Phair, John Higgins comments, "We all became friends and we had 

H3~nterview with John Phair, Toronto, March 25th, 1998; This is also probably because women who 
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been living here [Torontoland there had been poiitid organizing going on here, I'd been 

part of CHAT, I hadn't been really involved but . . . the Body Politic was happening at that 

time here [Toronto] and so I think what happened was a bunch of people came into town 

who had a different take on gay activism and organizing- I wou~dn't want to claim too 

much credit because people had done stuff before ..." lL7 Dan attniutes their move toward 

a more visible activism to his growing sense of community, 

I remember feeling for the first time in my Life I'd actually found a community, a 
very important thing for me because up to that point M bear pretty much a loner 
and you know the typical gay manWtesbiads experience of being kind of an 
outsider and not really fitting in ... and suddenly I had this very supportive group 
that I identified very strongly with, who were very close, urn, and we were young 
and we were kind of naive and idahtic and so that all added up to something I 
think pretty, pretty important for me and I think for the history of the gay 
community in Kingston because there were enough of us that, urn, we were 
actually able to do some things that had never been done before.l18 

John Phair agrees, "The Kings protest would never have happened if not for people at 

QHA having been to larger cities and making contact with other groups of people."L1g 

The influence of big-city gay liberation activism became evident through the subsequent 

events of March, 1977, 

On March 1, 1977 the Kingston W h i g - S t W d  ran a story announcing the 

opening of the King's Hotel, a new bar situated right downtown on Princess Street.12o 

The owner, Richard Mitchell, and his son Ron discussed the renovations that had taken 

place and the expectations they had for the establishment. Interestingly, in its former 

incarnation as The Grand, it was one of the working class bars where gays and lesbians 

were "tolerated or at least not noticed."lfl Listed in Doaald McLeod's appendix of 

Lesbian and Gay bars in Canada as Kingston's gay tolerant bar during the 1970s, Jan 
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recalls meeting her first girlfiend at The Grand.'= New ownership and the accompanying 

renovations were heralded by the Whig as a vast improvement "That was the hot spot," 

describes Harvey, "it was the Studio 54 of Kingston. It was a disco, finally Kingston had 

a disco and all the chi-chi people went there." Lunch was available for the "downtown 

crowd", the Whig reported, and at night "modem music will be played by a disc jockey in 

the discotheque." Richard MitcheU expected that the King's would draw "a mixed bag of 

people"1" but on the evening of March 1 st it became apparent that Mitchell's "mixed bag" 

did not include homosexuaIs, 

Dan Schneider and approximately ten other members of the QHA went to the 

King's that night to "have a look at the piace and see what it was like." "We really wanted 

to have a gay bar," he explains, "and since no one of us was in a position to open one we 

kind of thought we would, not exactly try to take one over, find one where we would be 

more welcome and that could become kind of known as sort of the gay hangout, because 

the Plaza was not really all that comfortable ... so when the bar opened on Princess St., we 

got in there early so to speak"1z4 QHA members danced in male/female couples and then 

on a predetermined signal, switched. "I guess we made it quite obvious that we were 

dancing with each other me and John Phairj," Dan recounts, "Now this was not a close 

dance, we didn't have our arms around each other, there was no physical contact but we 

were clearly dancing with one another, um, and, urn, I don't know whether we even made 

it to the end of the first song urn, but certainly it wasn't long before the manager or 

assistant manager came over to us and said to John and me that we couldn't do that, it 

wasn't  allowed."^^ Members ofthe QHA were outraged not only that they had been told 
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to leave, but that the same-sex dancing that took place between two women was 

permitted. Mitchell, the owner ofthe King's, commented in the mig 

I've seen girls dance together fkequently, but it doesn't conjure up in my mind that 
they might be fumy- But two men doing a dance where each partner holds each 
other was offensive to me and to everyone in the place. I don't have anything 
against these people, I feel sorry for them. But I'm a business man, not a 
sociologist. 

The QHA protested Mitchell's actions on the grounds that they were both anti-gay 

and sexist. Kathy Howes, one of the women dancing with another woman at the King's 

that night, described Mitchell's actions as being informed by the sexist attitude "that 

women only go to bars to be picked up, and dance together only until men ask them to 

dance."127 Subsequent phone calls to the King's established that Mitchell had no intention 

of changing his policy, except to apply the rule to women as well. In response, members 

of the QHA decided to organize a picket. On Saturday afternoon, March 12, between 25 

and 30 gays and supporters gathered on the sidewalk outside the King's to protest the 

owner's actions. Supporters included representatives from the Socialist Coalition, the 

Feminist-Socialist Study Group, and Queen's Women's Law Caucus. Five members of 

Gays of Ottawa and two members of the Trent Homophile Association also joined the 

protest. "The four of us got there first," Higgins laughs, "and we were these sort of lonely 

little picketees, the four of us. That was a little scary, that had the feeling of dancing 

naked at the centre of the universe, when there were just the four of us there, that is one 

moment where I will admit I was rather scared."128 John Phair expresses a similar 

sentiment, describing the beginning of the protest as "the most fightening public 

experience I had. There were people gathering across the street watching what was going 

on and when they started outnumbering us it was gating very nerve-wracking, and then 

- 
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more of our people came in and the protest Picketers held sips that read, 

"The King's is sexist," "Anti gay is sick" 'MScrimZnation Lives here," and "Gay is 

p ro~d , "~3~  

In a JizmtaI news article about the demonstration, QHA members were adamant 

that they "were not out looking for a reaction, not trying to manufacture an event. The 

incident at the King's Lounge simply happened, we went there for the same reasons [as1 

anyone else . . "m However, upon being treated unfairly, gays asserted in a letter to the 

Queen's Jmm~ai that 

Heterosexuals have always taken for granted their right to express sexual 
preference and physical affixtion in public. The expression of such 
preferences and affections is natural for homosexuals as well as for 
heterosexuals, and this is why we seek the right to engage in it publicly. 
We are no longer willing to hide this aspect of ourselves.~3~ 

Protesters attracted some 130 spectators, who stood quietly watching fkom the other side 

of the st-eet. "Right across the street was the Legion," describes Dan, "The Legion had a 

big sort of plate glass window, so there were all these Legion types in there drinking and 

pressing their noses against the window staring at us."133 A reporter fkom the Whig- 

Stmzabd inte~ewed protesters and the next day a photo of the protest appeared on the 

front page of the paper. Commented one 14-yearsld girl in the accompanying article, "I 

can't believe people would get up on Princess Street and admit they're gay."L34 

There were certainly some members of the QHA who shared her sentiment. 

Narrators who participated in the protest note that the majority of faces that appeared in 

the Whig's photo were students- The whole point of the demonstration was to be very 

visible and students had the least to lose. Comments Maureen, "people who were there 

IWInteniew with John Phair, Toronto, Much 2514 1998. 
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were people without a lot of economic stake or people who just had tremendous pride and 

courage. It was r d y  gutsy to go down Princess St"I3* Echoes Phair, "Not many people 

fiom the town, the bulk of support was fiom the university not having to worry at that 

point about jobs, not having W l i e s  to support or to justify your actions to. If your 

family's 100 kilometers away its easier to act for yourseIE"n6 Students were more 

transient, often did not have family in town, were not womed about Losing a job, and were 

recognized as a legitimate group by Queen's. However, not all QHA student members 

agreed with the protest. Harvey was absent fiom the demonstration "because I didn't feel 

that this was the thing to be doing. I thought we should be focusing on creating an 

environment for gays to come out and I thought if we presented ourselves as militant 

exhibitionists who were going to go to a straight bar and dance with each other for sheer 

shock value, we would turn more people o e  we would drive people into the closet."137 

According to Harvey, the QHA felt the repercussions of the picket for years afterward. 

Anxious callers would call the Rap Line expressing a fear of being on the front page of the 

paper if they joined the QHA. Unfortunately, the protest appeared to have Little effect on 

the King's except to cause Mitchell to declare that he would no longer serve members of 

the Qm 'if I am able to recognize thern"l38 Although the action did not change the 

King's policy, the fact that thirty people openly, and without shame or incident, 

demonstrated for gay rights on a busy Kingston street was a formidable accomplishment. 

Only seven days after the homophiles were escorted out of the King's Hotel, a very 

angry Lois O'Brian drew the educational activities of the QHA to the attention of the 

Whig-Strndnd "Homosexuals talc to students; one mother is angry," blared the fiont 

page hea~iline~~3~ Four homophiles two women and two men, had been the guest 

135htenriew with Maureen Fraser, Kingston, March 23rd, 1998. 
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speakers at a Loyalist Collegiate Vocatiod Institute (L.C.V.I.) health class geared 

towards the health and sex education of students Eom grades 11 to 13. "They shouldn't 

be allowed to recruit at the schools," claimed Lois O'Brian, "and this is what it amounts 

to."140 In part the talk to which O'Brian refers to was motivated by the research work of 

QHA co-chair Lynn Atwood. As part of her graduating essay entitled "Homophobia: As 

Perpetuated in the High School System", Atwood approached six Kingston area schools 

to determine what was being taught about h~mosexuaiity~ In four of the six schools. 

teachers were using faulty studies conducted in the mid 1950s that "proved" homosexuals 

were mentally and emotionally W 4 1  

The purpose of the QHA talk was "to dispel the myths and misconceptions that 

have grown up around homosexuality, to allay fears and hostility, and to get rid of the 

stigma attached to the life~tyle."~~2 L.C.V.I. principal J.G. Linscott stood up in support of 

the QHA presence, arguing that students were informed that the topic of homosexuality 

would be discussed and had the options of bringing their parents or not attending. "Very 

few (students) discuss sexual problems with parents," he stated, "If students are having a 

problem of this nature . . . where does the student Perhaps unsurprisingiy, many 

people did not agree with Linscott's supportive stance. Three school board trustees hid 

behind a request for more information and two opposed the talk Betty Comeil questioning 

the idea of "making what we in society have accepted as a deviation appear to be 

acceptable," and claiming that "parents and the church are capable of looking after things 

like that. but not the school system."lu Board director J.B. Slack claimed that the course 

was supposed to study homosexuality as an aberration-145 Only one trustee, Lars 

14"Homose~ds talk-,." 
141~etter from Lyn Atwood. 'QHA offers other side' Queen's Joumcll, hkch 15,1977. 
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Thompson, commended the teacher who organized the talk and supported the need for the 

QHA's presence. On March IOth, the WltgdtlllECjiad produced a scathing editorial that 

began with the assertion that "Homosexuality is an aberration, a stunted state of human 

sexual development. It is not the p e r f d y  normal and natural phenomenon that militant 

homosexuals proclaim it to be." Continued the editor, "When legislation was passed that 

recognized the fact of homosexuality and permitted homosexual acts between consenting 

adults, those responsible for the Act did so with the clear understanding that there would 

be no interaction with minors. Let us keep it &at way."1a 

A flurry of letters to the editor appeared in the Whig for the following two weeks. 

The QHA clarified its intentions in a letter signed by six members, three men and three 

women, on behalf of the organization "Someone has to clear away the misconceptions 

and fears people have about homosexuality," they argued. "This must be done if anti-gay 

oppression is to be stopped. It is also necessary in order to end the fear and self-hate 

experienced by gay people themsel~es."~4~ The authors also spoke directly to Lois 

OBrian's charges of "recruitment", explaining that their purpose was educational and 

justifying the distribution of the QHA office number. Only in closing did their words 

reveal the anger they felt at the homophobia expressed by O'Brian, some school board 

trustees, and members of the general public. "It should be made clear," they stated, "that 

the need for educational talks on homosexuality arises directly fiom the oppressive 

attitudes harbored by some heterosexuals. As long as this smal l  aspect of our personalities 

is held up as a ground for censure and persecution, we will not rest fkom our educational 

labours?8 

The majority of letters that followed were in support of Lois OBrian's "outrage-" 

Jennifer Fern was in favour of talks about homosexuality but only as long as students were 

'46~ditorial "Not To Be EncouragedM WhigStmrdmd, March IOth, 1977. 
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not "being led to believe that thk is a normal type of behavior."14g A host of letters 

appearing under the title "Parents have lost control of schoolsf' provided an indication of 

what kind of "education" might be expected fiom at least two local churches. Reverend 

Albert Luesink and Reverend AML Laverty were dismayed that the homophiles were 

allowed into the schools, afthough Laverty did admit to "offering counsel to a wide variety 

of people" and, therefore, "tryrig] to understanding and help all who have personal 

problems." 150 Iva M. Kirkwood sought to reassure the homophilw that even though they 

were unnatural sinners, God s t i l l  loved them. "I just want to tell these people," she wrote, 

"that God loves the homosexuals but not their sin, And His love and word can cleanse 

them Corn this sick bondage they are in."151 

In the same issue of the Whig, both O'Brian and John Phair responded to earlier 

letters and the trusteesf debate. O'Brian rallied against the silence of trustees, called for a 

directive fiom the Director of Educatioq and urged concerned parents to contact the 

Ministry if this did not take placeJs2 The reasoned tone of Phair's letter, challenging 

definitions of "natural" and disputing claims that homosexuality can be traced back to 

"abnormal influences" during early childhood, ends on an angry, defiant note. "How dare 

you," he writes, "tell another human that shehe can vote as an adult, get married, and 

even die for herhis country, but unless shehe is 21 shehe cannot choose whom to love?" 

signed, "Yours in gay pride, John G. Phair QHk""3 

The few positive letters were actually written by L.C.V.1- students who attended 

the talk. Caroline E. Jellinck, one of the students who attended the class, wrote, 

"I feel that the visit of these people to the class was in no way detrimental 
to either the class, or any of the individuals in it. Before this recent 
publicity, I had not heard of any other person who attended the class, 

149~etter fiom Jennifer Fern. "Not Nofmal Bebaviour" WhigStmdard, March 14th 1977. 
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beside myself; who had discussed this topic openly and ratiodly with their 
parents . . . I am therefore hoping that such visits will be considered a 
lesson in positive attitudes for Living in a fiee societyLH 

Another student, Cindy Slack, declared that "Everybody really enjoyed it [the talk]- It 

took away a lot of the myths: about how they Lisp or how they use their hands when they 

talk- They were perfectly normal, really nice pe~ple."~" As Don Ball's narrative reveals, 

the publicity also had invisible yet wide ranging positive implications. For Don, a 

Kingston resident who was in grade seven at the time, the talk dehitely had a positive 

impact on his We. Don knew he  was "different1' but lacked the language, role models, and 

community that would have helped him identi@ his desire. He vividly recalls hiding in his 

room to read the coverage and, excited about actually meeting QHA members, 

immediately felt "ready to graduate and get up to highschool."l~6 The news coverage left 

Don with a feeling of opportunity: even though some of the letters were rife with extreme 

homophobia, Don discovered that there were other people like him in Kingston and a 

group he could join when he was older. 

The students who participated in the events of that spring could do so because 

they were not running the risk of losing jobs or being seen by unsuspecting family 

members. However, the publicity generated by the King's picket and the school board 

fiasco did have negative repercussions for at least two of the narrators. John Phair and 

John Higgins had been involved with St. George's Cathedral for five and two years 

respectively when they were asked to leave. The opportunity to play as the church's 

assistant organist was one of Phair's initial draws to Kingston; the position was a valuable 

one for a student entering the faculty of music and aspiring to a professional liturgical 

career. John Higgins joined the Cathedral's choir in 1975. Unlike Phair, John had never 

really been involved with the church but during his time at Queen's had developed a keen 

- 
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interest in English church music. The two were lovers for the duration of HigSins1 time 

with the Cathedral. a fact that they certainly did not try to hide and assumed was 

understood by members of the parish. Both men were surprised, therefore, when in the 

spring of 1977 chieforganist John Gallienne informed them that they would have to quit 

because they had been too public about their sexuality- 

It was a strange and hurdkl demand that did not make sense until years later when 

Gallieme was charged and convicted of pedophiIia- Obviously concerned that 

misconceived public notions of the links between male homosexuality and pedophilia 

would cause members of the congregation to start asking questions about the choir, 

Galleon took matters into his own hands and without permission of the church told 

Higgins and Phair to leave. "During this time I had no idea about what was going on 

between him and the choir boys," Higgins states in a tight voice, 

that was caremy concealed, what was not concealed was that he seemed to be 
kind of interested in gay male sort of things, or  interested in men. But he was very 
repressed about it, course he was married and this was rather uncomfortable ...he 
kicked us out basically to protect himself because he didn't want whispers of gay 
doings around the choir But you h o w  we were completely out, only interested in 
other adult men, this was just Gallieme protecting 

John Phair echoes these sentiments, "he [Gallienne] thought that it drew too much 

attention to him and his doings, which I didn't realize what those were . - . i f 1  had know 

that was happening to those boys I would have done something. He was very 

manipulative in his professional relationships, manipulative in the choir. ..as soon as word 

came out that he was a predator, it all snapped, every action of his the reason behind it 

became clear."l58 Although Gallieme's decision was reversed when Higgins challenged 

him by going directly to the priest and then to the Vestry Council, both men were 

significantly affected by the turn of events. John Higgins retumed to St. Georgels to sing 
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only a couple more times and Phair, his life complicated by the &ct that he met a new 

Lover from Peterborough at the King's picket and his retationship with H i m  was ending 

never returned. Iohn Phair now believes that his involvement with St. George's - that he 

was at the Cathedral during the years of Gallieme's sexual predation - permanently 

damaged his career as an organist. More traumatic for both men, however, is the 

knowledge that they were ignorant bystanders to the sexual violence that Gallieme 

inflicted on so many young boys' lives.1" 

That s p ~ g ,  John Phair, John Higgins, Dan Schneider and Julia Creet left 

Kingston. The law school students had finished their degrees and, unable to find work in 

their respective fields, each decided to move on, With them departed the more overt 

approach to gay organizing- Harvey Brownstone and another male Queen's student 

assumed the position of QHA co-ordimtors. Once again their focus was on education and 

community building, statEng the phone line, organizing dances and facilitating drop-ins. 

Since 1973 the Queen's Homophile Association, known as the Lesbian, Gay, 

BisexuaI Association (LGBA) since the early 1990s, has been a locus of community 

building and gay organizing. The existence of the organization played a vital role in 

facilitating individuals' journeys toward self-acceptance and raising the visibility of gays in 

Kingston. Former members of the QHA remember the 1970s as a period when emotions 

ran high. Expressions of fear, elation, apprehmsion, sadness, risk, and excitement are 

shared by all the narrators. The QHA offered members a space where they could engage 

in the process of figuring out how their sexuality shaped their identity. Etarvey remembers 

hours and hours of conversation on topics ranging fiom non-monogamy to corning out to 

f d y ,  fkom the best cruising spots to reconciling religion with homosexuality- It was a 

process of fleshing out gay identity. Harvey laughs, 

'jgSee Judy Steed, Xingnon: Corruption in tbc Cathadralw in Our Little Secret: Confronting Child 
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I remember hearing some butch guy say that if he wanted an effeminate he would 
go for a woman - that was the days of the village people and being a macho butch 
clone was very in. We all wore tight jeans, lumber jack shirts, everybody had a 
mustache and everybody wanted a butch guy. Funny how these things stick in 
your mind but when you are first coming out and you wanted to be attractive to 
others you hear alI this and you pick it up and you try to be, to shape yourself in a 
way that people will find attractive. Later I learned to just be yourself?" 

A feeliig of pride, a sense that their time spent in the QHA was signiscant on a personal 

and political level, is evident in alI QHA members' narratives. Says Dan, 

For me it was extremely exciting to be  gay in Kingston because I came out in 
Kingston. I discovered a redy important aspect of who I was and I discovered at 
the same time that I was not alone and this was not just a theoretical fhding out. I 
found this community and, you how, I don't know if I've ever experienced that 
same sense of community since. That may have just been to do with the time and 
the place and the euphoria of coming out and really being fhe to be who you are 
with people who are Like you, and it was exciting- We were, I think, all 
empowered by each other. ... we fed off of each otheis enthusiasm and idealism and 
we were able to do things that surprised ourselves and certainly surprised 
Kingston.161 

Even narrators who were not involved in the more public events of 1977 identify the 

maintenance of the Gay Rap Line, weekly drop-ins, dances and house parties, as important 

activities. This history of the QHA celebrates the emotions and energy of the individuals 

who identified a need in the community and did their best to llfill it. 

A history of the homophile association also provides insight into the larger issue of 

how place impacts the intersections of class, gender, and sexuality, and explores the 

relationship between gay organizing in large cities and smaller urban centers. Although 

tensions around class, sexuality, and gender were certainly not absent tiom the QHA, 

testimonies reveal a desire by members to overlook their differences with the aim of 

building community. As Harold Averill states, the QHA was "the only game in town," and 

for many people that meant putting aside or putting up with the very real differences 
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among gays, lesbians, and bisexuals in Kingston. The small size of the city cohiuted to 

how gay political organizing was m d e s t e d  in the QHA. Although f e a r  with and in 

agreement with the human rights strategy being articulated by activists in larger cities, 

members of the QHA drafted a local approach. As can be seen by their actions 

throughout the 1970s, but especially in 1977, the QHA was influenced by developments in 

nearby urban centers. It would be incorrect, however, to maintain the two assumptions of 

contemporary queer history: either that nothing (or very Little) happened in smaller urban 

centers, or that events merely mirrored activities taking place in Toronto, Ottawa, 

Vancouver, and Montreal- Much of the QHA's activities reflect Julia's sentiment: "We 

weren't trying to import big city politics, we were trying to create a network because that's 

what we needed rnost."l62 Though very loosely structured and often stumbling fiom the 

leadership of one charismatic individual to the next, the Queen's Homophile Association 

was a lifeline to many individuals trying to forge a positive gay Life in Kingston. "It was a 

very exciting time," recalls Harold, "we all thought the world was for us, we could do 

anything we wanted to." 163 
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Chapter Four 

Out in Left Field - Oueen's Phvs Ed. Balldvks, & Lesbian-Feminism 

An acquaintance of mine who recently moved to Kingston inquired about "how 

women met each other in this town" "Either join a softball team or volunteer at the 

women's shelter," she was intbrmed. Ih this respect, not much has changed since the early 

1970s, when Kingston lesbians connected over how to hit a home run or at meetings run 

by consensus. Sport and t e s t  organizing have always played important roles in the 

history of lesbian and bisexual women's community building. 

Works such as Becki Ross' The House that Ji i  Built - A Lesbian Nation in Formation, 

Alice Echols' Daring to be Bad - Radical Feminism in America 196701975, and most 

twentieth-century women's studies textbooks, document the involvement of lesbians in the 

women's Liberation movement. The women's centers, sexual assault organizations, and 

women's shelters that sprung up across the country in the seventies were a locus for 

discussions of women's sexuality- Although tensions between heterosexual and lesbian 

women often ran high as they struBgled over whether a vocal inclusion of lesbianism 

undermined feminism's public image, these sites did offer lesbians the opportunity to meet 

each other and develop ideas of lesbian identity? 

Study of lesbian community formation through sport are far less extensive, 

particularly from a historical perspective. Susan Birrell and Chetyl L. Cole write, 

"Although the relation between sexuality and sport semes as a central stnrcture for 

bodylidentitylgender meanings, sexuality remains one of the most neglected areas of 

'see Becki Ross, The House that fi Built - A Lesbian Nation in Formation (Torontor Uniiersity of 
Toronto Press. 1995); Alice Echok, Daring to be Bad - Radical Feminism in America 1%7-1975 
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2 ~ o r  example, in Toronto, in 1979, a conference titled "A Fine Kettle of Fish" was held with the explicit 
purpose of addressing the gowing animosity between hemamd and lesbian feminists. For a detailed 
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inquiry in sport study? While pubIications by Pat G d h  and Yolanda Zipiter are 

significant contributions to this topic, quintessential collections such as The Lesbian and 

Gav Studies Reader or Lesbians in Canada make no mention of the leagues of women who 

found fiendship and community on the playing fields.+ Yet the importance of sport is 

firmly acknowledged in lesbian folklore; the words "gym teacher" are guaranteed to evoke 

confessions of schoolgirl crushes, and even women who have never been personally 

interested in sport can identify it as a vetiide for meeting women. In "Ode to a Gym 

Teacher," lesbian singerlsongwrier Meg Christian presents a humorous documentation of 

this phenomenon: 

.. just go to any gym class and youll be sure to see 
one girl who sticks to the teacher Sie a leaf sticks to a tree 
one girl who runs the errands and chases all the balls 
one girl who may grow up to be the gayest of them all.* 

Narrator Maureen Fraser recalls, "there was this woman in my art class who L suspected 

might be a lesbian: she had a lot of hockey equipment and she was also seeing a shrink": 

this combination of sport and psychiatry signified a gay ~exuality.~ 

In Kingston, sports and feminist organizing were definitely key sites for the 

sustenance of lesbian identity and cuhure. In this chapter I focus on three sites of lesbian 

community formation: the Kingston Women's Sofiball League, Queen's University 

Physical Education Department, and the Kingston Women's Center. My analysis of the 

Queen's Physical Education Department is drawn primarily fiom an interview with one 

woman who worked as a professor and a coach. Her testimony provides information on 

3E& Susan Binell and Cheryl L- Cole, Womea Swrt & Culture (United States: Human Kinetics, 1994): 
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her own experience of being a lesbian in the department and extends to her observations of 

what it may have been like to be a lesbian student. As was the case in all other sites of 

community formation, socio-ecoaomics played an important role in how lesbians 

connected with each other. While the physical education department was predominantly 

the playing ground of women co~ec ted  to the academy, women of all class backgrounds 

participated in both the women's center and the softball league- Kingston's s d  

population required that both activities encompass working-class and middldupper-middle 

class women. Donna Gallager, former physical education professor, remarks "a team 

needs a certain number of players so you can't be that picky you know ...y ou don't care 

who they are as long as they want to play because that allows you to play."7 However, 

although women fiom all class backgrounds participated in activities on the field and even 

went out for a team drink afterwards, the formation of extensive friendship networks 

consisted primarily ofworking class women. On the other hand, at the Kingston Women's 

Centre, working class women attended workshops, utilized the facility, and were members 

of consciousness raising groups, but the prominent feminists behind the organization were 

primarily middle and upper-middle class women. 

In addition to dealing with class differences, lesbians and bisexual women had to 

determine how and when to express their sexuality- Unlike gay men cruising the park who 

could, for the most part, assume that the majority of men present were there for the same 

reason even if they identified as "straight," many women involved in sports and feminism 

were heterosexual and so expressions of same-sex desire had to be negotiated, even within 

these women-only spaces. At the women's center, the context of early seventies women's 

liberation provided lesbians and heterosexual women with specific processes for dealing 

with sexual difrence; women encountered these issues through organized workshops, 

consciousness-raising groups, and an abundance of verbal processing- On the field, 

'Interview with Donna Gallager, Kingston, March 9th, 1998. 



however, the issue of sexuality was surrounded by a silence which protected both lesbian 

and heterosexual players. Heterosexual women could easily remain willtirlly or innocentIy 

unaware of the meaningfid glances and subtle innuendo that communicated lesbian desire, 

thus contributing to keeping the issue of lesbianism out of the arena of public debate. And 

it was in the self-interest of many lesbians to keep their sexuality hidden; enabling them to 

avoid the potentially homophobic reactions of straight players, family, colleagues, and 

fiends, "I don't think the het women on the team knew we were lesbians," comments 

Maurreen, "or ifthey did, they certainly didn't want to talk about it, I don't think we were 

out to those other women [straight players] but I don't think we cared what they thought. 

We felt like we were the best players on the team and they were lucky to have us."8 In 

some cases, however, the benefit of silence was sometimes at the expense of other 

lesbians, unable to see these subtle expression of same-sex desire, for whom this 

community remained invisible. Even though the women's center and the ball teams were 

not places where all women built their intimate networks of support, many women still 

benefited from being in environments that affirmed particular aspects of their identity. 

These sites provided a space in which to explore sexuality, find support around 

burgeoning feminism, or validate a desire to defj. gender codes which refbsed women the 

opportunity to be strong, sweaty, and even "masculine." 

g~verybody knew* however. that really the best softball players were lesbians who played for the Angels, 
the Prison for Women's team Pat recalls, "The name of the team in the women's pen were the Angels- 
They were the most vicious ball players you could imagine. If they threw the ball at you, you'd had it." 
Julia recalls playing ball in P. for W, at the young age of 15. The eveat made quite an impression on her, 
"It was pretty Gightening actually because they had me pegged the minute I walked in there . - . pretty 
stupid actually, I slid into fim base and knocked the first baseman d m  and when I opened my eyes anb 
looked up she was staring over aw, ready to punch me out I got up and ran back to the bench c@gU 
Interview with Maureen Fraser, Kingston, March 23rd, 1998.; Interview with Pat M e ,  Ottawa. June 
9th, 1998,; Interview with Jiilia Creet, Toronto, July 2114 1997. 



Oueen's Phvsical Education 

"You know, I have to say that I think all those myths about Lesbians in physical 

education are true." comments Joan*? The experiences of Donna Gallager, who spent 

hventy-seven years working as a professor of physical education at Queen's University, 

definitely support this view. The world of women's sports has a long history of attracting 

women who defied constructions of femininity that would have removed them fkom the 

playing field and anchored them firmly in the kitchen Accordig to Donna, in the Mies, 

sixties and even seventies, being a remotely 'masculiner woman and pursuing an interest in 

sports immediately placed you outside the norms of heterosexual society.1° For women 

who did not fit conventional gender codes, the world of athletics offered an environment 

where the very qualities of physical fitness and prowess that situated them as "other" were 

in fact honored. "Sport," describes Donna, 

It's a place where you can be strong and it's okay, and you can be aggressive and 
it's okay. So it's a place where you can be the kind of person you would like to be 
that maybe society doesn't accept. It's okay to go up and hit the ball as hard as 
you can and if it hits somebody on the other team that is unfortunate, but that is 
part of the game. It's okay to sweat, to not look attractive, to be muscular and fit, 
and it's okay to be a big women. It makes a lot of things okay that maybe arenft 
okay in the normal populations. And it wasn't [okay] in the sixties and seventies, 
everybody liked women with their curves, and so if you were fit and thin and 
muscular then right away you looked like a man There was no question.'l 

This validation of physical strength and prowess attracted heterosexual and lesbian women 

alike. For lesbians, however, whose sense of otherness derived fiom a dissonance with 

codes of gender and sexuality, the appeal of women's sports could be even more intense. 

Lesbians who articulate a knowledge of their sexual difference from an early age 

commonly speak of feeling somehow removed fkom the rest of society, even when they 

91nte~ew with Joan*. Kingston, January 26th 1995, 
%or a discussion of twentieth century constructions of women in sport and the developing associations of 
Iesbianism with female athleticism, see Susan Cahn, "Crushes, Competition, and Closets: Tbe Emergence 
of Homophobia in Women's Physical Education," in Women Sport & Cultureturc ed. Susan Birrell & Cheryl 
L. Cole. (USA: Human Kinetics, 1994); pp- 327-337. 
'Interview with Donna Gallager, Kingston, Much 9th, 1998, 



lacked the words to clearly conceive of how they occupied a space outside the norm- 

"The only thing that I really knew," explains Donna, "was that I was different."12 

Although she is speaking of her own youth, these words echo the experiences of countless 

namators. The sensation, therefore, of having finally arrived - recognizing themselves in 

the bodies around them and experiencing the potential of reciprocated desire - gave many 

lesbians an enormous sense of relief that extended the attraction of sports far beyond the 

satisfying 'thwack' of connecting bat to ball. 

Serious athletics also required an intense commitment of time and energy, 

requiring athletes to make a whole host of decisions that often placed them even fbrther 

outside the heterosexual norm "Part of it [the predominance of lesbians in sport]," claims 

Donna, "is that you don't have to balance a heterosexual social Life with your sport life. 

Probably your partner, if not in a different sport, they are probably supportive of your 

participation, not like a heterosexual relationship where you have to do all these social 

things."l3 Many varsity players sad the women who coached them were gay. "Most 

people who coached at a university level who were single were gay," states Donna, 

It was a large group, fifteen or twenty of us who were all known to each other, 
and a lot of athletes too of course, especially on provincial teams. So when you 
went to provincial training camps you knew there were a lot- It seemed the 
separation between most ofthe young woman who made it to the provincial Ievel - 
it took that little bit of extra commitment to make it from the university teams to 
the provincial teams - and it seemed that a large percentage ofthe people who did 
that were people who were gay.I4 

It is not surprising, therefore, that many lesbians would find a place for themselves in the 

Queen's Physical Education department and on varsity sports teams. 

However, some of the qualities of sport that contributed to gay women's comfort 

in the department made it an unsafe place for gay men. The emphasis on characteristics 

12Jhteniew with Donna GalIager, Kingston, March 9th. 1998. I 
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such as aggressiveness, strength, and competitiveness reinforced specific notions of 

mascuiinity that were tied to constructions of heterosexuality* Writes GdEn, 

Many people believe that the terms gay man and athlete used together are an 
oxymoron. A gay male athlete violates both the image of male athletes as strong, 
virile, and heterosexual and the image of gay men as swishy and effeminateJfgay 
men can be strong, tough, competitive, and part of a male bonding experience in 
the Locker room with straight men, how can straight men confidently differentiate 
themselves fiom gay menF 

In addition, the homoerotic possibilities of same sex locker rooms, weekend tournaments, 

and &Il contact sports that served in the interests of lesbian desire made straight men 

vehemently deny the possibility of homoerotic desire. Throughout the twenty-seven years 

Doma spent teaching at Queen's, intense homophobia was successfid in keeping gay male 

physical education students in the closet Only twice did gay male students approach her 

for some support because "even that was too threatening."16 For a successll football 

player to admit that he was gay would have entailed challenging conceptions of what it 

meant to be a "real man," and would have required straight players to be secure enough in 

their heterosexuality to share the locker room without perceiving gay men as a threat. 

Although the department housed a large percentage of lesbian s t a E  and a sizable 

number of lesbian students, a code of silence surrounded the issue of "alternative" 

sexualities. Lesbian students, varsity players, instructors, and coaches did not openly 

discuss their sexuality. This phenomenon, described by Susan Cahn as "play it, don't say 

it,"I7 was and to some extent still is, a common occurrence within the women's locker 

rooms of Nonh America Authors Grifb,  Birrell, Cole and Hargreaves all emphasize the 

direct connection between silence and the consequence of o p e ~ e s s . ~ ~  

IsPat Griffin, Strong Women. DeeD Closets, p. 25- 
161nteniew with Donna Gallager, Kingsto- March 9th, 1998. 
L7Susan Cahn Coming On S l n m :  Gendcr and !kxuaEtv In Twentieth Gene Women's S m t  
floronto: Free Press, 1994); as quoted by Pat Griffig Strong Women. Closets3 p- 40. 
18Jennifer Hargreaves, Smrtinp Females: Critical Issues In The Historv and Sociolow of Women's Smrts 
(New York: Routledge, 1994). 



If a woman coach or athlete identifies herseK as lesbian, she risks ostracism, 
condemnation, bss of commercial endorsements, loss of employment, or loss of 
the opportunity to compete. With the potential for these dire consequences, many 
themselves prefer silence.1g 

D o ~ a ,  however, claims that she never experienced this silence as oppressive and, 

in fact, describes herself as quite "out" during her entire time in the department, even 

though her lesbianism was never up for discussion. "I've never ever had that desire or 

need to be 'in your face, uust] deal with it'," she comments. 

I don't feel I have to stand up and announce it. Female partners were always 
invited by my bosses: to me that is acknowledging that I am in a relationship. 
They've always been invited to any party. The faculty has made a point of calling 
and asking personally7 not just you can bring this fiend of yours. It has never been 
like that. My partners have always been arwnd the university. Everybody knows 
them, taks to them, there's no, so I don't, as fx as getting up and announcing it to 
the students so that they can identify me as a role model, I've never had to do that 
because everybody knows me. It's not that I cover up anything, just that it's 
known? 

Part of Donna's assumption that "everybody knew" rested on the social "stigma" that 

equated women in sports with lesbianism. Because athletic women defied conventional 

notions of femininity, and lesbiankm was equated with masculinity, sportswomen were 

often perceived as sexual deviants. Explains Duma, "Women, even if you weren't gay, 

you were considered to be a lesbian if you were seriously pursuing spons, so you know 

you've Lived with it your entire Life, if you've been in sport especially people my age and so 

it didn't matter whether you were or you weren't, you were painted with the same 

brush."21 Asserting her sexuality seemed unnecessary in this environment, especially when 

she felt that her relationships were respected and acknowledged by colleagues and that 

lesbian students who needed support knew they wuld comfortably knock or. her office 

door- 

lgPat G d ? i n  Strong Women Deer, Closets, p. 67. 
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Donna's silence is also inm'nsically connected to how she conceptualiied her 

sexudity as just another aspect of her identity- While identity politics of the 1980s and 

early 90s situated sexuality, race, class, and gender as primary characteristics that mark 

how an individual experiences their place in the world, Donna describes herself as "just 

hctioning as a person." "I wasn't looking for a lesbian community," she comments, "that 

was never the way it was. You were always just people bctioning and you did the things 

you enjoyed doing and you make friends on the team and you never r d y  looked 

beyond? Announcing her sexuality to a group of first year students or to the women she 

coached would have contradicted her understanding of herself as "a person first." Perhaps 

being involved in sports from an early age also afforded Donna the opportunity of never 

having to look very far for women Ore herseK In addition, working in an environment 

that affirmed her identity as a strong, athletic woman meant that, at least at work, she did 

not have to struggle against conventional notions offemininty. 

However, not everybody in the phys. ed. department did know, and so Domats 

silence was also interpreted by some students as an attempt to keep the prevalence of 

lesbianism under wraps. Whether or not the department would have been so accepting 

had there been vocal discussion of the role of lesbians in sport is debatable- It could be 

argued that the silence allowed for a tacit tolerance that would not have been granted so 

easily had the presence of lesbians in the department been more public. Open discussion 

of homosexuality would have challenged the heterosexual premises that dictated even 

basic structures such as sex-segregated change rooms. Silence could foster avoidance, 

permitting heterosexual women the luxury of not having to engage with the sexual 

diversity of their teammates. Without words or an understanding of the unspoken signs 

indicating membership on "The Team", gay physical education students could easily read 

the silence around sexuality as reinforcing a taboo. Julia had her heart set on attending 

22inteniew with Donna Gallager, Kingston, March 9th, 1998. 



physical education at Queen's until, through her involvement with the homophile 

association, she realized that "the homophobia in the physical education department would 

have killed me-''= As an out lesbian, she read the department's silence around sexuality as 

homophobia and interpreted, what for Donna was a tacit acceptance, as hiding6 For "outw 

students, those who wanted to be more vocal about their sexuality, resistance could come 

from both gay and straight peers alike. In light of the social conceptions of women and 

sport that conflated athleticism with lesbianism, heterosexual players may have felt the 

need to defend their s e d  identity against these "dlegatioos" while closeted lesbians 

required the silence in order to feel safe. Therefore, for women who were comfortable 

with their sexuatity and understood that they were part of an unspoken community of like- 

minded women, acceptance was implicit. Summarizes GrifFn, "[Silence] enabled lesbian 

athletes to survive and enjoy a circumscribed social Life on athletic teams that was 

impossible elsewhere."" While for some lesbians the silence was not oppressive, for gay 

athletes who lacked the knowjedge to discern others l i e  themselves, the silence around 

sexuality functioned as a source of their continuing alienation. 

Kingston Balldvkes 

"She'll always be a player on the baflfield of my heart." 
-Meg ChristiaLl 

Jan was 19 when she first heard a woman claim the label "lesbian" as her own- 

They were both quite drunk, partying heavily with other members of the softball team, 

when Jan's fiend found her sitting alone behind the barn and confided, "You know Jan, 

I'm a lesbian." Jan's reaction was one of shock underlined by intense fear. Overwhelmed 

by the realization that her fiend was offering Jan a word for the desire she herself felt - a 

word that would label her outcast, other, mentally ill, fie& - Jan responded by yelling, 

%terview with Julia Creet Toranto, July 2nd, 1997. 
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"What the fbck! What the fbck! rm going to shoot my hckiog head oE" Stumbling into 

the barn, Jan grabbed the family gun and pointed it to her head- She did not harm herself 

that night but the intensity of Jan's reaction is indicative of the Life changing implications of 

her fiend's words." Ever since Jan was a young girl she carried with her a disquieting 

awareness that she was different in some intangi'ble way. Only when she started playing 

softball as a teenager did she feel, for reasons that she did not comprehend at the time, 

that she finally fit in- 

For Jan and many other women, the community created through women's sofiball 

offered validation of both sexual and gender transgression- The ball field was a site where 

strength and fitness were considered attributes and a teasing toss of the ball or a 

comradely hug couid easily carry undertones of sexual tension According to Zipiter, 

lesbians can be found on the softball fields of almost any large city or small town across 

the United States? Certainly this is true of Kingston; the Kingston Women's Softball 

League has a long history of attracting lesbians to its ranks. 

What is it that drew lesbians to playing ball? Zipiter locates part of the answer to 

this question in sofiball's history, tracing the game's evolution as a primarily working class 

sport that accommodated the participation of strong independent, working women. To 

be a woman involved in softball, she explains, required an "ability to go against social 

norms and a certain independence of spirit - qualities that the lesbian out on her own, 

supporting herself, would be likely to have to one degree or another."27 In addition, the 

ball team fbnctioned as a safe and accessibie means of meeting ow another. "The real 

attraction of softball is its social nature," claims Zipiter, 

What begins as cooperation and teamwork on the field often evolves into off-field 
intimacy and support. The many hours of practice in which we help each other to 
play our best, the impromptu meals aftenward, the games in which we share a 

- 
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common goal, the debrations and post-mortems that follow-all of these things 
produce a heightened sense of camaraderie amoag the players, a camaraderie not 
easily found elsewhere? 

Women could begin getting to know each other through a shared enjoyment of the sport, 

escaping the need for any initial open articulation of their lesbian desire- Unlike gay 

political organizations, or even feminist organizations that were often equated with 

lesbianism by the public, ball teams offered safety to lesbians and bisexual women wary of 

being involved in an institution that would implicitly amount to a public declaration of 

their sexuality- I.€ their transgression of codes of femininity brought on accusations of 

lesbianism, these women could always counter that they were just there to play ball. 

Zipiter also makes the important observation that, because of its history as a 

working class sport and the fact that the game continued to be inexpensive to play, softball 

was fiee of the elitism often associated with feminist organizations. While these 

organizations tended to be dominated by white, middle-class women, softball teams, on 

the other hand, especially in smaller cities and rural areas, were comprised of a much 

broader class of women. Certainly this is true of Kingston, where the educational 

background prominent in feminist circles kept some women fiom stepping through the 

doors of the Kingston Women's Center. In contrast, although some women fiom different 

class backgrounds did participate in the community league, the ball field remained 

primarily the domain of working-class women Doma notes that sofiball, far more than 

other team sports such as basketball and volleyball, attracted working class women. 

"Different kinds of people played different h d s  of sports," she explains: 

The differences between softball, than say, volleyball was that softball had a lot of 
rural, there was a large grwp fiom Wolfe Island that would play and [women 
fiom] out in the counq  that piayed ball and they were not, they were quite the 
diesel dykes, they weren't college types or anything else and they played the game 
better than most guys. And then there'd be us, some of us who'd had a lot of 
experience and played on teams and stuff, who enjoyed playing but who were 
never as good as they were, never! But again they needed players and we got 



along with them. They were fbn, they were lots o f h  and it was fim being part of 
a good team But if they went out drinking or something you might go out and 
have a beer but basically you had to go home and correct papers, prepare lectures, 
so you did& socialize that much? 

Although middle- and working-class women enjoyed playing ball together, as the "us" and 

"them" dichotomy of Donna's statement reveals, class dBierences were not necessarily 

smootbly erased by a soiid pitch or a home run hit. Women of varying class backgrounds, 

heterosexuals, and gay women were all a part of a community centered around the field; 

however, smaller communities did form on the basis of a common class and sexuality- 

While all members of the team might join each other for one drink after a game, it was 

commonly the working-class lesbians who stayed out on into the night, socialized at each 

other's houses, and identified the ball team as a key component of their social support 

network The term "balldykes" is used here to refer to this community ofwomen. 

Sexual and romantic relationships between players often flourished off the field. 

Although balldykes rarely openly spoke about the intimate connections that were taking 

place, the privacy of their own homes certainly aorded them the space to act upon same- 

sex desire. Therese, who did not, in fact, play ball but went to a few balldyke house 

parties during the 1970s, describes them as 

Strange . . . because, I remember a couple [parties], you didn't know who 
was with who . . . sort of a daisy chain kind of thing- Somebody had been 
with somebody who was now with somebody else who is now the lover of 
another person. Oh! You didn't know who to say what to?O 

While both Leslie and Jan claim that the majority of seventies balldyke relationships were 

monogamous, it was certainly within the community's sexual mores for a woman to meet 

someone attractive at a party and "sleep with them that night."31 Leslie spent eight years 

Living with a woman with whom she went home after a house party. Jan's fist sexual 

experience was with a woman from her ball team who picked her up after an evening of 

2 % t e ~ e w  with Donna Gallager, Kingston, Much !Jth, 1998. 
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drinking at the Prince George. The woman asked her to go for a walk in the park and 

they ended up sitting amongst the rocks by the waters' edge, "kissing, maldog a bit of love, 

and watching the sun risese"32 Once women found each other, they had very little difficulty 

figuring out what to do: Leslie described her first sexual experience as very easy, "we 

start necking, fooling around, and next thing we ended up on the fIoor."33 Ruth's* first 

relationship lasted 23 years. She was %ends with her partner for years before they 

consummated their physical attraction for one another. 'We didn't talk about it [sex]," 

Ruth says, "we never talked about it, we just did it every night almost! It was just natural, 

it just came naturallyYR34 

Jan spent three years in a monogamous relationship with her first lover. Not until 

she got involved in the f e d k t  community did she even hear of purposely non- 

monogamous relationships, familiar instead with a kind of serial monogamy that in effect 

dowed for women to be sexual with different partners without challenging conventional 

constructions of the sexual unit. Although there were discussioas about the attributes of 

"open relationships" verses monogamy, sexual relationships in the lesbian feminist 

community also followed this model. "I don't know if it was so much promiscuous," 

explains Donna, "as it was musical chairs. There was a certain element that was 

promiscuous and on the move all the time, but generally speaking the large majority were 

really looking for lasting relationships."35 Even though few middle-class lesbians were 

integral members of the balldyke community, middle-class lesbian frminists and working- 

dass ball players did have sexual relationships with each other. Given Kingston's size, it 

would have been difficult to preclude this overlap. While there were certainly 

opportunities for the creation of small, somewhat homogeneous, fkiendsbip networks, 

women's sexual options would have been severely Iimited if they did not date outside of 
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their own circles. These attractions were not born oflimited options alone: many women 

who had just left marriages and Donna's comments allude to a class fe t isht ion by some 

of the professional women who coveted working-class butches. Recalls Donna, 

it was usually the diesel dykes, the old dykes that attracted them [new lesbiand 
because they were r d y  making a statement. It was real mixed, partly because 
some of the real "femmey" types that were academic really got off on the older 
butches. They weren't lasting relationships but they were certainly close 
encounters-36 

The ball team served as a site of both sexual exploration and gender definition- 

Many balldykes found their sexual partners through participation in the sport, while 

simultaneously establishing their place in a socio-sexual system that Linked their sexuality 

to a sense of themselves as either butch or fern-" Butcidfemme relationships were 

common in the balldyke community although Jan describes these dyads as being very fluid. 

She was a butch and her &&end was a f i e  in dress and appearance, but these 

identities were not played out in other areas of their lives. In a couple, for example, one 

woman might appear quite butch, sporting jeans, a pinkie ring, and acting very tough but 

she would also do all the housework for her femme partner. Sometimes the only 

difference between a butch and a femme was that the butch wore jeans and the. femme 

wore slacks. "Some of our fiends it was definitely butcidfemme," Jan states, "but mainly 

it was the way you dressed . . . physically might look butch but be mellow as  hit."^* 

Unlike the Buffalo lesbians of an earlier era interviewed by Davis and Kennedy for whom 

butcldfemrne was an integral way of conceptionalizing their place in the world, very few 

Kingston narrators use these terms as definitively. 

Whether or not individuals perceived their identity in terms of butch or femme 

beyond appearance, a woman dressing "Like a man" still posed such a challenge to social 

36~terview with Donna Gallager, Kingston, March 914 1998. - 
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constructions of femininity that these transgressions were sometimes met with 

condemnation or even violence. Leslie, a stone butch who played ball for eleven years and 

Erequently 'passed' as a rnaq was always ready to defend henelf and, in fact, took pride in 

her resilience. Once, she asserts, it took six cops to hold her down She describes herself 

as "the guy type. . . I wore my hair back in a wave, aU the greasy A black leather 

coat - back then I had one with all the zippers - and cowboy boots. I liked ties . . . 

sometimes even wore a tuxedo."39 Leslie was the only balldyke I encountered who so 

blatantly defied feminine codes of dress Other butch balldykes attempted to negotiate a 

balance between honoring their personal identity without incurring great societal 

condemnation. Jan remembers being in a restaurant and seeing a woman who looked so 

butch that Jan initially thought she was a man "Good for you, I thought. Fd never do 

that in p~blic."4~ The violence Leslie encountered on the streets was only in part due to 

her disruption ofgender codes. Her history as a prostitute, as a poor woman involved in 

the city's drug economy, frequently in and out of jail, combined with her gender 

transgression and sexual deviance, placed her in a fkr more marginalized position than 

most balldykes. Her occupation of a place infused with risk that never assumed "safety" 

may be what allowed Leslie to choose to assume a rnor.: "masculine" appearance than 

other butch balldykes. 

In The Persistent Desire - A Femme-Butch Reader, various femmes and butches 

describe an entire culture of nuance and gesture based on this dyad. Perhaps the 

-- - - - - 
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comparative insignificance ofbutch and femme in the Kingston community can partially be 

attributed to the conditions of life in a small city, where connections to family and work 

resulted less space to create a public lesbian culture. For these reasons butchlfernrne 

couples would certainly never be seen strolling down Princess St. hand in hand. The 

process of learning butch/femme and finding sexual partners was rarely discussed by 

bddykes. Jan's confrontation with her teammate's lesbianism was an extremely rare 

occurrence; the shared sexuality of w o r h g  class balldykes was more often communicated 

through a language of gesture and dress rather than words- Explains Jan, "We didn't taIk 

about sex, didn't even tak about lesbianism much we] didn't talk because so much 

about it was negative ... and some women were still living at home, or were Catholic - it 

was hard to look at that feeling in Rarely did anyone talk about the women 

they were involved with; rather it was silently communicated that a couple was together or 

had broken up. Ball dykes did not discuss telling f d y  or fiiends about their relationships 

or the difficulties of being gay in a homophobic society. However, Jan defhitely 

remembers feeling angry at the oppressiveness of compulsory heterosexuality: 

I'd see two Female] hets walking down the street holding hands] and feel so 
ficking angry that they could do anything they wanted because of the safeness they 
had having a man to go home to and, therefore, not having the same ~e~hate.42 

These feelings, however, were not discussed by the lesbians with whom she spent her 

time. Everything was understood implicitly. Jan attributes the silence to two factors: fear 

and internalized homophobia "There was so much fear," she says, "you might they 

[fiiends] were lesbian but you didn't want to take the risk of asking."43 Maureen, who at 

the time was a lesbian feminist university student, thinks back on these team dynamics 

with a curiosity, wondering aloud at the contradiction of her silence on the team and her 

vocalness on campus. Maureen eventually attributes these two very mereat ways of 

4 1 1 n t e ~ ~  with Jan. Kingston, Jam 17th 1995- 
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creating lesbian space to different levels of risk. "I think anybody who had a job," she 

posits, "which wasn't us [other lesbian players who were students] in those days, was 

probably much more closeted because of the feer of losing employment ..."a Although 

silence could mean safety, it could also make it very difficult for some women to 

confidently identify that the softbd team sustained a vibrant lesbian subtext- Maureen 

recalls the uncertainty that marked her early interpretations of team members' sexuality: 

initially she spent much of her time on the b d  field wondering who was gay and who was 

straight* 

For most ball dykes, the risks inherent in being open about their sexual orientation 

were too great. Some women lived at home and depended on their families for economic 

support. Many of the lesbians I interviewed, those who have always known they were gay 

and those who came to their lesbianism through feminism, feared the condemoation of 

their families, co-workers, religious communities if their sexual orientation was revealed- 

In addition, in a time when homosexuaIity was defined as immoral and perverse, it was 

difficult not to, on some level, believe negative societd judgments. As Jan's testimony 

indicates, a measure of what today would be characterized as internalized homophobia., 

also contributed to team dynamics. However, Iike Henry who chose to "not flaunt it" in 

order to more safely participate in an active gay Life or Doma who "just lived ber] life as 

a person/ silence was not necessarily about self-hate and a lack of pride. Not verbahzing 

their desire afforded balldykes some d k t y  without having to sacrifice a sense of 

community, mutual acceptance, friendship and sex. 

Strident & Strong: Lesbian Feminists and the Kingston Women's Centre 

Unlike their comrades in LOOT, the Lesbian Organization of Toronto, or LOON, 

(Lesbian Organization of Ottawa Now), Kingston lesbian feminists did not have a place 

441nte~ew with Maureen Fraser, Kingston, March 23rd, 1998. 
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they could entirely call their own. From the early 1970s until the birth of KOOL, the 

Kingston Organization oflesbians, in the early 1980~~ lesbian feminists created space for 

themselves within the Kingston Women's Centre. Situated downtown on Queen St., the 

women's center arose out of the efforts of a few women at Queen's University who 

solicited hnding from the Secretary of State to estabIish a home for Kingston's 

burgeoning feminist movement. The centre was Mid by a group of approximately 

twelve volunteers who dedicated phenomenal amounts of time to the organization: 

"twenty hows a week of your own time was not unusual to spend just to keep it 

functioning and having it be there for women who wanted to come in," relates Pat, one of 

the founding members? Like many other women's centers across the country whose 

doon were pushed open by the women's Liberation movement, the centre served as a focus 

for the development of feminism in Kingston. "One of the most popular types of grass- 

roots organization in the early and mid-1970s was the women's centre," write historians 

Nancy Adamson, Linda Briskin, and Margaret McPhaiP7 Kingston women organized 

workshops and talks on women's health, sexuality, reproduction, their position in the paid 

workforce and in the home, on violence against women and family issues. The centre also 

hosted a couple of consciousness-raising (CR) groups whose purpose was to help women 

come first to a recognition of the complexities of their second class status and then to an 

understanding of how they could use this awareness to change their own lives and the 

larger society. Often the issues discussed in the forum of CR meetings or open talks did 

result in direct action. Unbeknownst to the Secretary of State, volunteers offered abortion 

counseling and helped women access abortions through contacts in New York state. CR 

groups were a common fixture of seventies feminist organizations: 

Consciousness-raising groups were usually made up of eight to ten women who 
met regularly over a period of time- They operated without a leader, and 

46~nterview with Pat Banville: Wwa, June 9th, 1998. 
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discussion could include any topic of interest to the members. . . By focusing on 
the reality of each woman's Life, it was able to reach and, ultimately, activate 
women in a way that more abstract calls to organize around an issue would not 
have done. . . Women came together in these groups because they needed the 
support of other women and because they wanted to figure out how to make 
changes in their lives.48 

One of the main purposes ofthe centre was to act as a refbge fur women fiom the 

oppressiveness of patriarchy. An explicitly woman-only space, volunteers tried to keep it 

open as much as possible so that women could find comfort and relieffiom the strains of 

motherhood, sexual harassment on the job and on the streets, the pounding of a partner's 

fists. Pat recalls how the centre functioned as an important source of support for many 

women who found themselves traveling to Kingston in order to visit husbands or female 

lovers incarcerated in one of the many local prisons. Sometimes ex-inmates on parole 

from the Prison for Women discovered the women's centre in their search for a new life 

beyond P-for-Ws walls. Even Therese, a self-proclaimed lesbian misogynist and assuredly 

anti-feminist, found some use for the centre. She heard of a place on Queen St. that was 

"a women's drop-in center and so I went there to find out what women were dropping in," 

an excursion that resulted in a two-year relationship with a woman fiom the penitentiary 

who herself was "dropping in" at the center while she was on parole? 

Although women of different class backgrounds used the space, the primary 

organizers were white, middle-class, and frequently university educated women. The 

majority were also heterosexual. Pat recalls the involvement of one working-class woman 

in her CR group who challenged other members of the group on their class privilege, but 

this kind of direct confkontation on class and economic disparity between women was 

rare. Even though balldykes had contact with some lesbian and heterosexual feminists 

who played softbail, members of the balldyke community never frequented the women's 

centre and balldykes never mention the centre in their testimonies and it was not until 1 

48~ancy Adamso* Linda Briskin, Margaret McPbail, Feminist Omamme 
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interviewed narrators who identif5ed as lesbian feminist that I even realized an off-campus 

women's centre existed in Kingston in the seventies. The absence of balldykes did not 

seem to be a point of concern for f d s t  organizers, but neither do femiaiht narrators 

recall a strident anti-butch/femme politic that was prevafent among other lesbian feminist 

groups in the '70s? If indeed it was class that maintained the division between feminist 

organizers, some of the working-class women (whose sexuality I do not know) who 

utilized the space, and bddykes, this would be in keeping with the dominance of middle- 

class women's issues within feminist organizations cross the coWrtryWrtry In the feminist 

politic of the second wave, race and class and sexuality were subsumed under the categoty 

of "woman" and thus the issues raised by feminist organizers were assumed to apply to all 

women? Historian Ruth Roach Pierson writes, 

In the first heady days of the 'rebirth of feminism' in the late 1960s and through 
much of the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  the lighting bolt of revelation was the 'discovery' of women's 
oppression, both historically and in contemporary society The overwhelming 
majority of those who experienced this conversion to feminism and became the 
spokeswomen for the movement were white, middle class, able bodied and college 
educated. And most resided in towns and cities. And most, at least initially, 
identified themselves as heterosexual . , One of the most diflicult issues with 
which the white, mainstream women's movement has been faced is the issues of 
difference: not in the sense of the difference of one individual woman fiom 
another but rather in the sense of the difference of one social group of women 
from another? 

Ignorance of these differences could translate into working-class women, women of 

colour, and lesbians feeling uncomfortable in mainstream feminist spaces. 

The Kingston women's centre was a site of vibrant debate, and the role of lesbians 

in the collective was a topic that stimulated much discussion. However, according to 

Sosee Joan Nestle, A Restricted Countnr (New York: Firebrand Body 1987). 
 or e.xample. "Middle-class feminists are fighting for abor&ion rights, while native women are 
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lesbian narrators, the relationship between heterosexual and lesbian fernhists was neither 

one of animosity nor complete ease. Although two of the founding members were 

lesbians, the god of the centre was to function as a women's space, not an explicitly 

lesbian space. Pat explains, 

In the early stages there were only two of us who achlally considered ouse1ves as 
lesbians, all the rest were straight feminists. But our goal at that time wasn't so 
much towards a lesbian organizatioq at that time it was towards getting the 
women's centre established and it was also going to be a place for lesbians as well. 
Urn, it, we did have a lot of discussion about it, Some women were uncomfortabie 
with it, some women were curious, Some women wanted to find out more about 
it. It got to be, it was a very interesting time . . . there was lots of energy, lots of 
youth and energy and there was dedication, maybe even haticism, cause we all 
knew we were right, we all knew we had to be feminists and if we wanted to be 
Iesbians too that was fhe-53 

Surprisingly, anxiety and anger do not accompany lesbian narrators' recollections of these 

debates. The testimonies of Kingston lesbian feminists are quite different fiom those of 

lesbian feminists in larger urban centers who felt alienated fkom and discriminated against 

by heterosexual feminists? Kingston lesbians negotiated this tension by willingly placing 

their sexuality second to feminism: the women's issues given priority at the centre were, 

therefore, of concern to lesbians. Maureen explains, 

Most of the lesbians I knew through the 70s, were fa more allied to the feminist 
movement than any gay or lesbian rights movements . . . Feminist women in the 
70s accepted lesbians but they did not want to hear about lesbianism and their 
greatest fear was that they would be branded lesbians. If it was known how many 
lesbians were among them, it would blacken the image cf feminism. So they 
accepted us on one levei but they really wanted us to shut up and not bring 
forward our agenda and you know that played out in the ~ O S . ~ ~  

However, neither she nor Pat can recall one lesbian, to their knowledge, who left the 

women's centre because of straight feminists' homophobia; although as Pat points out, 
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there really were not enough lesbian feminists at that time to sustain a separate 

In the 70s Kingston Lesbian feminists were fairy content to focus their political 

energy on "women's issues" while exploring their sexuality through friendships and 

intimate relationships. Doma comments wryly, 

There would be these discussions - what is a feminist, what is a lesbian - there was 
a great deal of discussion in the 70s and 80s. Tak talk, talk, talk Starting in the 
mid-70s was a big coming out period, women corning out of marriages, or else 
were asexual and coming out of that.. I remember being tired of the talk because 
we were the three oId women, everyone else came to it later. At that time it was 
just us guys and, of course, when you are new to it that's all you want to talk 
about? 

Pat recalls a lot of "bed hopping, there was a lot of changing partners. Everybody slept 

with everybody else, there was that feeling to In addition to the support and 

excitement generated fiom having a network of other Lesbians with whom to explore 

sexuality, many women were satisfied with the women's centre because they did not want 

to be publicly political about their desire. Ident-g as a feminist was risky enough- 

Maureen recalls how her feminism placed her on the margins of society. "Some [women 

first encountering feminism and lesbianism] might have found us too strident," elaborates 

Pat, 

but we had to be that strident to keep strong . . . Back in Kingston in the 705 that 
[feminism and lesbianism] didn't go over too weli. There were some, some guys 
who were quite upset about this. We'd get a lot of people throwing stones and 
stuff at the women's center. [thaddidly always at night when no one was there] 
Some men didn't want their wives to come to the women's center because of this 
contr~versy-"~* 

In addition, a lot of lesbians were corning out of marriages and had family commitments 

that kept them vulnerable. The risks for these women were very real; in two separate 

cases Pat and another Kingston lesbian lost their children to ex-husbands who threatened 

%terview with Donna Gallager, Kingston, Uarch 9th 1998. 
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to expose their sexuality ifthey were not given custody of the kids. Of course these two 

custody battles were settled out of court; Pat and her fiend accurately assessed that the 

court system would not have deemed them appropriate parental role-models and neither 

could face the upheaval of a public hearing. Maureen met Pat at the women's centre, who, 

at the time 

was very in the closet. She had two kids, married ... She had to be in the closet 
then; she had kids, a husband, a good job. And then she had me. Her husband 
sued her for divorce while he was at Queen's so that his fws were paid through 
legal aid. She had to pay through the nose for hers. nhe] custody battle for the 
kids was because he was very upset that she was a lesbian . . . the threat to both 
my friends was that it would be made public, that they would lose their jobs, that 
they would be disgraced and so 

Pat lost custody of her two children, who ultimately returned to her when they were 16 

and old enough to choose between their parents. The other woman, her children starting 

to do badly in school and acting out the strains of the separation, returned to live with her 

husband. Years later when Pat did anti-homophobia educational work through 

presentations or media work, the implications of her lesbian visibility on her children's lives 

still shaped how she constructed this public persona. "The thing that concerned me in 

Kingston, was that my daughters were still in school, so when I was h t e ~ e w e d  on the 

radio or something else, I would sometimes not use my last name. I would make sure 

anything I did . . . it was okay for me if I was telling my ftiends but I didn't want my 

children identified,60 

The focus of lesbian feminists on women's issues meant that they remained fkly 

uninterested in coalition work with gay men. Unlike members of LOOT who were acutely 

aware of the sexism of some gay men, Kingston lesbian feminists did not actively decide 

not to work with gay men, rather the idea did not seem to occur to them. The QHA was 

perceived as a more of a social group, and besides, women were at the centre because they 
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were interested in being with other women It was not until the early 1980s that Kingston 

lesbian feminists adopted a more explicitly anti-de stance- Pat occasionally socialized 

with a few gay men from the homophile association, but overall, "I think we were very 

much doing our own thing. I mean if you go to a dance, lesbians were always just hanging 

around looking at each other and the gay men would be over there. I mean ifyou saw a 

buddy you'd say W, how are you' and that was it. You had other things on your mind you 

know."6L Doma recalls that some feminists took issue with what they judged to be gay 

male "promiscuity' or avoided much contact with men in general due to past experiences 

of violence. However, to not work with gay men was not a specific decision adopted by 

members of the women's centre. 

Doma views the feminist activities of the '70s as a precursor for the explosion of 

feminist, and lesbian-feminist community building that characterized Kingston in the 

1980s. A distinguishing factor of my interviews with lesbian-feminists who continued to 

live in Kingston beyond the 1970s was that they were far more interested in speaking 

about this time period than the earlier years. The '80s heralded a dynamic growth in the 

number of womensnly services and cultural institutions. Feminist responses to violence 

against women took the form of a sexual assault center and shelters for battered women- 

An increasing number of straight feminists came out as lesbians and collectively 

established expressions of womyn's culture such as Red Emma's, a women's only cafe, 

Mrs. Dalloways', a women's bookstore, and GAIA, a women's music festival. To some 

extent this feverent activity grew out of lesbians' recognition in the '70s that it was 

extremely difficult to meet other women and sustain communitytY Other than the women's 

centre or sports, there were few public spaces these women could call home. "There 

wasn't a piace to meet," remarks Doma, "so you didn't know anyone else in the 

community was gay unless you worked with them or you met them through sport or some 

- 
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other organization 'cause there was no identified place to meet people. We recognized 

that as a group, knew people in the community had no way, and that's in part how we got 

things going- "62 

The Kingston Women's Centre was a reflection of the eady stirrings ofthe second 

wave of women's liberation in Kingston. Fueled by a passion that accompanied the 

recognition of how patriarchy affected their lives, feminists translated theory into action as 

they tried to build a supportive community for themselves. Like many such '70s feminist 

initiatives, the center's activities resonated with the needs of the white, middle-class, 

educated, and primarily heterosexual, women that dedicated hundreds of hours to keeping 

its doors open. This said, the centre still functioned as a place where working-class 

women could find some support and lesbian-feminists were able, even amidst some of 

their straight comrades' discomfort, to take what they needed. "Personally for me," 

summarizes Pat, "it was a very exciting time because of feminism and changes in my own 

life. And so it [the women's centre] meant a iot to me back then. I think I understood that 

the women's centre was a very positive force and it did help women, at that period in time, 

make decisions and evolve in different  direction^?^ 

621nterview with Donna Gallager, Kingston, Mimh 9th, 1998- 
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Conciusion 

When I 6rst started this research as my undergraduate thesis, members ofKingston 

queer communities were supportive of my work, hopefid, but also gently doubtfbl that I 

would find what I was looking for. The majority ofthe Homophile Association's records 

had mysteriously disappeared afker political in-fighting, about which no one can quite 

remember the details. Even long-standing lesbians and gay men who had lived in Kingston 

since the very early 1980s had little sense that something had wme before them. I 

discovered through archival research, not hazily recalled rumor, that thirty gays had 

picketed on Princess St. in 1977. No one knew that members of the Homophile 

Association had been speaking in high schools since the mid-seventiest that Kingston had 

once hosted a bathhouse or a Women's Centre as far back as the early 70s, that legions of 

military men had gladly accepted 'rides' on their return journeys from downtown back to 

the base. 

Even though many of my narrators continue to play a dynamic role in Kingston's 

contemporary queer Me, their stories of life during the 50s, 605 and 70s are not part of 

the collective consciousness. Perhaps these tales are overshadowed by memories of the 

fevered lesbian-feminist and gay rights organizing that for many defined Kingston in the 

1980s. More accurately, however, I believe that this gap in our memory is indicative that 

many of us have come to believe the assumption that nothing happened here. 

This research asserts that this is not the case: Kingston has a richly textured 

lesbian and gay past. These testimonies provide insight into the spaces lesbians and gays 

utilized to build identity and community. Through interpretation of these stories we wme 

to understandings of how class, gender, sexualityy and place all had an impact on 

individual and collective experiences. The narrations of Henry and Earl b ~ g  the 

difference between a homosexual act and a gay identity into sharp focus while revealing 

how the military presence in Kingston expanded opportunities for gay men to find sex and 



companionship. Discussion of the how narrators 'found each other' illuminates how the 

city's size dowed for community buiIding on the basis of simiIarity yet also sometimes 

required individuals to forge cross-class, crossgender alliances. The history of the 

Queen's Homoph.de Association is not only the story of gay political organizing in 

Kingston but also functions as a comment on how the gender rifts prominent in gay 

liberation movements in larger urban centers were played out differently in Kingston 

because of its smaller size. Sport, particularly softball, assumes its rightM place as 

playing an important role in the sustenance of lesbian Me; analyst-s of balldykes and 

lesbian-feminists reveals how each built different, yet equally vital, forms of communityty 

All of these testimonies serve to broaden our understandings of how lesbians and gay men 

have negotiated their often contradictory need for both invisibility and visibility in order to 

successllly build a 'gay life' in hostile temtory. 

It is my hope that this research takes these histories beyond the realm of personal 

memory and into the colIective consciousness, initiating an exciting public dialogue about 

our past, From the outset, the motivation for this work has been to take these histories 

into the community. And yet finishing this thesis, letting it go', has been difficult. In part 

this is born of the project's own particular history- The act of writing has often been a 

ftustrating one as I have come up hard against how my own ideas about class, sexuality, 

race, gender, and oral history methodology have shifted over the course of four years of 

research. The gaps in my understanding came to the surface as I wrote: I berated myself 

for the questions I had not thought to ask, felt a strong desire to somehow go back and 

redress these inconsistencies, to ask one more question, clarify one more point. And yet I 

also knew that one more question would lead to two and then three. Each new story 

would be followed by another trip to the library or the archives, perhaps even lead to the 

excitement of a new narrator whose memories would provide me with just the information 

I was seeking. Indeed the desire to find out more could easily b m e  a never-ending 

pursuit. 



It was with some reIieftfiat I came to understand that these inconsistencies were 

admissible and inherent aspects of the work Instead of indicating a significant tlaw in the 

research, these dynamics place limitations on my part in the construction of this history. 

To provide myseE the narrators, or  the reader with one definitive, authoritative, all- 

encompassing "truth" is impossible, and so I can only offer an intelligent adysis of what 

narrators relayed to me, and my role in this process, and then help create the space for 

community dialogue to take place. 

I have no shortage of ideas of how to convey the material to Kingston's queer and 

straight communities: a multi-media display, a highschool CULTiculum package, public 

talks and a queer history walking tour, a cross-generational documentw film project that 

draws on the Lived experience of narrators and the energy and curiosity of queer youth, a 

public signage project that would challenge societal notions of which histories deserve to 

be cast in bronze. It is my hope that this research will not only contribute to our 

understanding of Kingston's lesbian and gay past, but will also engage individuals in the 

broader issues of gender, class, sexuality, oral methodology, and notions of silence and 

community that are raised by the work, encouraging people to consider the role history 

and memory plays in the construction of their own identities. Rita Benmayor writes, 

When testimonies are generated in an organized, group context, they have the 
potential of impacting directly on individual and collective empowerment. They 
become more than empirical data and transcend their static destiny as archival 
documents. Social empowerment enables people to speak, and speaking 
empowers. I 

Ultimately, it is my hope that through this process the forty individuals who have offered 

us their memories view their participation as a benefit not only to me, but also to 

themselves and other members of Kingstods queer and straight communities. 

lRina Benmayor. "Testimony, Action Research, and Empowerment Puerto Rican Women and Popular 
Education" in Women's Words: The Femhist =ce of Oral History cds. Shema Berger Gluck and 
Daphne Patai (London: Routledge, 199 1); p. 160 
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